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Abstract

The brain is an extremely complex organ whose exploration and understand-

ing requires the use of several different in vivo approaches at multiple spatial and

temporal ranges; one such approach, developed in the last decades, aims at un-

derstanding how neural networks with thousands of neurons process and generate

signals at the single neuron and single neural event levels by combining electrical

readouts and optical stimulation. However, one major challenge is the creation

of devices that enable the implementation of these methods to a high number of

neurons in living brain tissue with high precision and accuracy and with minimal

tissue damage.

To this end, neurotechnologies represent a great example of the merging of dif-

ferent disciplines, such as microtechnologies and electronics to realize real-world

devices able to extract meaningful neuroscientific data. One type of device is the

Michigan neural probe, which consist of micrometric sized silicon (or polymeric)

cantilever tips (typically 1 to 10 mm long, 100 µm wide, 25 µm thick) embedding

micro-scale sensors (such as microelectrodes) for neural activity readout and/or ac-

tuators (such as microlight emitting diodes or microwaveguides) for neural activity

photostimulation.

While these micrometric scale devices are appropriate for interfacing with neu-

ral networks with single to few neuron resolutions, their coupling with microscale

sensors and actuators limits their functionality, preventing them from studying neu-

ral populations with high degrees of accuracy and functionality. Examples of such

limitations include device bulkiness; lack of simultaneous integration of sensors and

stimulation sites in high numbers; limited optical functionality – generally allowing

for the illumination of the entire population, or localized illumination of parts of the
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network, through integration of several light-emitting diode sources, but resulting

in excessive heat generation.

To tackle these challenges, which are associated with the use of sensors and

stimulation sites based on microtechnologies, we develop and integrate nanotech-

nologies in minimally perturbative neural probes for simultaneous neural network

readout and selective activation and deactivation of neurons. As a first example

of nano-circuit integration on microprobes, we validate the use of nanophotonics

based on add-drop ring resonators to shine light in the area(s) of interest without

any heat generation and resulting in the photoactivation of the desired neurons.

Remarkably, these nanophotonics allow for both reducing our device dimensions

due to their small footprint and for integrating an arbitrary number of stimulation

sites without any significant increase in the device’s lateral dimensions. Besides, we

demonstrate their use for multi-color illumination, which can be used to stimulate

either different types of neurons in the brain or to access different functions (such

as activation or inhibition of neural activity). A second example of integration of

nanotechnologies in microprobes is the fabrication of chirped nanogrooves to focus

the output light to either illuminate single neurons or spread light more efficiently;

a final example is the integration of carbon-based nanomaterials on sensing micro-

electrodes in an effort to improve the microsensor-neuron interface.

This work describes the design, simulation, fabrication, characterization, and

in vivo validation of these microscale devices integrating nanoscale circuitry and

components. We first give an overview of the brain’s networks, connectivity and

functionality (page 4) of neuroscience methods that measure and manipulate brain

activity (page 9), and of state of the art microinvasive tools for high resolution
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neural networks studies (page 19). First, we describe the integration of nanotech-

nologies in microscale devices. in form of nanophotonic circuits embedding optical

switches as passive on-demand demultiplexers for area selective illumination (page

45) and directional couplers for multiwavelength illumination for activation or de-

activation of neurons (page 46). Their integration, along with arrays of sensors is

explained in page 69. Then we illustrate the fabrication processes to realize the

nanocircuits, embed them onto microscale probes, and connect them to macroscopic

instrumentation (page 99) so to validate both the nanophotonic circuit’s capabil-

ities (page 106) and those of the electrical’s (page 133). We explore nanoscale

carbon-based materials to improve the sensors’ interfaces and neural signal readout

(page 137). We finally validate the nanocircuit’s functionality in vivo by measuring

both the neural activity (page 150), and the device’s capability of exciting neural

cells in the area(s) of interest (page 152). As such, we have proven the capability

of these nanotechnologies to interface with the brain tissue in a minimally invasive

way, and with high degrees of functionality and accuracy.
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Integration of nanotechnologies in microscale

invasive in vivo brain devices

Vittorino Lanzio



Background: brain, analysis techniques and de-

vices

Challenges towards the brain exploration

Can we decipher the meaning of conscience and where or how it arises? Can

we read memories and thoughts from other persons’ brains and transfer them to

computers? Can we cure neurodegenerative disorders? These fundamental ques-

tions have interested many generations of scientists and are still sparking a great

deal of interest around the world (see for example the brain-related projects across

the world [46]). However, these questions are still unanswered due to severe tech-

nological challenges brought on by the impossibility of measuring the entire brain

and its processes across different spatial and temporal scales. Brain activity ranges

from the single synapse and single neuron scales (nm to µm), to the network level

(hundreds of µm), and even to the whole brain (mm) and its corresponding tem-

poral scales (from ms to years). Besides, the brain consists of a huge number of

neurons (∼1011) and interconnections (∼1014), has high interconnectivity between

different areas, and is difficult to access without damaging the cells.

In the last century, scientists have made great strides towards these efforts. They

engineered and optimized several different methods to analyze and manipulate brain

activity at specific length and temporal scales, leading to an increased understand-

ing of some brain functions. For example, recent studies have shown that memories

can be implanted and manipulated [67] [111], and that devices can partially correct

seizures [58].

One interesting and not yet fully explored area concerns the impact of single
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(or a few) neurons in an in vivo network: can a few neurons influence the behav-

ior of an entire population, and if so, how? Do they correspond to specific brain

functions? To answer these questions it is important to interface neurons with high

accuracy (single neuron resolution), multiple functionalities (sensing and manipu-

lation of their activity), high spatiotemporal accuracy (to confine the readout and

stimulus), and with a large number of sensors and stimulation sites. This project

tackles all of these issues by the integration of nanocircuits onto microdevices; for

example, a simultaneous readout of neural activity and its manipulation in areas of

interest with high spatial accuracy − providing, for example, the network excitation

only on a few neurons instead of an entire network − is obtained by integrating

electrical circuits with nanophotonic circuits. But before describing the concept of

this thesis, we give an overview of the brain, its organization, and its functionality.

Figure 2.1: The brain and some of its components at different spatial ranges. (a):
neural connections across different brain areas. (b): neural network and (c) mag-
nification imaged with optical microscopy after genetic staining [68].
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Brain biology

The macroscopic, microscopic, nanoscopic brain structure and function

The brain is part of the nervous system and resides inside the skull, surrounded

by the dura mater. It can be divided into gray and white matter, with the former

composed mainly of cell (neuron) bodies and their inputs and the latter composed

of long-range cell outputs that connect to the different brain areas and the rest of

the body. Within the white matter, the cortex is the outer layer of the brain (which

is 1 mm thick for mice) and is mainly devoted to the elaboration and processing of

the sensory information.

Figure 4.1: the brain and its organization. (a): Networks are arranged and intercon-
nected together across different functional areas of the brain [14]. (b,c): schematic
illustration (b) and simulation (c) of a cortical area and its six layers and divided
into microcolumns in the vertical direction [30]. (d): microcolumns are composed
of interconnected neurons [89] [68].

The cortex, as the whole brain, spans over several functional areas (Figure 4.1

a), each devoted to specific tasks (i.e. vision or motor control) and interlinked with

each other. The cortex itself is organized into six layers, formed by different neuron
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types (having different morphology, genetic sequences and electrical activity) and

density. The layers in several functional areas (such as the visual and motor cortex)

are then composed of microcolumns (Figure 4.1 b), which are networks of neurons

spanning vertically over the six layers and horizontally by a few tens of micrometers

[51][41]. Microcolumns are believed to be the functional unit in the cortex[45][80]:

for example in the mouse barrel cortex, each of them is topographically arranged

according to the whiskers and assigned to each [100]. However, not all of the cortical

areas seem to be arranged in microcolumns, and are rather arranged in sparse

networks (or populations) of neurons. Microcolumns and networks are formed by

interconnected neurons (4.1 c), which may be the ultimate computational unit: in

fact they “respond to a particular feature, or a specific combination of features, of

the stimulus, such as position in space, frequency or intensity” [114]. We’ll describe

neurons in the following pages.

It is worth noting the different spatial and temporal scales of the brain: from the

functional areas (mm wide and working at low frequencies, few tens of Hz) to

the single neuron ones, spanning ∼10 to 20 micrometers horizontally and a few

hundred micrometers vertically, operating at the kilohertz frequencies (although

different operation frequencies exist inside neural populations [128].

Neurons in a network

The neuron is the basic unit in the brain and is composed of a body called the

soma, one - or several - inputs called the dendrites, and one - or several - outputs

called the axons (which serve as inputs of other neurons) (Figure 5.1 a). The

morphology and the number of inputs and outputs depend on the neuron type,

which is defined also based on its genetic code and electrical activity. Neurons
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are interconnected between each other and form networks: the axon of a neuron

connects to the dendrite of other(s) in a junction called synapsis. All neurons and

networks are immersed in a sodium chloride solution, while their soma is filled with

potassium, which makes them have a lower potential (the resting potential, ∼-70

mV) with respect to the extracellular medium.

Neurons communicate through electro-chemical signals. Action potentials (elec-

trical signals) start at the soma and transfer through the axon to the synapse, re-

leasing neurotransmitters (that are chemical molecules) that bind to the dendrite

of the second neuron and activate the ion pumps in proximity. The ion pumps are

channels in the membrane that allow for the exchange of intracellular and extra-

cellular ions to either increase the intracellular potential (excitatory) or decrease it

(inhibitory) [8]. If the sum of the synaptic potentials leads to an internal voltage

above the neuron’s threshold’s (∼-55 mV), all the ion pumps on the neuron’s soma

open, and the neuron fires an action potential. This results in a voltage spike (Fig-

ure 5.1 b) consisting of an initial increase and subsequent decrease (corresponding

to the opening and closing of the ion pumps) and refractory period (due to the slow

kinetics of the potassium’s pumps’ closure) [18].

Neural networks and signal pathways in the brain

Despite several neuroscientific studies showing the organization and function of

neural populations for specific tasks, such as in vision or movement [100], there is

still a great number of neural populations that have not been studied in detail and

whose functioning and signal processing is not clear. Furthermore, it is difficult to

find patterns in neural firings across groups of neurons, networks, and the whole

brain, as well as defining the brain computational unit and the role of single neurons
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Figure 5.1: example of neuron structure and electrical signal. (a): neuron struc-
ture, showing inputs (dendrites), body (soma), and outputs (axons terminated by
synapses) [19]. (b): typical neuron action potential spike, happening when the sum
of synaptic (excitatory and inhibitory) potentials brings the neuron intracellular
voltage above the threshold potential [20].

in the network or minicolumn. For example, detailed studies in the visual cortex

(Figure 6.1 a) and in single barrels in the mouse motor cortex show complicated

and non-straightforward neural potential pathways between the layers (6.1): signals

in the visual cortex layer number four (L4) were found to simultaneously drive

L2/3 and suppress L5 [103] and signals in the mouse barrel cortex have different

pathways, such as L4→L2/3→L5 , L4→L5 or L4→L6 [6].

The arising challenges are found both in the difficulty of recording a high number

of neurons with a high spatial and temporal resolution (ideally below a few tens

of microns and milliseconds respectively), and in controlling or silencing (with a

similar resolution) parts of the network. The recording allows the experimenter to

assess both where the neurons are positioned and how they fire. High resolution

is necessary to interface single neurons and single-neuron action potentials and

how they spread across different neurons. Silencing single cells or layers would
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Figure 6.1: Neural network organization and signal pathways. (a) Whisker barrel
cortex, where every whisker corresponds to a column ((b): top view; (c): cross
section; (d): whole brain representation). Neural signals travel across different
brain areas (e) and, in the barrel cortex, different signals travel along different
cortical layers (f) [100], [6].

allow for assessing their role in the network by inference and observation of how

the signal pathways in the other layers/neurons change. These operations require

advancement into two distinct fields, which we’ll discuss in the following sections:

techniques to record and manipulate neurons and networks (page 9), and devices

to implement such techniques (page 20).
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Neuroscience methods

General overview: state of the art neuroscience methods

Understanding the brain is an extremely complex task due to the high num-

ber of neurons, axons and dendrites, the huge amount of data, and the difficulty in

accessing it and the broad spatial and temporal ranges involved, which span respec-

tively from nanometers to millimeters and from milliseconds to seconds. Scientists

engineered and optimized several techniques that analyze, image and reconstruct

parts of the brain with specific spatiotemporal ranges to understand the individual

pieces of the whole puzzle.

Four main ranges of interest exist when studying the brain. The first one is the

spatial extent of brain tissue interfaced, which corresponds to the number of neu-

rons and connections the method measures; ideally, it extends to the whole brain.

Similarly, the second one is the temporal range, which corresponds to the tempo-

ral extent the technique can record and which, ideally, spans from the millisecond

(single neural event) to years. The third one is the spatial resolution, which is the

minimal spatial feature the technique can resolve (ideally a few nm, to visualize

the synapses and their clefts). The Fourth is the temporal resolution, which is the

minimal temporal feature the technique can resolve (ideally around one millisecond,

so to analyze all of the neural events). Thus, an ideal technique would allow for the

spatial interfacing of the entire brain along the temporal scales (ms to years) with

high spatiotemporal resolution (nm and ms respectively). However, all of the cur-

rent methods provide either one or a combination of two of the points listed above:

we show a graph of the techniques’ spatiotemporal ranges and resolution in (Fig.

8.1), displaying the trade offs in spatiotemporal resolution and ranges of different

techniques, but showing that although separately, they are able to cover all of the
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brain ranges. In the following, we describe in detail some of these methods, along

with their spatiotemporal resolution, benefits, and applications.

Figure 8.1: Spatiotemporal graph of recent neuroscience methods, highlighting both
the tradeoffs of current techniques but showing that together they cover all of the
possible ranges and resolutions [118].

Imaging the morphology and activity of the brain

Imaging with light and electrons is a powerful technique used to assess the

morphology and activity of an arbitrary number of neurons with high spatial res-

olution at the expense of the temporal one. Imaging techniques, such as confocal

or two-photon microscopy [113], use light to visualize large portions of the brain

(mm2) with a high spatial resolution (∼1 µm) and in vivo. They also enable the

user to directly visualize neural cells’ activity by using Calcium or voltage indica-

tors that transduce the action potentials into photons (but having severe tradeoffs
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between the signal to noise ratio and fast, ms, kinetics) [114]. Other indicators

allow for coloring different types of cells by their genetic modification so that they

fluoresce with different wavelengths and to thus distinguish both their soma, axons

and dendrites from the adjacent cells (brainbow [15] [107]). Generally, these tech-

niques work for shallow brain depths [141] – up to around one mm – since visible

wavelength light is strongly absorbed in brain tissue (while longer-wavelength in-

frared light is less absorbed, but yields a lower resolution). Techniques for in vitro

brain imaging can overcome the absorption by making the brain transparent either,

through immersion in an index matching solution or through substitution of the

strongly-scattering lipids on the neurons’ somas with hydrogels [37][26]. An even

higher resolution (nm) is achieved by visualizing the brain in slices (milled with an

ion beam) in electron scanning microscopes [43][138]. Other imaging techniques,

such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), magnetoencephalography

(MEG), or positron emission tomography (PET), use magnetic fields to measure

brain activity in the whole brain and for long periods of time, but have a poor

spatial resolution (∼0.5 mm2) [78]. These latter methods are useful in assessing

the activation of functional brain areas related to different behavioral tasks [78], [47]

Electrophysiology: readout of electrical neural signals

Electrophysiology refers to the measurement of voltage changes associated with

action potentials and allows for a fast (ms) and high spatial resolution (up to the

single neural cell) of neural activity for up to hundreds of neurons in a population

and for a wide temporal range (ms to months). “The primary strength of electro-

physiology is its combination of time resolution and sensitivity, allowing the precise
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determination of the temporal pattern of neuronal signals over many orders of mag-

nitude, with high signal-to-noise ratio“ [114]. The electrical activity of neurons can

be measured with arrays of sensors either above the skull (electroencephalography)

or above the brain surface (using multi-electrode arrays), or by implanting them

inside the brain tissue (using implanted microwires or microelectrodes) [78]. Such

readouts allow for reading the neurons’ activity and triangulating their position

over hundreds of neurons. The benefit of this technique, as mentioned earlier, is

that it allows for a high resolution (single neuron) readout of each neuron’s event,

which takes place in the ms time scale (while calcium imaging techniques and mag-

netic recordings are much slower, on the order of a few hundreds of ms to s) and

allowing, for example, to record the sequence of temporal events between adjacent

neurons. The drawback is that there is not a direct visualization of the cells and

their connections: neuron somas’ positions are inferred from the triangulation of

the electric measurements. We describe this technique in the following paragraphs.

Optogenetics: manipulation of neural cell activity

Similarly to the readout of electric activity, it is possible to modulate neuron

activity by delivering pulses of current, in a process called deep brain stimulation.

However, there are some severe drawbacks: damage to the cells due to the need to

apply large voltages and the impossibility of coupling it with the readout, since the

stimulation fields will overwrite the neural fields [18]. An alternative recent tech-

nique for studying the brain, optogenetics [11], allows for manipulating neural cell

activity of genetically modified neurons by illuminating them. The main benefit of

this technique is that it allows the user to control the neural activity of specific cell

types at the millisecond timescale, with minimal brain damage, and can be coupled
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to electrical readouts. We describe this technique in the following paragraphs.

Computation: simulating brain circuits

Finally, brain activity can be simulated in supercomputers (‘in silico’) once the

typical response of a neural cell has been mathematically recorded and modeled

[127]. Simulations allow for studying the network behavior [54], the relationships

between the different neurons [12], the connectome [106], and the electrical signal

propagation in large networks with thousands of neurons, and for different choices

of inputs.

Electrophysiology for neural readout and triangulation

The electrophysiology technique consists of the voltage measurement of neural

activity as a change in the local electric field due to charge redistribution when a

neuron reaches its threshold voltage; it is measured through electrical sensors (metal

wires or electrodes) either inside the cell membrane or outside of it (intracellular and

extracellular recordings respectively). Extracellular and intracellular recordings

yield similar features [42], although intracellular ones have a higher signal to noise

ratio. Extracellular recordings measure either the low frequency (<500Hz) - local

neural field potentials arising from the contributions of several neurons (multi-

unit recordings) [31] - or single neuron action potentials (single-unit recordings)

at higher frequencies (∼ 1000 Hz), depending on whether the size of the sensor is

(respectively) much larger or similar to that of a neural cell soma (∼tens of µms).

Even when reading single-neuron action potentials, signals from further neurons are

read by the sensor; these signals are smaller in amplitude (due to the electric field

decrease as a function of the distance from the neuron) and time shifted [14] (Fig.
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10.1 a,b). Considering the amplitude, time differences, action potential waveforms,

and the use of dedicated algorithms, it is possible to discern the closest neuron

and its action potentials for each sensor in an array. This operation is called spike

sorting [110] and yields, along with the neural activity readout, the triangulation

of the neurons’ positions (Fig. 10.1 c).

Figure 10.1: electrophysiology measurements of multiple neurons with single neu-
ron resolution. (a): action potentials measured at different locations around a neu-
ron, showing the recorded waveform amplitude decreasing as the distance from the
neuron increases [42]. (b,c): examples of in vivo electrophysiology measurements
with multiple sensors and post processing [43]. (b): single sensor recording raw
data, and after low frequency filtering, showing that multiple neurons are recorded
onto the same channel. (c): data post processing after recording with an array of
sensors, showing individual neural waveforms assigned to each neuron and to the
corresponding closest electrode.
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Optogenetics for fast neural activity manipulation

Optogenetics [11] allows for fast (milliseconds) and neuron-type selective manip-

ulation of brain activity without the use of high electrical voltages. This technique

consists of the excitation or inhibition of neural cell activity through their illumi-

nation and requires the genetic modification of neurons so to attach light-sensitive

proteins – called opsins – on their membranes. This modification is obtained either

through in utero electroporation or by delivering the opsin through a viral vector

(i.e. injection with a syringe); attachment to the neuron type of interest is obtained

by specific genetic promoters for the opsin of interest, such as the Cre (while in a

non modified mouse all of the neurons are targeted) [38] (Fig. 11.1 a). Once the

opsin is transferred to the neurons, their activation requires both a correct illu-

mination wavelength, which depends on the opsin type and its absorption spectra

– residing in the visible wavelength range, 400 nm to 700 nm – and a threshold

optical power density, which is typically around 1 mW/mm2 [38] (Fig. 11.1 b).

Several types of opsins and corresponding variants have been engineered [56] [65],

each having a well-defined absorption spectrum and differing by function (neural

network excitation or inhibition), and time response (ms to tens of minutes). Some

examples of opsins are the (blue-activated) channelrhodopsins for neural activity

excitation or the (yellow-activated) halorhodopsins for inhibition (peak wavelength:

473 nm and 570 nm respectively) [65].

The use of a single type of opsin enables the experimenter to manipulate brain

activity either by silencing or exciting it at a fast temporal scale (on the order of

neural events). The combination of two or more opsins allows for the combination

of their different dynamics for experiments with higher degrees of freedom (i.e. for

example to both silence and excite neurons [57]). Finally, optogenetic stimulation
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of neural cells is damage less for short illumination periods (<500 ms) – meaning

that it does not cause significant tissue heating (∼0.5°C [4]) due to light absorption

[122]. As an example, there are no observed neural behavior changes at high optical

fiber light output powers of 5-10 mW (corresponding to power densities of ∼300

mW/mm2) [38]. In general, shorter (few ms) and lower power (by at least one order

of magnitude) light pulses are sufficient to elicit single neural action potentials [56].

Figure 11.1: optogenetic technique for the fast manipulation of neural cell activity.
(a): wild type mouse, in which a virus with opsins and cell-specific promoters is
injected, resulting in specific light sensitive neurons (represented by the green trian-
gles). (b): illumination of the neurons and simultaneous recording. (c): recorded
signals, showing the neuron excitation (green spikes) during optical stimulation
(blue lines) [56].

Combination of electrophysyology and optogenetics

The combination of optogenetics and electrophysiology is of great interest to

neuroscience research, since it combines the simultaneous readout and stimulation
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(or inhibition) of neural cell activity. This allows for many new applications. For

example, we can study neural behavior in the presence or absence of precise stimuli

[36], feedback loops, and phototagging [18]. The first application refers to the

optogenetic manipulation of the areas of interest and the analysis of the changes

in electrical activity (i.e. in the electrical signal pathways). This is done at the

population level, either by targeting axonal projections to silence distant areas,

[117], by targeting entire neural populations directly, or by focusing on selected

spatial areas, such as single cortical layers, to infer their functions. For example,

Petersen et al. [100] describe the optogenetic activity suppression of different areas

associated with whisker movement (somatosensory cortex WS1 and motor cortex

WM1 (Fig. 12.1 a) to determine the role of WS1 as negative feedback to suppress

its neural activity, which is driven by WM1. As another example, Pluta et al.

[21] describe the optogenetic deactivation of layer number four in the mouse barrel

cortex to determine its role in the suppression of the neurons in layer five (Fig. 12.1

b).

Feedback loops implement a sensing part (the electrophysiology measurements)

and an acting part (the optogenetic stimulation). Several applications were demon-

strated in humans to recover impaired motor abilities, speech, or vision using feed-

back loops that implement both electrical readouts and electrical stimulation. Feed-

back loops that implement optogenetics as the stimulation technique in mice allow

for fast network manipulation, and have allowed, for example, for the inhibition of

seizures [58] or the inception of a false fear memory [67].

Phototagging [56] exploits the cell-type specificity of opsins to determine the

type of neurons measured by electrophysiological techniques through the illumina-

tion of an entire population and the observation of which neurons and associated
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waveforms are (de)activated.

In conclusion, the simultaneous readout of neural networks with the combination

of electrophysiology and optogenetic tools allows for fast and neuron-type selective

analysis and control. The studies described above were all performed on large brain

areas (i.e. the somatosensory cortex) or in specific cortical layers (i.e. layer 4), but

they do not allow wider flexibility in terms of the chosen area. For example, it would

be useful to assess the contribution of the various layers by selectively silencing each

of them in the same experiment (while in [103] only layer four can be optogenetically

manipulated due to the virus injection happening in the area). In the following

sections, we will describe both the tools that implement high resolution techniques

(namely electrophysiology and optogenetics) and how our device, along with the

integration of nanotechnologies, could be used to analyze neural networks with

high flexibility – i.e. suppressing the desired layers in the same experiment – while

providing minimal brain tissue damage.

Figure 12.1: Experiments combining electrophysiology and optogenetics for neural
activity readout and simultaneous manipulation. (a): optogenetic stimulation of
motor barrel cortex simultaneous to readout of sensor cortex assigned to a whisker
[11]. (b): simultaneous optogenetic manipulation of layer four and readout of the
entire barrel cortex microcolumn [21].
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Probes: invasive microdevices for brain interfacing

As we mentioned in the previous sections, scientists engineered several tech-

niques to explore the brain at different spatial and temporal ranges and resolutions;

this section describes the devices that allow the implementation of electrophysiol-

ogy and optogenetic techniques, since they enable a high spatiotemporal resolution

in vivo readout and manipulation of networks and neural cells. High resolution elec-

trophysiology and optogenetics at different brain depths require the use of invasive

devices – ones that are inserted into the brain of a living animal – so to position the

sensors as close to the neurons as possible. For example, electrophysiological record-

ings of neural activity with noninvasive devices (electroencephalography) yield a

poor spatial resolution. Other non-invasive techniques, such as magnetic record-

ings or brain imaging, suffer from poor spatial or temporal resolution. Semi-invasive

devices, which are placed on the surface of the brain, such as multi-electrode arrays

[94], can record single-unit activity but only near the brain surface. Despite their

high spatiotemporal resolution, invasive devices have two main drawbacks: damage

to the brain tissue, which limits their application to chronic (short term) studies

and the small volume of interaction, limited by the fact that only neurons adjacent

to the device are recorded and the limit on the implantation of multiple devices,

which would result in excessive brain damage. Thus, invasive devices are suited for

a high spatiotemporal resolution and short term interrogation of neural networks

(few hundreds of neurons) with single neuron and single neural event resolutions

(∼few µm and ms respectively). These studies yield a great amount of information

on how neural processes are orchestrated at the neuron and network level. As an

example, invasive devices are used to analyze single cortical barrels in the mouse

somatosensory cortex and extract the neural signal pathway and the role of single
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cortical layers. In the following sections, we will describe major classes of invasive

devices and their integrated sensors and stimulation sites for electrophysiology and

optogenetics.

Microdevices: Fibers, Utah and Michigan neural probes

In this section, we describe three of the main types of invasive microdevices

for neuroscience: Utah neural probes, Michigan neural probes, and fiber probes,

all of which consist of a silicon or polymeric substrate integrating a variety of

microscale sensors and stimulation sites for, respectively, neural activity recording

and manipulation. These devices are composed of an insertion part (the tip), which

is fabricated to be small, while at the same time embedding as many sensors and

stimulation sites as possible. There is also a device connection area to connect the

device tip to the printed circuit board external and the external instrumentation

(electronics or lasers) (Fig. 13.1 a).

Utah neural probes [32] (Fig. 13.1 c) are fabricated by wafer micromachining

directly through the wafer and yielding multiple tips with a low density of sensors

(one per tip) and lengths limited to the wafer thickness. On the other hand, Michi-

gan neural probes (Fig. 13.1 b) are silicon or polymeric cantilevers microfabricated

in-plane on the wafer surface; sensors and stimulation sites are integrated on the

cantilever surface, thus allowing their high-density integration, corresponding to

their number increase with a simultaneous decrease of the tip lateral dimension, in

long tips (10 mm) [32]. Fiber probes (figure 13.1 d) are polymeric fibers that are

fabricated by thermal drawing processes, where “macroscopic materials are heated

and stretched to wires and sheets with greatly reduced thickness” [44]. Fiber probes

integrate a limited number of sensors and stimulation sites, but they benefit from
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high flexibility and compliance to the brain tissue.

This thesis focuses on the Michigan neural probes (which we will call ‘neural

probes’) because they allow us to integrate nanocircuits due to their in-plane fabri-

cation, allowing for the interfacing of a higher number of neurons and increased

accuracy in the spatiotemporal analysis of the neural networks. Furthermore,

Michigan probes can be fabricated on polymers rather than on silicon, so to be

more compliant to brain tissue [20]. Michigan probes are used to investigate the

behavior of high numbers of neural cells (10 to 1000) with high spatial and tem-

poral resolutions – around 5 µm and 1 ms respectively, which is on the order of

single neural cells and single neural events – in a tissue radius of 200 µm around the

probe tip [28]. Thus, typical neural probes interface a volume around 0.4 mm3 if we

consider a 10 mm long tip; using several tips (for example 16), only a small portion

of the total mouse brain, around 1.2%, can be interfaced (where the mouse brain

volume is around 500 mm3 [130] [75]). Typical neural probes integrate multiple

tips (generally one to four), each tip having 1 to 10 mm length (where 1 mm is the

thickness of the mouse cortex), ∼100 µm lateral width and ∼30 µm thickness and

integrating between 8 to 1000 microsensors and a few microstimulation sites, as we

describe in the following sections. Microsensor dimensions for electrophysiological

recordings are on the order of the neural cells’ soma having a square or circular

shape (with lateral size or diameter around 10-20 µm) so to achieve single-neuron

resolution; their spacing (center to center) is around 30-50 µm. Microstimulation

sites for optogenetics deliver light to illuminate as more neurons as possible. We

will detail both in the following section.
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Figure 13.1: schematic illustrations of the probes for interfacing neural populations
with high spatiotemporal resolution. (a): the neural probes consist of a tip area,
which is inserted in the mouse brain to record or stimulate neurons, and a device
interfacing area to connect the tip to the printed circuit board and external instru-
mentation [44]. (b-d): [20]; (b): Michigan type neural probe and neuron sketch [90]
scaled to its approximate dimensions to the probe tip; (c): Utah neural probe and
(d): fiber probe.

Integration of microsensors in Michigan probes for electrophysiology

Neural probes integrate microelectrode sensors for detecting in vivo neural ac-

tion potentials from several neurons in a network. Design considerations for these

passive readout sensors are based on the average neuron arrangement, density, and

spacing in the areas of interest of the brain. Microelectrodes are square or circular-

shaped metal areas on the probe’s surface with lateral dimensions (or diameters)

comparable to single neural cells, therefore making them able to triangulate their

position with a 5 µm resolution (Fig. 14.1 a,b). Bundles of wires run from the

electrodes on the tip of the probe to the ones on the probe interfacing area so to

connect them to the PCB and to the external electronics, which embed frequency

filters and amplifiers. Electrodes measure neurons’ activity within the detectable

radius range r (∼50-200 µm, since signal amplitudes decay with an inverse rela-

tionship with respect to the distance) and with a low yield (around 10%) since the

majority of the neurons (>90-95%) are silent. A neuron is considered silent if it

does not fire action potentials at a high enough frequency to be detected by spike
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sorting algorithms [120]. The yield number does not count the neurons displaced or

killed by the probe insertion, which are far lower than the silent ones [28]. Thus, it

can be estimated that a 10 mm long tip should record from ∼500 (out of ∼10000)

neurons, while a 1 mm long one should record from ∼50 neurons (out of ∼1000)

in the cases where the number of integrated electrodes are at least 500 and 50, re-

spectively. Thus, considering the number of detectable neurons, 1 mm long neural

probes should have at least 50 electrodes with size and spacing comparable to neural

cells. Wider spacing or fewer electrodes detect a reduced number of neurons, while

smaller, closer packed electrodes (such as 9 µm size square electrodes with 10 µm

center-center spacing) yield neuron oversampling (recording on multiple electrodes

from the same neuron).

State of the art neural probes integrate massive numbers of electrodes to allow

recording from as many neurons and different areas as possible; their integration

happens either in a single tip, such as for the Neuropixel and Neuroseeker probes

[84] [105] [52], or in several tips arranged in three-dimensional arrays [32], [108].

These probes yield the monitoring of massive numbers of neurons: for example, the

insertion of 2 Neuropixel probes has detected >700 neurons [44] (Fig. 14.1 c,d).

Few bottlenecks restrict an increased integration of even higher numbers of

electrodes: first, the tip lateral dimensions cannot be increased too much, as this

will cause excessive brain damage. Second, a limited number of wires can be placed

in the given tip space. For example, only up to ∼150 wires with 100 nm width

and 300 nm spacing would fit in a 70 µm wide tip (considering that ∼20 µm of

lateral space are already occupied by the electrodes). One solution is to use a

limited number of wires to programmably address all of the electrodes [52]. The

third limitation towards a further scaling is that electrode dimensions cannot be
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reduced since they lead to neural oversampling, and, as we explain in the following

section, their signal to noise ratio (SNR) decreases as a function of the dimensions,

preventing the detection of action potentials. The SNR decreases with smaller

electrodes: typical amplitudes of detected signals in electrophysiology extracellular

measurements are on the order of a few tens of µV (out of the actual 70 mV) [42]

and the noise level can reach similar values when the electrode lateral sizes are

smaller than a few tens of microns.

Figure 14.1: Michigan neural probes integrating electrodes for neural activity read-
out. (a): neural probe tip integrating 8 electrodes and measured waveforms corre-
sponding to two different neurons (blue and red colored) [28]. (b): triangulation of
the two neurons’ position in space with respect to the tip. (c,d): Neuropixel probe
recordings from 900 electrodes (left) and insets showing two distinct neurons on a
few electrodes [52] and a probe (right).
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Microsensors: function, modelling and electrical characterization

To further explore this concept, it is necessary to investigate how electrodes

in the brain read extracellular voltage variations. With this information, we can

understand the readout limitations relative to the electrode parameters (such as

material, area, surface topology. . . ). An electrode in the extracellular medium and

adjacent to a neuron can be modeled as an electrode in solution (Fig. 15.1); sev-

eral electrical parameters model the transduction of the electric field variation into

electrical current when the neuron membrane channel opens [121]. The main con-

tribution is a double layer capacitance, Ce, that forms at the electrode-solution

interface and that polarizes the electrode. Further elements are the electrode re-

sistance, Re, which can be reduced by using metals such as Au, Pt or Ir, and

the extracellular medium resistance (Rseal); the resistance of the wires connecting

the electrode to the PCB and the external amplifier impedance can be neglected

[18]. Altogether, these elements are modeled as a Randless cell circuit (figure) [22]

[62], where the main contribution arises from the parallel of the electrode resis-

tance and the double layer capacitance, thus an impedance (Z). This impedance

is largely dominated by the contribution of the electrode surface area [18], [109];

a small area results in a large impedance value and thus in a low signal to noise

ratio (SNR), preventing the readout of single-neuron action potentials. Strategies

to decrease the electrode impedance were developed in the last few decades and

involve the decrease of Z of one to two orders of magnitude by increasing the elec-

trode surface micro-roughness. Such roughening does not increase the electrode

lateral dimensions, allowing for reduction of the electrode lateral footprint up to

the single neural cell dimension (∼10-20 µm) and thus, reading single-neuron action

potentials; it can be achieved through electrodeposition of metallic nanoparticles
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(named electroplating) [23] or by electrode roughening by chemical/physical etch-

ing [22]. Electrodeposition is not sufficient to overcome the SNR issue for further

scaled down electrodes, which could prove useful to increase the available space on

the probe tip. Ongoing efforts targeting the electrode scale down involve the use of

active sensors, such as field-effect transistors [44].

Figure 15.1: Neural activity recording with electrodes. (a): electrode-neuron elec-
trical equivalent (Randless cell), where the electrode is modeled as an RC circuit
with material resistance R and double layer capacitance at the metal-extracellular
medium resistance C [18]. (b,c): [44]: the electrode impedance is the main factor
influencing the signal to noise ratio of detected signals, where a low impedance
is desired. (b): The impedance decays with the electrode area and (c) the noise
increases for higher electrode impedance values.

Impedance characterization

The electrodes’ impedances are estimated by electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy (EIS) (15.2), which is a technique that measures the frequency response

in terms of voltage and phase delay of the electrochemical system (an electrode in

solution) to a small (5 mV) sinusoidal applied input current [17]. The probe tip is

immersed in a phosphate-buffered saline solution, which mimics the brain extracel-

lular environment, while the PCB probe is connected to the voltage measurement

and current generator; a counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl reference electrode close

the circuit. Measured data is displayed either with a Nyquist plot (y-axis: Z imag-

inary part; x-axis: Z real part) or a Bode plot (y-axis: logarithm of the magnitude
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of Z or phase; x-axis: frequency). Nyquist plots asses if undesired electrochemical

reactions at the electrode-liquid interface take place (such as, for example, elec-

trode corrosion). Bode plots display the electrodes’ impedance magnitude value

and are used to assess the electrode yield, which is the number of working elec-

trodes, whereas high impedance values (above 10 MΩ for square electrodes with size

∼10 µm) are nonfunctioning electrodes (having open wire connections). The same

setup allows for electroplating the working electrodes by using a solution containing

nanoparticles as the electrolyte. Typical resulting values for square electrodes with

10 µm size are (at 1 KHz) around 5 MΩ before electroplating and around 0.2 MΩ

after electroplating.

Figure 15.2: electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and electrode impedance.
(a): electrochemical impedance spectroscopy setup for measuring the electrode
impedance: a small current in solution is applied in between a counter electrode
and the probe electrode and the voltage amplitude and phase are measured; (b):
Electrode impedance as a function of the frequency for electrodes before electro-
plating (blue points) and after electroplating (red points, 10 times the actual value)
[16].
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Electrode materials and impedance

Common electrode materials include metals such as gold, platinum, iridium

oxide, and titanium nitride, which are employed due to their chemical inertness

and high electrical conductivity [18]. Platinum black or gold nanoparticles can be

electrodeposited on the electrodes’ interfaces to create nanostructures in the ∼100

nm range dimension, with the result of an improved signal to noise ratio. However,

these materials read neural activity by means of faradaic reactions, which involve

the reduction of chemical reactions at their interface and subsequent release of metal

nanoparticles in brain tissue [19]. In addition, several of these plated nanoparticles

(such as platinum black ones) have poor mechanical stability on the electrode’s

surface and tend to delaminate.

Electrodes made of (or coated with) non-metallic materials, such as polymeric

or carbon-based materials, are gaining an increased interest for their increased

compliance, chemical stability and multifunctionality. For example, they allow

both for the detection of neural activity and of chemical activity associated with

neurotransmitter release. Several of these materials can also be functionalized to

release chemical molecules, such as the PEDOT polymer [18].

Carbon-based materials can have several different forms and electrochemical

and optical properties depending on their atom arrangement and overall morphol-

ogy. Several materials were engineered and optimized for neural interfaces, such

as carbon nanotubes, graphene, glassy carbon, diamond, and laser induced porous

graphene, with each having unique sets of benefits. Due to their high biocompati-

bility, and high electrical conductivity and chemical sensitivity, these materials are

well suited for neural interfaces and will thus be discussed in section 23, page 67.
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Integration of microstimulation sites in Michigan probes for optogenetics

Neural probes use different strategies to deliver light for optogenetic manipula-

tion of neural activity. A first strategy is to integrate light sources such as micro

light-emitting diodes (µLEDs) on the neural probes (Fig. 16.1 a), placing them

either on the tip or on the probe interfacing area and, for this last case, coupling

them to waveguides so to bring light to the tip. A second strategy makes use of

external light sources, such as lasers or diodes, and couples them to waveguides

on the probe interfacing area (Fig. 16.1 b). Waveguides can then be terminated

by a grating, for light extraction perpendicularly to the tip, or light can be out-

put directly from the waveguide’s facet. Typical µLEDs are square (or circular)

shaped with lateral dimensions (or diameter) of 30-50 µm and require an electri-

cal connection for their activation, while waveguides can have lateral widths and

thicknesses anywhere in between a few hundred nm to few tens of µm, depending

on the material they are made of. For example, polymeric waveguides, such as

silicon oxynitride-silicon dioxide, or polyimide ones are rather wide and thick (∼20

X 30 µm) due to their low light confinement capabilities (due to their low refractive

index contrast, ∼ 0.01). On the other hand, silicon nitride-silicon dioxide ones are

two orders of magnitude smaller (∼0.2 X 0.3 µm) due to their high refractive index

contrast (∼0.5). Although they have wider dimensions, polymeric waveguides are

also of interest because they are flexible (and can thus be integrated onto polymeric

substrates). Silicon is not used as waveguiding material since it absorbs light in the

visible wavelengths (400-700 nm) where the opsin activation takes place. Coupling

of light from a light source to a waveguide can be achieved either by aligning the

light source beam or optical fiber laterally to the waveguide edge (butt or edge

coupling) or from the top by integrating a grating as the waveguide input (grating
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coupling). Examples of state of the art probes integrate a high number of µLEDs

in the tip [81] or several waveguides (one for each output) in the probe interfacing

area (to which a µLED can be selectively coupled to [63] (Fig. 16.1 c) or use exter-

nal tunable laser sources coupled to arrayed waveguides having a single input and

multiple waveguides as outputs [117]. Besides, several of these devices integrate

electrodes for neural activity readout alongside with the light stimulation.

Figure 16.1: State of the art neural probes with different light delivery strategies.
(q): integration of µLEDs on the probe tip [115] [134]; (b): use of an external light
source by coupling of an optical fiber to the waveguide on the probe [134]; (c): state
of the art probe with arrayed waveguide gratings (single waveguide input, multiple
waveguide outputs on the tip) able to deliver light on demand in the area of interest
[117].

Microstimulation sites characteristics

The three light source configurations (on the tip, on the probe interface, or

external coupling) have different benefits and drawbacks in terms of thermal man-

agement (amount of heat delivered to the brain tissue), light spatial shape control

and localization, wavelength selection and scalability.

Heat management

With respects to the heat management, it must be considered that one of the
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main drawbacks of µLEDs is that their activation requires high currents that re-

sult in a significant heat generation and a consequent tissue heating above the safe

limit (∼0.5 °C temperature, which was shown to change neurons’ behavior [4]).

This poses stringent limitations on their pulse duration and repetition rate, which

should be kept below 10 ms and 10 Hz respectively (depending also on their output

power) [81], [27] (Fig. 17.1 a). It should be considered that these studies high-

light the heat directly released to the tissue, whereas the probe (which absorbs ∼4

times the heat due to a higher thermal conductivity than brain tissue) is at an even

higher temperature [81]; furthermore, in the case in which more than one µLED is

activated, the thermal constraints are even higher. This heat sums up to the heat

generated by light scattering and absorption into neural tissue, which is a fraction

of the one generated by the µLEDs [122]. For example, we can compare the the

case of heating by continuous light illumination provided by a microLED [81] and

the one simulated for an optical fiber [122]. While the microLED at an optical

output power of around 600 mW/mm2 results in a tissue heating of 1°C after 200

ms (Fig. 17.1 e), a similar amount of output power (500 mW/mm2, calculated from

the fiber’s core dimension) takes more than 5 seconds to result in a 1°C increase

of temperature in brain tissue. Thus, one benefit of integrating light sources ex-

ternally to the probes’ tips is that the heat generation associated with the µLED

activation is far from the brain. Waveguides and several nanophotonic circuits can

be designed to be entirely passive, meaning that they do not rely on any electrical

elements that can generate heat.

Light spatial shape control
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The spatial shape of the light beam has a direct relation to the amount of il-

luminated brain tissue. µLEDs illuminate broad areas, since their emission has a

Lambertian shaped profile with a nearly isotropic angle and illuminating 100-200

µm of tissue around the probe tip [81] [27] (Fig. 17.1 b). This type of emission pro-

file is useful for illuminating all of the cells close to the tip, but suffers both from

poor spatial depth reach and directionality (lateral areas are illuminated, which

may be a problem if a restricted illumination area is preferred). Instead, waveg-

uides can be terminated by gratings which allow the user to spatially collimate

[117] (Fig. 17.1 c) or focus [60] the output beam (or even to steer it [112]) with

an angle almost perpendicular to the tip (depending on the initial grating design),

thus allowing for a higher spatial depth reach and directionality, but with a poorer

lateral reach. This last limitation can be partially overcome by the integration

of multiple outputs. However, it is of great interest to have site-selective (or on-

demand) illumination, meaning single illumination sites that can be activated or

deactivated as desired; this allows for selective manipulation of single cortical layers

or desired groups of neurons in a network. µLEDs allow for this by sending seper-

ate currents to every individual site, while waveguides need specific structures for

demultiplexing light, such as arrayed waveguide gratings, which consist of a single

waveguide input with multiple addressable output waveguides [117]. They can also

use multiple waveguide inputs, one for each output waveguide [63].

Wavelength selection

The capability to accomodate wavelengths (or colors) that are tens of nm apart

(such as blue or green ones) enables the illumination of different opsins. One of the

main limitations of µLEDs is that their output wavelength is fixed by the material
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[101]. One solution to address this has been proposed by Kampasi et al. [53],

which integrate red and blue diodes in the probe interface area to combine the

two-color into the same output waveguide and thus, succeed at both exciting and

inhibiting an entire neural population by activating multiple opsins. Nanophotonic

circuits using waveguides, such as silicon nitride ones, allow, instead, for the use

of multiple wavelengths, ultimately depending on the external laser source, which

has fewer constraints with respect to µLEDs in terms of coherence, wavelength se-

lection, and tunability. Demultiplexing structures for light on-demand delivery are

however designed to work for a limited set of wavelengths encompassing a single

color (maximum around 100 nm bandwidth).

Scalability

Few bottlenecks restrict an increased integration of even higher numbers of

stimulation sites on the tip. µLEDs can be integrated into high number arrays

due to their small diameters and need only thin electrical connections [115], but

further scaling below a diameter of ∼25 µm results in their efficiency dropping

[27]. This results in higher drive currents and thus, an even more pronounced heat

generation. Silicon nitride-silicon dioxide waveguides can have extremely small

lateral dimensions (∼300 nm), but to ensure that their evanescent tail does not

optically interact with nearby structures, their lateral ridges (empty regions of

cladding) should at least extend for ∼2.5 µm all around the waveguide, thus giving

the single waveguide dimension a lateral footprint of around 5 µm. Thus, multiple

output waveguides can fit in the tip, such as the ones in [117] [63]. However, this

strategy prevents a further scaling above around ten waveguides for a tip width

∼50-70 µm. An additional challenge is the integration of electrodes, which take
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additional space and thus, result in a low number of electrodes (or their absence),

which we can see from several works [117] [81], [135] [134] [53]. One strategy consists

of separating the optical and electrical circuits into two vertically stacked layers,

whereas it is preferable to integrate the electrodes above the waveguides (electrodes

cannot be covered by waveguides since their surface needs to be exposed to the

extracellular medium, while waveguides can be covered by electrodes, except for

the gratings).
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Figure 17.1: Characterization of µLEDs and waveguide gratings. (a,b): significant
heat generation in the brain tissue associated with the µLED illumination [81]
with (a) repetitive pulses and (b) a continuous 200 ms-long pulse. (c): Heat in
brain tissue due to light scattering from an optical fiber, showing that continuous
heating results in a 1°C temperature increase in brain tissue for long (5 seconds)
illumination times (while in (b) for only 200 ms). (d): Grating beam output shape,
where light is collimated in a parallel fashion (top: imaged; bottom: simulation)
[117]. (e): µLED output beam shape (top: imaged; bottom: corresponding data
plot), which is in the form of a Lambertian shape (thus almost isotropic) [134].

Optical losses

Finally, it is necessary to consider the optical losses related to the light deliv-

ery system, since the opsin activation requires a minimum output power of around

1 mW/mm2. µLEDs have poor current to light transduction efficiency [27] but
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even small drive currents result in a high enough output power. The same sit-

uation is true for optical waveguide systems, where several sources of loss ex-

ist (external source-waveguide coupling, waveguide propagation, and absorption

losses...), but their careful design and optimization yield relatively high output

powers (∼thousands of mW/mm2). Furthermore, power densities for waveguides

are high compared to optical fibers, since collimated beams have a size comparable

to the grating (∼10 µm X 10 µm). Thus, even low output powers (on the order of

µW) result in high power densities (on the order of hundreds of mW/mm2).

Probe’s scaling: Moore’s Law-like integration and minimization for bio-

compatibility

To achieve higher numbers of electrodes and stimulation sites, with the final goal

of recording and manipulating all of the neurons in the brain with single-neuron

resolution, Moore’s Law-like trends were proposed for both neural probes integrat-

ing electrodes and stimulation sites. These trends are just intended as guidelines

to push research towards higher integrational densities on neural probes, and they

do not take into account other factors, such as brain damage. For published probes

integrating electrodes, a doubling of recording sites every 7 years was found (in

comparison with the doubling of transistors every two years for the microelectronic

industry) [44] (Fig. 18.1 a). The current constraints towards curve advancement

include the electrode size scalability and the packing of wire traces in the probe tip,

as mentioned earlier. Once the maximal number of electrodes with a size compara-

ble to that of the neuron is achieved, scaling down of the electrode size only leads

to oversampling of the same neuron onto different electrodes; the number of sen-

sors can then be increased by using multiple tips (however, at the cost of increased
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brain tissue damage). For published probes integrating both electrodes and light

delivery sources for optogenetics, a cross-sectional area coefficient was established

as the tip cross-section value (lateral width times thickness in µm2) divided by the

sum of recording and stimulating sites [63] (Fig. 18.1 b). The current constraints

for these devices are the scalability limitations of the µLEDs’ size and the num-

ber of output waveguides that can be accommodated on the tip, along with the

combined integration of electrodes and wires onto these structures. In this frame,

nanotechnologies and nanocircuits can help advance this trend (similarly as for the

transistors’ case) thanks to their reduced dimensions and increased integration.

Figure 18.1: Moore’s laws for neural probes. (a): Moore’s law for recording elec-
trodes [44] and (b) cross sectional area coefficient (tip cross section divided by
number of sensors and stimulation sites) for probes combining both electrodes and
light delivery sites [63].

Another important challenge that neural probes face is the brain tissue damage

due to the probe’s invasive nature (Fig. 18.2 a), which takes place with different

mechanisms and time scales [61]. The neural probes’ tips must penetrate through

the dura mater without much tissue compression (which can be achieved using

sharp tips [29]) and slide inside the brain cortex, causing the tissue to tear, and

killing some neural cells on their path. The volume of damaged tissue for short
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periods after implantation (< 1 week) is proportional to the tip’s cross-section [61].

Thus, especially for chronic studies, small tip widths and thicknesses are preferred.

On longer time-scale, tissue inflammation can elicit a brain response resulting in

the encapsulation of the inserted device with microglial cells [124], and consequent

signal to noise ratio decrease for the recording electrodes. Besides, brain micro-

movements occur naturally and result in tissue displacement on the order of tens

of microns [61] and consequent laceration in the presence of a stiff probe. Damage

for neural probes is unavoidable; however, there are strategies that can minimize

it. The first one (as mentioned earlier) is to keep the tip dimensions –width and

thickness - as small as possible; for example, studies use the Euler’s buckling force

to describe the probe’s compliance to deflect under the tissue’s movements [61]:

Fb ∝
I ∗ E
L2

where Fb is the buckling force on the probe under tissue micromotion, E is the

probe’s Young modulus, L the tip’s length, and

I = a ∗ b3

12

where b is the probe’s thickness or width (along the buckling’s force direction) and a

is the width or thickness in the direction perpendicular to the force. Thus, decresing

the tip’s cross-section (width times thickness) reduces the tissue laceration.

A second technique is to use flexible probes, having a low Young modulus value

(E) that approach the brain’s. This is achieved by using flexible probes fabri-

cated onto polymeric materials (such as polyimide or SU-8) as substrate instead of

silicon (Fig. 18.2 b,c) Extremely flexible materials do not, however, address the ini-

tial penetration damage since they need temporary stiff carriers (such as tungsten
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microwires) to penetrate through the dura. Furthermore, these materials cannot

always be used since they cannot withstand high temperature (>250°C) processes

which may be useful for some applications, such as the deposition of silicon oxide

and nitride with optical quality for the integration of high-density nanophotonic

circuits.

Figure 18.2: brain tissue damage for different neural probes [44]. (a): neural probe
tip inserted in the brain and causing tissue laceration and eliciting an inflammatory
response from the brain tissue, resulting in the probe encapsulation by the glia
cell proteins. (b,c): young’s modulus and bending stiffness of different substrate
materials compared to brain tissue.

A third strategy is to use coatings that are released upon insertion and that can

mitigate the tissue inflammatory response. Probes should not cause any secondary

effect when they are used in experiments, such as the generation of heat when using

probes that embed µLEDs. Altogether, careful designs encompassing ultra flexible

probes with a small tip form factor and biocompatible materials have shown to

yield no significant tissue damage (i.e. no response from the brain tissue) over the

period of months studied [44]. A final consideration concerns whether the probe
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presence changes the recorded electrical signals. A study from Buccino et al. [13]

shows that the presence of the probe into the neural tissue acts as a barrier for

the extracellular potential, thus increasing their signal strength in proximity to

the electrodes (thus electrodes read higher action potential), but show no effect on

waveform or timing.
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Integration of nanotechnologies in micro brain de-

vices

In this thesis, we analyze the integration and functionality of nanotechnologies in

microprobes in the form of nanocircuits or nanomaterials embedded in microsensors,

with the aim of providing a more accurate and less invasive in vivo neural network

interrogation and analysis. We first describe the implementation of nanophotonic

circuits into the neural probe, which allows for increasing the number of light out-

puts and introduces multiple functionalities, such as the capability of delivering

light in the location of interest for multiple wavelengths without resulting in heat

generation from electrical components. These features allow for the manipulation

of spatially clustered neuronal activity and neuron subtypes, as well as the ability

to silence and excite selected groups of neurons inside neural networks. By integrat-

ing a high number of microsensors with nanophotonics to measure neural activity

across the network, this combination of both circuits allows coupling of well-defined

stimuli with a high-resolution readout and inferral of excited (or inhibited) neural

units. We also describe how the design of chirped nano grooves in micro gratings

acts as lenses that spatially focus the output beam, with the aim of either illumi-

nating single neurons or spreading the illumination point to a wider area. We then

analyze carbon-based materials and their contributions to neural microelectrodes

due to their superior electrical and chemical properties; in particular, we analyze

the use of graphene due to its high electrical conductivity and transparency, as

well as the use of carbon nanoonions, which have a high surface area to volume

ratio. These properties make them promising candidates to achieve low electrode

impedance. Some of these concepts are schematically illustrated in Fig. 19.1.
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In conclusion, this project demonstrates, through all of these examples, the feasibil-

ity of integrating nanotechnologies for the reduction of implant size, maximization

of number of sensors and stimulation sites, and importantly, the implementation

and combination of new functionabilities that achieve greater accuracy for interface

with in vivo neural networks.

Figure 19.1: Integration of nanotechnologies in micro invasive brain devices. Top:
schematic of the device and magnification on the tip. We integrate high density
arrays of sensors for massive neural readout, and analyze the contribution of car-
bon based nanomaterials on their surface. Besides, we embed nanophotonics for
accurate stimulation of the desired neurons.

Nanophotonics for micro brain devices

Optogenetic techniques allow for fast and less damageable neuron sub-type spe-

cific manipulation; electrophysiology allows for high spatiotemporal resolution read-

out of neural networks. Several works have described the combination of the illu-

mination of entire populations and simultaneous readout to infer their function.
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However, it is challenging to disentangle the role of neurons in well-defined spa-

tial locations from neurons of well-defined type, while simultaneously achieving

minimal tissue damage and perturbation. One goal of this project is to develop

nanotechnological tools to interrogate in vivo neural networks with high spatiotem-

poral resolution and minimal perturbation under well-defined optogenetic stimuli,

which allows for selectively activating (or deactivating) spatially clustered neurons

and defined neuron subtypes in a population. Simultaneous electrophysiological

readouts allow for monitoring the signal propagation in the network to analyze the

role of the stimulated cells. An example application of on-demand light delivery

(illumination of selectable areas of interest) is the study of the cortical layers in the

mouse barrel cortex, where selective silencing or excitation of one layer at a time

can help to determine their function and possible different signal pathways. Multi-

color illumination relies on the capability of either transfecting different neuron

sub-types with different opsins (that respond to a different color) or transfecting

a network with two different opsins such that it can be excited or silenced under

different color illumination. By adding the capability of using different wavelengths

to on-demand light, we aim at either manipulating neuron subtypes to determine

their function or selectively inhibit or excite areas of a neural population. Thus, we

optogenetically stimulate neurons by integrating nanophotonic circuits that deliver,

under the experimenter’s selection, light in the area(s) of interest and for different

colors. We show a schematic example of different light patterns achieved with the

probe in Fig. 20.1 a,b, along with an example of an experiment, in which the light

of different colors is delivered to different cortical areas to selectively inhibit neural

signals for specific neuron sub-types and in spatially defined areas. The electrodes

simultaneously monitor the signals. Nanophotonic circuits are entirely passive since
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they rely solely on the selection of the external laser’s input wavelength and do not

rely on any electrical element for their functioning, which would result in excessive

heat generation. On-demand light delivery is obtained by employing arrays of ring

resonators, which are used as passive optical switches that can be selected (along

with their grating output) by matching the laser’s wavelength to its specific res-

onance wavelength. Multicolor illumination is achieved with directional couplers

that, for a single input with mixed wavelengths, splits far colors (for example blue

at 450 nm and red at 650 nm) such that they are coupled to rings which are opti-

mized for each of the coupler’s output wavelengths. We describe their functioning

concept and simulations in (page 45 - 48).

Figure 20.1: Nanophotonic circuits are used for manipulation (activation and/or
deactivation ) of groups of neurons inside a neural network. (a): The device tip
delivers light in the area of interest and for different colors. (b): The schematic
illustrates the simultaneous readout and manipulation of defined neuron subtypes
in distinct cortical layers as well as recorded neural traces.
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Nanophotonics for passive, on-demand light delivery for local neuron

stimulation

Nanophotonic circuits allow for shining light in areas of interest to illuminate

specific locations along the tip length, thus only exciting and activating desired por-

tions of the neural network. This selection of the light output location is achieved

by using ring resonators, which act as passive optical switches and are simply se-

lected by tuning laser input wavelength, to route the light confined in nanophotonic

circuits. Our nanophotonic circuit consists of the main waveguide (also called bus

waveguide) that transfers light from the external laser to the probe tip, and of

several ring resonators, which we place along the length of the tip at an optimized

distance from the bus. A sketch of the nanophotonic circuit is shown in Fig. 20.2 a.

We choose ring resonators as passive optical switches since they enable us to select

the light location by inducing small shifts in the input laser wavelength (<1nm).

Since there is no need for electrical current flowing through the optical elements,

issues regarding heat generation will not occur. In addition, rings have a low foot-

print, since only one bus waveguide is needed to interface all of the ring resonators.

We describe the ring resonators in detail in page 55. By comparison, other designs,

such as the ones described in [117], make use of arrayed waveguide grating purposes

and require multiple waveguides for light routing (specifically, one for each output).

With this strategy, we can choose the light output location to illuminate the de-

sired neurons by tuning the external laser’s wavelength, as sketched in Fig. 20.2 b.

Notably, all of the ring resonances fit well within the opsin’s absorption peak (Fig.

20.2 c [69]), thus different resonators can be selected by small wavelengths shifts to

activate the opsin with similar sensitivity.
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Figure 20.2: Ring resonators are integrated into the probe’s nanophotonic circuits
for passive and on-demand light delivery in area(s) of interest to optically stimulate
the neurons of interest. (a): This schematic illustrates several rings, each with a
well-defined radius corresponding to a different resonance wavelength, and their
on-demand selection (and thus light output selection) through the external laser’s
wavelength tuning (on the right). (b): Schematic of the light output location
selection along the probe tip. (c): All of the ring resonances (i.e. ring number 1
and 4) fit well within the opsin’s absorption spectra (grey curve).

Integration of nanophotonic elements for multicolor illumination

To activate distinct neural groups in a population with two different opsins, our

neural probe delivers on-demand illumination in the area of interest and indepen-

dently for each of the two wavelengths pertaining to different opsins. We separate

two wavelengths of different opsins to control them independently by integrating

directional couplers [116] in the nanophotonic circuit, as schematically illustrated

in Fig. 21.1. The directional coupler acts as a broad wavelength splitter (∼100

nm) having two single color outputs for a single mixed-color input. The broad
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spectrum wavelength splitting allows for introducing additional nanophotonic ele-

ments, designed for each wavelength, to further manipulate the light within each

of the two opsin absorption spectra, since ring resonators designed for blue wave-

lengths would not work correctly for red ones(see section 21, page 48). We select

the light output location in the tip for each of the two wavelengths by integrating

arrays of ring resonators close to each coupler output. The arrays consist of several

ring resonators with different radii, each corresponding to a narrow (0.1 to 1 nm)

resonance wavelength that is designed to work within the corresponding coupler’s

output wavelength range. By matching the input wavelength to the desired ring,

we can select its corresponding output and therefore its location, as described in

the previous section. Due to its broad wavelength band, the directional coupler

splitting is insensitive to small wavelength variations (on the order of nanometers)

used to interface between different ring resonators. Therefore, the combination of

directional couplers and ring resonators in the nanophotonic circuit allows us to se-

lect the light output location for any of the two desired colors by matching the laser

input wavelengths to the rings corresponding to the desired outputs. Additionally,

the directional coupler has a small lateral footprint (<5µm), thus not exceeding the

other nanophotonics’ space.

Directional couplers consist of one input and two output waveguides (with width

W ), in which the lower output matches the input, and the upper output is a

waveguide that runs parallel to the input for a well-defined coupling length Lc and

gap G. The coupler mechanism relies on the light coupling and transfer between the

input waveguide and the upper output, which is faster for longer wavelengths; based

on this principle, we optimize the coupler to transfer the longer wavelength (i.e. 650

nm) while leaving the lower wavelength (i.e. 450 nm) in the lower output, as shown
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Figure 21.1: This schematic illustrates the integration of the nanophotonic circuit
into the neural probe tip for simultaneous control of the light output location for
two independent wavelengths (450 nm and 650 nm). For the single waveguide input,
we integrate a directional coupler that splits the two wavelengths (based on their
color) into two output waveguides. Each output embeds several ring resonators
with different radii, allowing for selection of the light output location for each of
the two wavelengths.

in Fig. 21.1. For each output, as a figure of merit, we define its corresponding

transmission (T) as the output amount of light with respect to the input.

Simulations of nanophotonics

This section describes the simulations aimed at optimizing the various elements

integrated into the nanophotonic circuit.

Simulation environment

We use Lumerical finite time difference domain (FDTD) - both two and three di-

mensional (2D and 3D) - to perform simulations of nanophotonic components [87].

FDTD Simulations [1] solve finite-difference approximations of Maxwell’s equations

in every given point of a two or three-dimensional grid to compute, for every time

step, the electric and magnetic field in the simulation area. This process results in

accurate calculations but requires long computation times [129].
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Simulation parameters

We initially define the materials, refractive index (n), and extinction coefficients

(k) either from ellipsometry data or from predefined software data. We design the

structure, set an input source with the fundamental TE mode for the wavelength

range of 400 nm – 700 nm, and collect the output data using transmission mon-

itors, which returns the amount of transmitted light through or outside of the

waveguiding element. We optimize the structure, based on the figures of merit, by

performing geometrical parameters sweeps (i.e. the ring’s gap value).

Choice of materials and material characterization

We use Si3N4 (core) and SiO2 (cladding) as waveguiding materials due to their

low absorption in the visible spectrum [40], which is the region of absorption for

opsins [38]. A schematic illustration of the stack is shown in Fig. 22.1 a. We chose

the thickness of the SiO2 to be 2.5 µm, based on the tradeoff between the minimum

thickness that would prevent light leakages from the Si3N4 nanophotonic circuit to

the silicon substrate (which has to be > 2 um [123]) and the maximum thickness

that can be feasibly etched during the integration of nanophotonic circuits in the

probe. We chose the Si3N4 waveguide thickness to be 160 nm since thinner waveg-

uides provide lower optical propagation losses in straight waveguides − which is

useful when starting from scratch the fabrication of photonic circuits −, although

they provide higher bending losses [39][40]. We use commercially available wafers

that have high optical quality for these two layers, measure their refractive index

using ellipsometry, and obtain refractive indices around 2.05 and 1.47 and thick-

nesses around 160 nm and 2.5 µm for Si3N4 and SiO2 respectively, as we show in
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Fig. 22.1 b.

Figure 22.1: Waveguiding materials and characterization, (a): a waveguide stack
made of Si3N4 (core) and SiO2 (top and bottom clad) and (b): ellipsometry mea-
surements of the refractive index for both materials are presented. (c): Effective
index of fundamental mode TE00 for both top cladded and non top cladded waveg-
uides as function of the waveguide width.

Waveguide simulations

Given these materials and waveguide thickness (160 nm), we use FDTD to

simulate single-mode wire (or strip) waveguides, which are structures capable of

confining and guiding light from the laser input to the tip of the device and rings.

From the simulations, shown in Fig. 22.1 c, we define the waveguide’s width to

be ∼250 nm for blue wavelengths (450 nm) such that the waveguide propagates

only the fundamental mode which, given our geometry, is quasi-transverse electric

(TE00). Single-mode operation is necessary, since several nanophotonic structures

that we integrate into the probe are designed to work for only one mode [7]; ad-

ditionally, we chose a TE mode instead of a TM mode since the former results in

lower bend losses due to a higher effective index and thus a higher mode confinment

[24].

Fiber-waveguide coupling simulations
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To couple light from the laser’s output optical fiber to the waveguide, we simu-

late and optimize both edge (butt) coupling [86]] and grating coupling [5] structures.

Edge coupling consists of the alignment of the fiber to the (cleaved or etched) in-

put cross-section of the waveguide. By comparison, grating coupling consists of

the alignment of the fiber to a grating structure which is fabricated in the same

waveguide’s plane (Fig. 22.2 a,b).

Figure 22.2: These schematic representations of the coupling between the laser’s
optical fiber and the nanophotonic circuit . (a): edge coupling and (b): grating
coupling [93]

Edge coupling

Based on the input optical fiber, modeled as a gaussian input beam with a waist

comparable to the fiber’s (∼3 µm for fiber SM400 from Thorlabs), as well as the

choice of materials and waveguide thickness (160 nm), we optimize the waveguide

width to maximize the edge coupling efficiency. Due to the poor mode mismatch

in the vertical direction, we achieve a maximum coupling efficiency of 12% for a

waveguide width of 4 µm and 3 dB misalignment (the amount of fiber misalign-

ment to reduce the coupling of 50%) of 2.5 µm and 500 nm (in the width and height
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directions respectively), as shown in Table 22.1. Several strategies could be imple-

mented to further maximize the coupling efficiency and the 3 dB misalignment,

such as tapers [140], multiple tip tapers [95], and spot size converters [85] (which

allow mode matching to the fiber’s modeand a slow conversion to the waveguide’s

one) [76].

Grating coupling

In comparison to the edge coupling, gratings are used to couple light from the

optical fiber to the nanophotonic circuit. Gratings have several benefits, namely

the capability of matching the fiber’s mode since they are fabricated in the plane;

as a result, a higher coupling efficiency and larger misalignment tolerances can be

achieved. Potential drawbacks are the narrow coupling 3 dB bandwidth (∼20 nm)

and larger vertical footprint (although additional elements, such as micro prisms,

can mitigate this last issue [117]). We simulate grating couplers by using 3D FDTD

and an input Gaussian source with beam waist comparable to our fiber’s (∼3 um)

as well as collecting the light coupled in the TE00 mode into the waveguide. We

simulate both square and horn-shaped gratings and obtain similar results for both.

We sweep the groove pitch (adjacent groove distance), duty cycle (DC, amount of

groove versus SiO2), fiber angle, and misalignment parameters. Furthermore, we

obtain a coupling efficiency (at 450 nm input wavelength) of 32% (with 3 dB band

of 17 nm) for pitch 315 nm, DC = 0.5 and fiber angle 13° (in the direction of the

waveguide) and tolerance misalignments larger than for edge coupling, as displayed

by Table 22.1.

Our Implementation
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Coupling
method,
FDTD

simulation

Coupling
efficiency

(%)

Maximum
experimen-
tal output
power(mW)

simulated
3dB misal-
ingment in
X (nm)

simulated
3dB misal-
ingment in
Y (nm)

simulated
3dB misal-
ingment in Z

(nm)

simulated
3dB misal-
ingment
tilting

(degrees)
Grating
coupling

32% 9.46E-3 3.3 3 >50 1.6

Edge
coupling

11.5% 2.71E-3 2.5 0.5 25 2.2

Table 22.1: Comparison between simulations for edge coupling and grating cou-
pling methods.

Although grating coupling is more efficient than edge coupling, we chose the

edge coupling method due to its broadband coupling efficiency that allows for the

use of nanophotonic structures that deliver multicolor illumination, such as direc-

tional couplers. In addition, edge coupling results in a lower footprint since it does

not require extra vertical space to fit the fiber. The edge input, designed to max-

imize coupling efficiency, is 160 nm thick and 4 µm wide. We use an adiabatic

taper (a gradual waveguide tapering) to convert its mode to one of the single-mode

waveguide (160 nm thick and 250 nm wide) in the tip area. The taper is 150 um

long since our 2D FDTD simulations show that it must be longer than 50 µm to

convert all of the light to the fundamental mode.

Background: waveguide coupling and resonance

The fundamental mode of two parallel waveguides close to each other (i.e., with

a distance < 1 µm) is a superposition of a symmetric and an antisymmetric mode

spread across the two waveguide’s cross section (Fig. 22.3 a) [21]. The two modes

have a different effective index (whose difference increases as the gap between the

two waveguides decreases) and phase (the antisymmetric mode in waveguide B has

a π phase difference with respect to waveguide A) (Fig. 22.3 b). Given the two

modes’ effective index difference - and thus propagation velocity - the modes will
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accumulate a phase difference. After a π phase difference, the mode will cancel in

the first waveguide (waveguide A) and will constructively interfere in the second

(waveguide B). Thus, light transfers back and forth for two adjacent waveguides;

the power transfer from waveguide A to waveguide B (k2) is described by:

k2 = sin2(π ∗ δn ∗ L
λ

)

with λ the wavelength and δn the effective index difference between symmetric and

antysimmetric mode (which can be calculated with FDTD), L the coupling length

(length at which the two waveguides run close to each other). A total transfer of

light happens at a length L = Lc (the cross-over length), which is equal to:

Lc = λ

2 ∗ δn

As mentioned above, the coupling coefficient C = π*δn/λ depends strongly on the

gap between the two waveguides, with an inverse exponential dependence [21]:

C ∼ e−A∗G

with A equal to a constant dependent on the waveguide geometry and G the waveg-

uide gap. It’s also important to notice that, once the mode transfers from waveg-

uide A to B, the phase will have a π/2 shift due to the negative component of the

antisymmetric mode profile in waveguide B.
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Figure 22.3: Modes of two adjacent waveguides from [21]. (a): schematic repre-
sentation of the two waveguides (wg A and wg B) and their cross section. (b):
schematic of the electric field value for both the symmetric and the antisymmetyric
modes. (c): Mode plot for the symmetric (top) and antisymmetric (bottom) modes.

Add-drop ring resonator simulations

We use ring resonators as passive optical switches to select the light output loca-

tion. Each ring has a specific and well-defined radius, which is designed to resonate

at a specific wavelength and is coupled to an output waveguide, terminated by a

grating for light extraction (Fig. 22.4 a). The whole process of light transfer from

the bus waveguide to the grating of interest relies on the evanescent light coupling

between adjacent optical elements, due to their close spatial proximity, as well as

on the light resonance inside the ring [10]. When the input laser wavelength, trans-

ferred from the bus to the ring, matches the ring’s resonance frequency (a multiple
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of the cavity length), light resonates in the ring due to constructive interferences.

This is described by the formula:

λ = ne ∗ L ∗m

Where λ = resonance wavelength of the ring, ne= effective refractive index, L

= ring circumference, m=mode number This resonating light, in turn, couples to

the ring’s output waveguide and is finally extracted perpendicularly by its grating.

Wavelengths that are resonant in the ring experience in fact a total round-trip

phase of 360°. Besides, light experiences a 90° phase shift when coupling from the

input to the ring and an additional 90° phase shift when coupling from the ring to

the input waveguide. Thus, resonant light in the ring interferes destructively with

light in the input waveguide. Conversely, if there is no match between the input

wavelength and the ring’s resonance frequency, light experiences a phase different

than 360° inside the ring and does not destructively interfere with the light in the

input waveguide. As a result, non-resonant light couples back to the bus waveguide,

where it can eventually resonates with rings having different resonance frequencies.

We optimize the design of ring resonators based on the light delivery spatial

pattern of interest, external laser characteristics (see page 67), and the target opsin

using FDTD simulations, in which we vary the ring parameters – namely the waveg-

uide and ring widths W, their gap G, and the radius R – and analyze their resulting

trends on the figures of merit in the wavelengths around the opsin absorption peak

(±10 nm). The figures of merit are the free spectral range (FSR), the full width

at half maximum (FWHM), Q factor, and Finesse F which are, respectively, the

wavelength spacing between different resonance modes of a ring, the half-power

bandwidth at resonance, the peak resonance wavelength divided by the FWHM,
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and the ratio between FSR and FWHM that corresponds to the number of inde-

pendently addressable rings [2]. Fig. 22.4 2 displays a false-color scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) image of a fabricated ring resonator and its components: bus

waveguide, ring and output waveguide. In the FDTD simulations, we vary the

waveguide and ring width (W) for values between 200 nm (below which the light is

not confined) and 300 nm (above which the waveguide is not single-mode), the gap

(G) between 40 nm (for fabrication practicality) and 110 nm (very low coupling),

and the radius (R) between 2 µm (below which there are high curvature losses)

and 5.5 µm (to limit the structure lateral footprint). For the parameters sweeps we

perform two-dimensional simulations (which are comparably faster than 3D ones)

that well reproduce both the rings’ transmission and FSR, but underestimate the

Q factor (Fig. 22.4, Table 22.2).

Simulation
type

FSR [nm] T [%] Q FWHM [nm] Finesse

2D 4.406 74 3001.8 0.1499 29.39
3D, 160 nm
thickness

4.402 77.1 1771.2 0.254 17.32

3D, 250 nm
thickness

4.318 75.8 2230.4 0.201 21.42

Table 22.2: Comparison between simulations for edge coupling and grating cou-
pling methods.

We display the resulting figure of merit trends in (Fig. 22.4 c-e). The transmis-

sion increases for smaller gaps (since more light is coupled in the ring) and widths

and decreases for smaller radii (due to higher curvature losses). The Q factor in-

creases for larger W, G and R (that corresponds to a longer round-trip length of

light in the ring [2]). The FSR is constant for variations of W and G but increases

for smaller R. From these results, we extrapolate that it is necessary for a balance

between a small enough G value and large enough Q and R values, such that a

sufficiently high T and FSR can be achieved.
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Figure 22.4: Ring resonator simulations. (a): false color SEM of an add-drop ring
resonator, highlighting the light propagation direction (white arrows) and some
geometrical parameters (gap, width and radius). We calculate the ring’s transmit-
tance at the output (drop) port. (b):Comparison of two dimensional (red) and three
dimensional (blue for 160 nm thick Si3N4 and violet for 250 nm thick Si3N4) FDTD
simulations of a ring resonator for a given W, G and R value demonstrate that simi-
lar results (except for the larger FWHM) are obtained. (c-e): 2D FDTD simulation
of ring resonators shows trends of transmission, Q factor, and free spectral range
versus variations of the width, gap and radius.

Once we define the desired rings’ FSR, FWHM and T, we calculate the ring’s

radii such that their resonance wavelengths equally distribute within the input

laser’s tunability range, taking into account the FWHM, by linearly extrapolating

their values as shown in Fig. 22.5 a. After the extraction of the rings’ geometrical

parameters (based on the 2D FDTD simulations), we validate the results with 3D

simulations.

For the first application, we aim at delivering light in four different areas along

the tip (according to our laser’s model) to activate the channelrhodopsin ChR2.

Therefore, we set the initial wavelength range for the rings’ resonance frequencies

according to the maximum absorptance of the ChR2 (centered at 450 nm) and then

restrict it according to our laser’s tunability range, which is 3.4 nm for the selected
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Figure 22.5: simulated ring resonance frequencies as a function of the ring radius
(Gap=80 nm, Waveguide width=250 nm) (blue points) and linearly extrapolated
radii (red points) for equal spacing of the ring’s resonances within the laser’s tunabil-
ity range, taking into consideration its FWHM. (b): First and last ring resonance
peaks and opsin normalized absorption [69] (in grey), which is almost unitary for
all the ring resonances. (c): 3D FDTD simulation of ring resonators for four point
on-demand illumination along the probe tip. The rings are optimized according to
the laser’s tunability range and FWHM (black curve).

laser model (QFLD-450-10S from QPhotonics, see more detail in page 67).

We choose the ring free spectral range (FSR) to be close to the laser’s tunability

range to maximize the number of rings within this range. The resulting ring acti-

vation wavelength range (449nm-452.5 nm) fits within the maximum ChR2 opsin

absorption (Fig. 22.5 b): therefore, we do not expect a significant variation in the

opsin sensitivity at the different grating sites [57] [69]. We choose the ring’s Q factor

(∼1600) to be on the same order of the laser’s one (860±20), such that it absorbs

all of the laser’s energy and maximizes the percentage of light transferred from the

bus to the output waveguide at the resonance frequency (called transmittance).

The Q factor is slightly higher to accommodate for fabrication shifts (which will
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tend to reduce it). Given the chosen ring FSR and Q factor, we chose four rings,

whose transmittance (on average 69.5 ± 2.9 %) is displayed in Fig. 22.5 c, along

with the laser spectrum (black curve). The rings’ radii, resonance wavelengths and

Q factors are reported in Table 22.4.

Finally, we calculate the resonance curves overlap, which results in light leaking

into non selected rings. We calculate a 6% overlap between resonance curves, which

results in an on/off ratio (the amount of grating output power for the selected

ring versus the non selected one) of 12.2 dB. This value is comparable with other

nanophotonic technologies [83], and it ensures a sufficient gap between the output

power at the desired grating versus the non-selected gratings. As a result, once

chosen the proper range for the system under study, the leaking light will not

activate unwanted neurons.

Ring number Radius [µm] Resonance
[nm]

Q factor FWHM [nm]

1 3.873 448.5, 452.26 1500 0.281
2 3.885 449.4 1610 0.301
3 3.897 450.6 1550 0.26
4 3.909 451.5 1120 0.301

Table 22.3: Simulated ring resonator parameters for a fixed gap and width of
(respectively) 80 nm and 250 nm.

Rings designed for blue (450 nm) wavelengths do not work well for longer wave-

lengths (650 nm) due to modal dispersion (difference in effective refractive index

as a function of the wavelength). Red wavelength are useful to activate different

opsins. Thus, it is not possible to use a single array of ring resonators to work

on wavelengths of tens of nanometers apart. This concept is illustrated in Fig.

22.6 a,b, where we simulate (2D FDTD) a ring designed for blue wavelengths and

the results demonstrate that while expected optical performance for 80 nm of gap
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(T∼70%, FWHM∼0.3) is achieved, there is poorer performance at the wavelength

of 650 nm (T>90% at resonance but >8% far from resonance, FWHM∼2 nm). Fur-

thermore, tradeoffs for the two wavelengths do not work. For instance, increasing

the gap above 140 nm leads to improved ring performance at 650 nm but drasti-

cally decreased ring performance at 450 nm (T<0.3). By comparison, designing

rings specifically for red wavelengths enables the possibility in obtaining good ring

performance (T= 90 ± 0.5 %) as displayed in Fig. 22.6 c, along with the laser

(QPhotonics, model QFLD-450-10S) spectra.

Figure 22.6: This shows ring resonators for red wavelengths. (a): Simulation geo-
metrical parameters of a ring are optimized for blue wavelengths. (b) Comparison
of results for a blue source input (blue curves) and red source input (yellow-red
curves) demonstrate that rings designed for blue wavelengths do not work well for
longer wavelengths. (c): Rings are optimized specifically for red wavelengths and
are compared with our red-wavelength laser model spectra at different temperatures
(thus, wavelengths).

Outcoupling grating
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We simulate gratings with the objective of optimizing the amount of light ex-

tracted from the waveguide to the brain tissue as well as obtaining the desired beam

shape and angle. Given our material and thickness (Si3N4, 160 nm), we sweep the

outcoupling grating parameters (pitch, duty cycle,..) and design, which are identical

for coupling grating, to optimize the emission efficiency (amount of light outcou-

pled), emission angle, and output beam shape (that depend on the illumination of

interest). We design both regular gratings, which have rectangular-shaped grooves

and collimate output light (with a slight divergent angle), and focusing gratings,

which have chirped grooves to focus or spread light more efficiently, as schemati-

cally shown in Fig. 22.7. For the simulations of both, we set the input as TE00

mode source in the waveguide and collect the light transmitted above the grating

plane.

Figure 22.7: schematic illustration of outcoupling gratings that extract light from
the waveguide into brain tissue. (a): regular grating and (b): focusing grating

Optimized square-shaped regular grating outcouplers are 4 µm wide and 15

µm long, with either 365 nm or 280 nm pitch (for emission angle of -16° and 0°

respectively), have 0.5 duty cycle, and result in almost 70% outcoupling efficiency
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(with oscillations due to back reflections from the silicon substrate [21]). Wider

gratings do not increase efficiency while longer ones (> 30 µm) only increase the

efficiency marginally (5% increase) but take up more space in the tip (where we

place the electrodes).

Figure 22.8: regular grating fabrication and simulation results. (a-c): SEM im-
ages of fabricated grating for light outcoupling from the waveguide (b,c) and light
coupling from the fiber to the nanophotonic circuit (c). (d,e): lateral view (d)
and top view (e) of the simulated grating. (f): Outcoupling transmission in the
visible wavelength and (g): farfield value of the grating output angle at different
wavelengths are shown.

Focusing gratings are scripted in Matlab according to the formula in [24], which

calculates the groove shape such that all the rays are diffracted into the same spot

(the focal height h) with the same path length and no destructive interferences

occur:
2

ñ
x2 + y2 + h2 + x ∗ neff

nm

= m ∗ λ

nm

Where x, y are in-planecoordinates, h is the focal height, nm is the refractive index

of the medium (saline, nm= 1.33), neff is the effective refractive index of our

photonics (1.71), and m is the number of grooves. The script provides an output

.CIF file which can be exported in both L-Edit (for electron beam lithography mask
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exposure) and Lumerical (for simulations). Simulations are performed similarly to

the regular outcoupling grating, wih the exception that the output electric fields are

both monitored at the grating cross-section(Fig. 22.9 a,b) and on relevant planes

(at focus and above focus, Fig. 20.1 c-e).

Figure 22.9: focusing grating simulation results. (Left): Schematic shows the grat-
ing and various monitor planes (letters correspond to figures on the right). (a):
Cross section monitor displays the electric field and its focusing 10 µm above the
plane. (b) Corresponding line plots are at different heights and (c-e).

Directional couplers

Next, we simulate the directional coupler with the goal of achieving high trans-

mission for the wavelengths of 450 nm and 650 nm, which were shown to inde-

pendently drive responses from different opsins (i.e. Chronos and Chrimson [57]).

We simulate and optimize for our two wavelengths of interest two types of coupler

design (Fig. 22.10 a,b): short couplers, which do not transfer the blue light to

the adjacent output but transfer red light once (configuration 1) and long couplers,

which transfer blue and red light multiple times between the two output waveg-

uides. Configuration 1 has a coupling length Lc equal to 4 µm, a waveguide width
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W of 275 nm and a gap G of 240 nm; configuration 2 has Lc equal to 19 µm, W

250 nm and G 170 nm. Their output transmission is plotted in Fig. 22.10 c,d and

the values in Table 22.4 and shows high transmission (>90%) and small values of

cross talk for both configurations, but slightly better for configuration 2; however,

configuration 1 is more robust towards waveguide width variations that can occur

during the coupler fabrication. Since the 1 dB wavelength band (corresponding to

10% coupler transmission loss) is around 71 and 33 nm for (respectively) configu-

ration 1 and 2 and the rings’ FSR is around 3-6 nm, we do not expect to have any

influence of the coupler presence on the rings’ functioning.

Figure 22.10: directional coupler 3D simulations. (a): Three-dimensional simula-
tion of the electric field inside the directional coupler for a fixed wavelength. The
coupler can transmit light in two distinct configurations: either the light is split
once (a) or multiple times (b). (c,d): (trasnmission) for the two configurations of
(a) and (b) designed to split the 450 nm and 650 nm wavelength and for different
variations of the waveguide width that could result as during the fabrication.

Combination of light location and opsin-type control
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Parameter Configuration 1 Configuration 2
T 450 nm 93% 97.6%
T 650 nm 89% 94.8%

Cross talk 450 nm 4.1% 1%
Cross talk 650 nm 0.17% 0.2%
1 dB band 450 nm 88.97 nm 35.03 nm
1 dB band 650 nm 71.847 nm 33.61 nm

Loss 10 nm W variation, 450 nm 0 % 2.02 %
Loss 10 nm W variationn, 650 nm 0.03% 16.3%

Cross talk from 10 nm width
variation at 450 nm

4.1% 1.55%

Cross talk from 10 nm width
variation at 650 nm

0.22% 4.64%

Table 22.4: Simulated ring resonator parameters for a fixed gap and width of
(respectively) 80 nm and 250 nm.

We combine both the directional couplers and ring resonators into the nanophotonic

circuit to independently control each color’s output location(s). We simulate such

nanophotonic circuit embedding both couplers and rings and obtain similar results

to those for the two separate optical elements, as shown in Fig. 22.11 a,b.

Figure 22.11: combination of the directional coupler and ring resonators is designed
for both blue and red wavelengths. (a): 2D FDTD simulation results and (b)
magnification around the 650 nm wavelength
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Laser characterization

We design our nanophotonic circuits based on chosen laser and its output wave-

length and power characteristics. We use a small laser diode (model QFLD-450-10S,

from QPhotonics) as a convenient proof-of-concept test of our probe. We measure

the laser’s output power using a powermeter (PM 100 from Thorlabs) and its wave-

length with a spectrometer (AvaSpec-ULS2048) and extract all the data through

automatic Matlab scripts. In particular, given our spectrometer’s low resolution

(0.5 nm), we fit its measured data points with a Gaussian curve and extract the

peak wavelength, obtaining a measurement resolution well below 0.1 nm. First, we

obtain our laser’s central wavelength (450 nm) and Q factor (860) (Fig. 23.1 a).

Next, we tune the laser’s temperature from 8°C to 65°C (through its temperature-

controlled mount) to change the wavelength and obtain a tunability range of 3.21

nm (Fig. 23.1 b). By cycling up the laser with 0.1°C increase and 1 s pause time

between each, we repeatably obtain the same wavelengths (Fig. b). By tuning the

temperature by small increments (0.1 °C), we vary the wavelength by 0.04 +- 0.02

nm, demonstrating that our laser can precisely be tuned to the desired wavelengths

to select the corresponding resonators.

Carbon nanomaterials for microsensors

As mentioned in section 15 (page 28), several materials were explored in var-

ious literature to improve the electrode-tissue interface, signal to noise ratio, and

biocompatibility. Carbon based materials are of particular interest because of their

unique combinations of electrical, chemical, and optical properties. In addition,

Graphene and CNT are capacitive materials, as opposed to Au, Pt, and IrOx

(faradaic materials) and thus are ‘safer’, since they do not produce any chemical
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Figure 23.1: Laser characterization. (a): Laser spectrum and (b) temperature-
wavelength curve for several cycles, showing high repeatability and precise wave-
length selection.

reactions with the ionic environment [19]; ‘’ carbon is a chemically stable element

and one of the fundamental compositions in the body, the toxicity of carbon is min-

imal compared to metallic materials which may release harmful metallic deposits

in the body” [19]. Carbon atoms can be arranged in different forms and result in

different properties. The first example are carbon nanotubes [104], which consist

of carbon atoms arranged in cylinders of a few nm in diameter and which, when

coated on electrodes, decrease impedance and increase charge transfer (amount of

current that can be delivered by unit area) due to the high surface to volume area

[55]. Carbon nanotubes can either be plated on microsensors [139] [73] [48] [133]

[72] or aligned vertically on them [64], [92]. Random arrangements of carbon nan-

otubes were also used as transparent and stretchable electrodes [136]. However,

there are studies that highlight the citotoxicity of carbon nanotubes [137]. A more

inert and biocompatible material is diamond, which was also shown to have a high

chemical sensitivity [33]. Another material of interest is Glassy carbon, which is
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comparable to platinum electrodes and shows a half signal to noise ratio, 70% wider

electrochemical window, high adhesion to delamination [131]. An interesting family

of carbon based materials is graphene (a two dimensional arrangement of carbon

atoms in hexagonal cells) and its derivates (porous graphene [71] and graphene ox-

ide [25] [91] [126] [74] [66]). Monolayer graphene presents excellent electrical (high

electrical conductivity), mechanical, and optical properties (> 97% transmission),

combined with a high biocompatibility. The combination of electrical and optical

properties were studied in multi electrode array electrodes for simultaneous electro-

physiology and optical (2 photon) imaging [70] [96] [125] [59] [97]. We thus studied

a fabrication process to integrate graphene at the wafer scale on our neural probes’

electrodes, which we describe in section 137. Other carbon based materials that

may be of interest for neural applications are active carbons [98] and carbon nanoo-

nions [26]. The first are highly porous, micrometric-sized particles obtained from

physical or chemical activation of carbonaceous materials (i.e. coal), while the sec-

ond are nanoparticles made of concentric shells and obtained from the detonation

of nanodiamonds [26]; both have a high surface to volume ratio (area 3000 m2/g

[98] and 500 m2/g [26], (respectively) and such, have the potential to decrease the

electrode’s signal to noise ratio. We study their electrodeposition in page 141.

Device design, integration of nanoscale circuits in the micro-

probe

Once we define the main concepts and geometrical parameters of nanophotonic

and electrical circuits, we design the microprobe and the integration stacking of

circuits to achieve maximum reduction of the insertion area without sacrificing

the circuit’s performance. The probe consists of three parts: (i) the tip, which is
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the only recording and manipulating area that is inserted into the mouse’s cortex,

(ii) the interface, which is an area that connects the tip’s circuits to the external

laser’s optical fiber and the printed circuit board (PCB) and electronics, and (iii)

a connecting area, which brings the electrical and optical signals from the tip to

the interface area and vice-versa (Fig. 24.1 a,b). The interfacing area is 525 um

thick and has dimensions of 1.5 mm x 2mm such that the groove can be embed-

ded for connecting the laser’s optical fiber and pads for the PCB-probe electrical

connection. The connecting area is 20 um thick and gradually tapers towards the

tip. The tip dimensions are minimized (compatibly with the lateral footprint of the

circuitss we integrate) to reduce the potential of damaging brain tissue. We obtain

a tip that is 900 µm long, 45 µm wide, and 20 µm thick. The tip is terminated by

a sharp taper (with one µm curvature radius) to facilitate the device penetration

through the dura mater.

Figure 24.1: probe schematic design. top view (top image) and lateral view (bottom
image) of the device, which is composed of a thin tip (brain insertion area), an area
to connect the tip’s sensors and stimulation sites to the interfacing area (embedding
a groove to host the external laser’s optical fiber), and a PCB on which the device
is mounted and electrically connected to.
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The entire device embeds three different levels, which is schematically illustrated

in (Fig. 24.2) for the tip area. The bottom level consists of a 15 µm thick silicon

layer that provides mechanical stability for the tip. On top of the silicon, we fabri-

cate the level embedding the nanophotonic circuit, which is composed of patterned

silicon nitride, sandwiched between two optically isolating silicon dioxide layers

(SiO2: 2.5 µm bottom and 3 µm top cladding). The purpose of these nanophotonic

circuits is to deliver on-demand light to specific locations along the tip length. The

nanophotonic circuit integrates several elements. The edge coupler in the probe’s

interfacing area inputs light from the laser’s optical fiber to the nanophotonic cir-

cuit’s waveguide, which confines and propagates light from the coupling region to

the probe’s tip. Additional optical elements in the probe’s tip, such as color-based

demultiplexers or optical switches, deliver light of a specific color to the locations

of interest. Output waveguides and grating outcouplers terminate these optical

elements to deliver the confined light into the brain tissue. Notably, such circuits

have a lateral footprint below 20 µm for several addressable outputs.

Above the nanophotonic circuit, we fabricate the level embedding the electri-

cal circuit, which is made of titanium and gold. This layer is comprised of open

electrodes for reading neural activity as well as SiO2-passivated wires for transfer-

ring the signal from the electrodes to the probe interface area. The tip embeds 64

closely packed titanium/gold electrodes with dimensions of 5 µm x 25 µm and pitch

27.5 µm. Electrode dimensions are on the same order of the neural cell soma such

that they record with single-neuron resolution. 64 corresponding electrodes with

dimensions of 100 µm x 100 µm and 175 pitch µm are hosted on the probe interfac-

ing area. We connect pairs of electrodes at the two ends of the device with SiO2

passivated wires, which are 120 nm wide and have 450 nm pitch in the tip area,
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Figure 24.2: The probe is fabricated onto three levels: mechanical (for tip stability),
nanophotonic (for light delivery), and electrical (for electrical readout).

such that they fit in the tip space of ∼30 um between two electrode rows. Wires

are gradually widened to 1 µm wide as they approach the wire bonding area, since

larger wires reduce their chances of malfunctioning (open circuit) due to greater

tolerance to submicrometric defects.

We chose to sandwich the nanophotonic level beneath the electrical level to max-

imize density integration for both of their components; the nanophotonic circuits

(excluding gratings) can be completely covered by the electrical ones. Furthermore,

the deposition of high optical quality nanophotonic layers requires high annealing

temperatures (800°C-1100°C), which are incompatible with metal lines and result

in metal migration.
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Hybrid fabrication of nanocircuits in microscale

devices

Device fabrication

Overview

In order to optimize device reproducibility and achieve high throughput and

scalability, we combine micro and nanofabrication techniques within the neural

probe design. As a result, fabricating the nanophotonic and electrical circuits

on wafers and integrating them on the tips of the neural probes allowed us to

obtain around 200 devices per wafer. The device fabrication process, outlined in

Fig. 25.1, begins from a commercial 4 inch silicon wafer with SiO2 and Si3N4

optical quality layers [94] (i). We pattern the nanophotonic circuits with electron

beam lithography and dry etching, followed by cladding with 2.7 µm of SiO2 (ii).

Subsequently, we spin and bake a 350 nm thick flowable oxide [108] to planarize

the substrate. We then align and pattern the electronic circuits (iii) with electron

beam lithography, titanium/gold evaporation, and liftoff. We proceed with the

wires passivation by depositing 60 nm of SiO2 using the atomic layer deposition

tool. We then remove the passivation layer from the electrodes by means of another

electron beam lithography step and dry etching (iii), thus leaving only SiO2 on

the wires. Next, we pattern the device shapes and grooves for the alignment of

the optical fiber from the wafer frontside (iv) by using optical lithography and

dry etching, and finally, release the devices from the wafer by using backside wet

etching in potassium hydroxide solution (v). We describe several of these fabrication

procedures in [107].
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Figure 25.1: sketch of the neural probes’ fabrication process, showing (i): the
substrate wafer with SiO2 and Si3N4 optical layers, (ii): patterning of nanophotonic
circuits, optical insulation and planarization, (iii): integration of electronic circuits
above nanophotonic ones, (iv): patterning of device shape, and (v): release of the
device by backside etching.

Nanophotonic circuit patterning

Introduction

We describe the fabrication steps, such as patterning, optically insulating, and

planarizing the nanophotonic circuits on a silicon wafer.

Figure 26.1: Nanophotonic circuits are fabricated at the wafer scale. Here we show
several magnifications of the nanophotonic components.
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Circuit and pattern design at the wafer level

All nanophotonic and electrical circuits, trenches that define the probes’ shapes,

and areas where silicon was removed from the wafer’s backside and the printed

circuit board are designed using a commercial software (L-Edit). Nanophotonic

circuits are designed based on the simulations and account for reduced linewidth

during fabrication; the same applies for the electrical circuits. Although around

300 probes could be placed in the wafer area, we design and fabricate around 200

probes per wafer for reduced electron beam lithography processing times.

Starting wafer

We use Lionix TripleX wafers, which are silicon wafers (525 ± 25) µm with 2.5

µm low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) deposited SiO2 and 160 nm

Si3N4 layers that have low optical absorption in the visible to infrared spectrum

[94]. These layers are the materials that compose the nanophotonic circuits and

are deposited and patterned before the electrical ones. Such configuration allows

for a higher sensor and stimulation site density on the tip, as well as an easier

fabrication process (as we explained in Section 23, page 69) since the nanophotonic

layers require high temperature depositions (>800°C), which are incompatible with

the electrical circuit materials (Ti and Au).

Alignment marks patterning

We pattern titanium and gold (Ti/Au) alignment marks onto the Lionix wafer

for alignment in subsequent electron beam exposures (for the nanophotonic circuit,

electrical circuit, and electrode passivation opening) and in optical lithography

exposures (for the wafer frontside and backside patterning). Their patterning is
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achieved with electron beam lithography (using PMMA C4 resist spun at 2000 rpm

and aquasave at 2000 rpm), 20 s oxygen descum in a reactive ion etching tool (RIE),

followed by electron beam evaporation of titanium and gold (10 nm and 100 nm

respectively), and solvent liftoff (1 hour in Remover PG at 80°C). We use electron

beam lithography instead of optical lithography because the latter technique yields

marks with rounded corners and consequently misalignment (by tens of µm) due to

erroneous readings by the electron beam lithography software during the following

exposures.

Nanophotonic circuit patterning

The nanophotonic circuits are aligned to the marks and patterned with electron

beam lithography (using ZEP 520A resist diluted at 50% and aquasave) and reac-

tive ion etching (RIE, using CHF3/O2 chemistry with 48:2 gas ratio and forward

power RF of 40 W). In the following we detail some of these processes.

Electron beam lithography mask patterning and development

We pattern the resist mask with electron beam lithography due to the small

feature size of the nanophotonic elements (such as 80 nm ring-waveguide gap and

250 nm waveguide widths, as explained in the previous section 21, page 48). For

this process we use 50% diluted ZEP502A (a positive, high contrast and low dose,

electron beam resist) spun at 1000 rpm and baked for 5 min at 180°C (for 230 nm

thickness) and aquasave spun at 2000 rpm and baked at 100°C for 1 min, which

prevents charge buildup during the resist exposure. We expose the resist in 2.5 µm

wide areas around the designed nanophotonic elements with the goal of removing

them. The trench width is determined by considering tradeoffs regarding electron
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beam exposure time and good optical insulation between the nanophotonic ele-

ments and the bulk Si3N4 layer. For the exposure process, we ran several dose

tests to determine the desired exposure dose: resist underexposure yields incom-

plete trench removal, while resist overexposure yields both feature roughness and

decreased linewidth that result in poor circuit optical performance. We start at 200

µC/cm2 with increments of 1.05, develop the sample in amyl acetate (1 m, no ul-

trasonication), and image with the scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Fig. 26.2)

following 5 nm Ti/Pd sputtering. We obtain the correct dose at 225 µC/cm2. No-

tably, we do not use ultrasonication during the development step since the thinner

resist results in complete mask consumption during the following etching process.

Figure 26.2: Electron beam resist dose exposure tests for nanophotonic circuits are
shown: (a) underdosed waveguide curve and (b) grating are corrected for dosage in
(c,d)

Pattern transfer with dry etching

Once we defined the nanophotonic elements’ mask in form of resist trenches

around its elements, we transfer the pattern with a RIE etching step. After a 15

s long O2 descum (100 sccm and 40 W forward power RF), we use a CHF3/O2

chemistry [109], [110] with 48:2 sccm flow, 55 mTorr of pressure, 20°C table tem-

perature, and 40 W RF for the first 7 m 30 s followed by 100 W RF for 1 m 30 s. We

fine-tune the etching step based on the nanophotonic circuit optical performance,

which is dependent on nanometric scale roughness (that cannot be easily observed
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in the SEM) and is described in details in 33, page 107.

Nanophotonic circuit optical insulation with an oxide capping layer

Once the nanophotonic circuit is patterned, we deposit a thick oxide layer to

optically insulate it from the electrical circuit above. This SiO2 layer is deposited

with a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) [111], which allows

deposition of thick films at low deposition temperatures (< 350 °C) and therefore

reduces thermal induced stress on the other layers. We deposit a 2.7 µm thick

film at 150°C with low SiH4 to N2O ratio to decrease the film absorption of the

nanophotonic circuit’s confined light. As for the previous etching process, the

layer’s impact on the optical performance of the circuit can be measured with an

optical setup (since there was no availability for the use of an FTIR spectrometer

[112]); we describe the rationale for this process in the 33, page 107. This layer

deposition results in both a long scale ( µm) roughness (on the order of 160 nm)

stemming from the presence of the underneath nanophotonic circuit as well as a

short scale one (few tens of nm) that is due to the high material porosity resulting

from the low deposition temperature (Fig. 26.3).
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Figure 26.3: SEM of a cross section of nanophotonic circuits after top cladding
deposition (SiO2 shows both the long scale and short scale roughness stemming
from (respectively) the waveguide shape and porosity of the SiO2.

Top cladding planarization

To prevent the PECVD SiO2 long scale roughness that impacts the functionality

of the electrical circuit by creating openings in the wires, we planarize (flatten) the

wafer by spinning and baking a flowable oxide.

These materials are used as planarization layers [113], [114] thanks to their su-

perior gap filling properties [108] as an alternative to chemical mechanical polishing.

These materials are initially at liquid state and diluted in solvent; once spun and

baked, these materials turn into a porous oxide (with around 20% porosity) at low

temperatures (<200°C) and become less porous with greater similarity to stoichio-

metric oxides (at 650°C) as the baking temperature increases [115]. We spin FOx

15 (from Dow Corning) at 3500 rpm for 350 nm thickness, which is thick enough

to compensate for long scale roughness (resulting in a smooth and gradual slope of

40 nm over 1µm) and thin enough to prevent this layer from cracking during the

baking step due to induced stress (Fig. 26.4). The FOx refractive index (measured

with an ellipsometer at the wavelength of 450 nm) is 1.42 (close to measurement of

1.47 for thermal oxide). We measure the impact of this layer on the nanophotonic
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circuit’s optical properties in page 107.

Figure 26.4: SEM cross section of the same circuits is shown in 26.3 after planariza-
tion with a flowable oxide.

Electrical circuit patterning

Introduction

We describe the fabrication steps for the alignment and integration of the elec-

trical circuits above the nanophotonic ones as well as the electrical insulation of

non-recording areas (wires for carrying the electrical signal).

Electrical circuits are patterned with electron beam lithography, metal evapo-

ration, and liftoff. Electron beam lithography is key to achieving wires with small

widths and spacing (120 and 450 nm) with a high density of electrodes in the tip

area. 100% ZEP 502A is spun at 3000 rpm and baked at 180°C for 5 min, followed
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Figure 27.1: Schematic of the fabrication process described in this section, where
we (a) pattern and passivate the arrays of electrodes and wires and (b) images of
various components in the wafer are shown.

with aquasave spun at 2000 rpm and baked at 100°C for 1 min. The resist is ex-

posed with a dose of 282 µC/cm2, which is optimized by SEM visual inspection to

obtain the desired feature size and minimize defects (where underexposure leads

to poor removal of resist in between wires lines and overexposure leads to resist

collapse and consequently line short circuit). We develop the exposed wafer for

1 minute in amyl acetate without ultrasonication (which would increase the line

collapse). We then perform a descum step in the RIE (20 s, 100 sccm O2 at 40

RF), which is essential to removing scum and improving the wires’ adhesion onto

the substrate, followed by a titanium adhesion layer (10 nm) and gold electrical

conduction layer (100 nm) electron beam evaporation; (Fig. 27.1 shows an SEM

cross section of this fabrication step).

We then remove the gold from the non-patterned areas by means of a liftoff

process, which dissolves the ZEP (and therefore removes the metal above it) in a
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Figure 27.2: The SEM cross section of the wires on the wafer is imaged before liftoff
and after electron beam exposure and Ti/Au evaporation.

hot solvent (Remover PG at 80°C). The process is optimized based on electrical

resistance measurements to estimate the number of working lines (which do not

have open or short circuits). Fig. 27.3 shows the results (top view and cross sec-

tion) of the electrical circuit integration above both non-planarized and planarized

nanophotonic circuits, demonstrating lower defectivity of the latter. We describe

the optimization of the electrical circuit’s yield in page 130

Wire passivation

We passivate the wires in order to electrically insulate them so that they do not

contribute to the neuron’s signal readout; this is obtained by first depositing an

SiO2 passivation layer on all of the wafer and then removing it from the electrodes.

Deposition

A thin (60 nm) SiO2 passivation layer is deposited by means of atomic layer

deposition at a low temperature (40°C) to prevent further induced stress on the

other layers.
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Figure 27.3: Comparison images between the arrays of sensors and wires without
(top) and with (bottom) planarization at the (a,b) electrode array scale, (c,d) wire
scale, and (d,e) relative cross sections. (f-i): Magnifications on a few wires, cross
section (f,h) and top view (g,i) are shown.

Mask patterning

An electron beam exposure, aligned to the previous one, defines the mask for

the underneath passivation layer over the wires. ZEP 502 A is spun with the same

parameters as those for the electrical circuits’ exposure; it is then exposed with the

same dose as for the electrodes’ one and developed for 1 minute in amyl acetate with

ultrasonication. The mask opening for the etching of the SiO2 above the electrodes

consists of openings which are 500 nm smaller than the electrode’s dimensions to

compensate for exposure misalignment, which would lead to damaging the wires,

as we show in Fig. 27.4.

Passivation layer etching

Once the resist mask has been defined, the SiO2 is etched in the RIE tool with

a CF4/O2. The SiO2 is slightly etched, resulting in the etch of the top 20 nm of Au

from the electrodes; this compensates for shifts in the etching rate (since even a few
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nm of unremoved SiO2 above the electrode may prevent it from reading electrical

signals). SEM characterizations of these steps are shown in Fig. 27.5.

Figure 27.4: Mask opening design before and after optimization that took into
account the electron beam exposure misalignment.

Backside optical lithography

After the electrode passivation layer opening, the silicon nitride on the wafer

backside is patterned as preparation for the final wet etching step for the SiO2

and bulk silicon removal (with potassium hydroxide) underneath the tip; this is

described in the next section. The nitride is a masking layer for this process (since

its etching rate in potassium hydroxide is zero [116]) and is designed to mask

the probe interfacing area - such that it remains as thick as the wafer for probe

handling - and accounts for convex corner compensations [117] as well as mesh-like

areas around the probes for wafer stability and handling. After an initial resist spin

(2000 rpm, 1000 rpm/s, 45 s and bake at 100°C for 2 m) on the wafer frontside to

protect the electrical circuits from scratches, the nitride mask patterning is obtained

by optical lithography onto the wafer backside. After spinning the adhesion layer

(HMDS at 2000 rpm, 1000 rpm/s, 45 s with 5 min bake at 100°C onto silicon pieces
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Figure 27.5: Arrays of sensors and wires after fabrication onto the wafer, (a) top
view, (b) cross section, and magnification onto the (c) wires and (d) electrode are
shown.

to raise the wafer above the hotplate), resist MAP1215 is spun (same parameters

as those for HMDS), followed by alignment to the marks for UV exposure (14

mW/cm2, 5 s) and development for 60 s in ma-D 331 solution. The pattern is then

transferred to the wafer by a dry etch with the RIE tool (CHF3 48 sccm, O2 2

sccm, 50 W RF, 55 mTorr, 20°C) and the resist is removed by a 30 min soak in

acetone.

Integration of nanocircuits on microprobe

Introduction
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Trenches are etched around the nanophotonic and electrical circuits to define

the probes’ shape as well as the grooves for the optical fibers. To accomplish this,

we spin an optical lithography resist to mask the probe regions and use dry etching

processes to etch both the layers above the silicon (5.5 µm of SiO2 and 160 nm of

Si3N) and 15 µm of silicon.

Figure 28.1: The fabrication process described into this section is outlined: (a)
patterning of the device shape onto the wafer and (b) detailed processes.

Mask patterning

We use a thick photoresist mask (>40 µm of resist AZ 40 XT-11D) on the wafer

frontside - where the circuits have been integrated - to protect the probes during

the subsequent etching steps. We choose a resist instead of a hard mask (such as

chromium) to avoid issues with redeposition in the trenches during etching. The

exposed areas of resist consist of 100 µm wide trenches to minimize the amount of

silicon etched in the chamber and associated loading effects [118] (smaller widths

may lead to gas limited transport) and 140 µm wide grooves for the optical fiber.
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The resist is spun, on top of an adhesion promoting layer (HDMS), at 1750 rpm

and 5000 rpm/s for 20 s for a thickness of (40 ± 2) µm. We perform a slow ramp

softbake step on a hotplate by placing the wafer on glass slides (1 min every 5°C

from 20°C to 60°C, 20 m 60°C, 20 m 80°C, 10 m 100°C, 10 m 125°C) to avoid the

quick formation of nitrogen bubbles. After the baking, the wafer sits on the hotplate

until it reaches room temperature to avoid resist cracking. The resist is removed

from the wafer’s edges (10 mm), since the thickness (tens of µms) prevents the

photolithography mask from contacting the wafer during the following step. This

is achieved by exposing the edges with UV light (at 14.5 mW/cm2 for 12 s) followed

by a post-exposure bake (with slow heat and cooldown ramps) and a development

in MF26A (2% tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide) for 8 min.

Once the edges have been removed, the mask patterned with the probe shapes

is aligned to the wafer and the UV light is activated with an intensity of 14.5

mW/cm2for 12 s. The wafer is then developed in MF26A for 4 m 45 s. The resist

optimal exposure dose is found by varying it between 50% - 200% of the datasheet

suggested value and is optimized for a fully developed trench to maximize the tip

linewidth and compensate for subsequent etching variations that result in silicon

undercut. Given the final resist thickness (around 42 µm) and the initial designed

tip width (50 µm), the patterned resist width at the tip was determined as 48 µm.

SiO2-Si3N4-SiO2 etching

After the mask definition, the pattern is transferred by etching, into the same

tool (Oxford Plasma lab 100 Viper) for a one-step process, resulting in the etching

of the following layers: 60 nm SiO2, 350 nm FOx, 2.7 µm SiO2, 160 nm Si3N4, 2.5

µm SiO2. We perform the etching at room temperature (due to cooling provided

by the wafer chuck) to avoid the resist burning (at high temperatures) or cracking
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(at temperature <10°C,). Before starting the etching, a long descum step (10 m

of O2, resulting in a loss of 4 µm of resist) removes all the resist residues in the

trenches , which (from optical microscope characterization) are more prominent

in the proximity of the probes’ tips and grooves (whereas longer development in

solution yields linewidth enlargement). We then perform the etching using the

following parameters: gas chemistry and flowrates of CF4, Ar and O2 (35, 15, 10

sccm respectively), RF of 150 W, very high-frequency power of 400 W (similar to

the inductively coupled power), 10 mTorr, and a table temperature of 20°C. The 4

inch wafer is loaded on an 8 inch carrier (the tool has an 8 inch automatic transfer

system from the loadlock to the main chamber) and temporarily bonded by fomblin

(a thermally conductive oil).

As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, a resist mask was chosen instead of

a hard one (such as chromium mask) since the latter resulted in its resputtering

inside the trenches during etching and consequently the etching stop before reach-

ing the silicon. The etching stop was characterized at the SEM (Figure), while

the presence of resputtered chromium at the bottom of the trench was confirmed

by XPS measurements (Figure) for a recipe using SF6/Ar chemistry at cryogenic

temperatures (-100°C). The same measurement also showed the presence of Alu-

minum in the trench, which assumedly resulted from the bonding (and etching) of

the SF6/O2 plasma volatile byproducts (SiFOx) formed at the wafer interface with

the Al chamber walls. This was confirmed by using the resist mask ; in fact, after

changing the mask to resist, the formation of pillars in the trench resulting in the

etching stop could still be observed (Fig. 25.1 a) even at various temperatures,

RF powers and pressures. Thus, gas chemistries with a different carbon (C) to

fluorine (F) ratio, such as C4F8/O2 and CF4/O2, were tested and the best result
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(determined by minimal pillar formation that result in the etching of layers up to

silicon, Fig. 25.1 b) was found with CF4/O2, as the XPS measurement (Fig. 25.1

c) demonstrates little Al presence in the trench.

Figure 28.2: Etching of the SiO2 to define the device shape. (a) etching with a
chrome mask and using SF6/O2 chemistry that formed pillars which prevented the
etching for all of the SiO2 due to the resputtering of chrome inside the trenches
and the deposition of aluminum from the tool chamber walls, as shown in the
XPS measurement (b). (c): SiO2 etching with CF4/O2 chemistry and resist mask
(image taken after the resist removal) and (d) corresponding XPS spectrum showing
minimum presence of aluminum are shown.
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Silicon etching

After the frontside SiO2 etching, 15 µm of silicon are etched using the same

tool to define the tip and groove thickness. This process requires precise sidewall

etching control since it defines the tip structure as support for the nanophotonic

and electrical circuits: we thus aim at straight sidewalls and avoid an excessive

(>10 µm) undercut. The recipe is initially optimized based on etching tests con-

ducted using the Oxford ICP Fluorine tool for 1 cm2 wafer pieces mounted on 4

inch silicon wafers with a 100 nm evaporated chromium layer. Such layer avoids

the severe underestimation of the sidewall undercut arising from loading effects in-

volving differences between the large silicon area exposed during the tests (and in

the absence of the chromium layer) and the 4 inch wafer (Fig. 28.3).

Figure 28.3: Loading effects during the silicon etching result in straight sidewalls
when using a silicon carrier wafer during tests on the chip (a) and in a high undercut
when using a chromium-covered carrier wafer (b).

Continuous RF etching processes (meaning there is no alternation of gases but

their continuous flow) were performed using two different gas chemistries and tuning

their ratios: percentage of SF6 in O2 [119], [120] and of SF6 in C4F8 [121]. The

results are displayed in Fig. 28.4 a and provide a study of their undercut ratio, which
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we calculate by dividing the µm of sidewall undercut by the µm of etching depth

(perfect sidewalls have an undercut ratio of 0). The undercut ratio should be well

below 0.2 (resulting in 8 µm total undercut for a 20 µm deep etch) to accommodate

for experimental variations - such as temperature shifts - during the wafer etching

process. These data show that the C4F8/SF6 gas chemistry results in appreciably

lower undercut rates in comparison with the SF6/O2 ones. Importantly, comparing

between the test and full wafer (for a fixed gas ratio) a lower variation is observed

for the C4F8/SF6 chemistry, resulting in a smaller process sensitivity to either gas

ratio changes (the C4F8/SF6 curve has a smaller slope) or to temperature changes

(not measured for C4F8/SF6). Fig. 28.4 a shows an SEM cross section of a probe

tip resulting from the silicon etching process, having straight sidewalls, and a small

undercut value ( 1.5 µm) and rate (0.06).

Figure 28.4: Silicon etching is used to define the probes’ shapes. (a): The undercut
ratio (µm of undercut per µm of trench etching depth) is a function of different
gas chemistries and ratios and masking materials. (b): Tip SEM cross section after
etching with low undercut ratio (<0.1) and (c) tilted top view of the probe tip after
etching with straight sidewalls and resist removal are depicted.
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Figure 28.5: Probe shapes etched at the wafer scale and magnification on the tip
part and the interfacing area are shown.

After the silicon etching process, the resist is heavily crosslinked and cannot be

removed by standard solvents such as acetone, dichloromethane, n-methyl pyrroli-

done; we found that AZ400T (2% TMAH + n-methyl pyrrolidone) lifts the resist

after a relatively long soak (30 min) at 80°C, leaving most of the probes clean and

without residues (95% for test wafer made of silicon with top 2.5 µm PECVD SiO2,

80% for the probes’ wafer).

Backside bulk teching: introduction

After the patterning of the nanophotonic and electrical circuits and having de-

fined the probes’ shapes, the silicon underneath the tip areas is removed to make

them thin (20 µm), while leaving the silicon underneath the probes’ interfacing

areas. To achieve this, the silicon nitride on the wafer’s backside is patterned with

optical lithography (using resist MAP-1215) and RIE etching (same parameters

as for the etching of the nanophotonic circuits). Most of the silicon (480 µm) is

removed from the previously nitride-etched areas on the wafer backside using potas-

sium hydroxide (KOH) after a protective polymer coating on the circuits (Protek

B3), as we describe in [81]. Besides, during the KOH etching we protect the wafer

circuits by placing it in a wafer chuck (from AMMT). After the KOH etch, we
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Figure 28.6: Schematic illustration of the fabrication process to remove the bulk
silicon (a) and detail on the process steps (b).

remove the last few remaining µm of silicon with a dry etching step in the VIPER

tool (using SF6 and O2 chemistry). As a result, free standing optoelectrical neural

probes are obtained.

Protek

A protective polymer (Protek B3, from Brewer Sciences [122]) is spun and baked

onto the wafer frontside to protect the electrical and nanophotonic circuits during

the following backside wet etching step. After the Protek Primer adhesion layer

is spun (1500 rpm, 1000 rpm/s, 60s and 1 min baking on hotplate at 205°C), the

protek primer is spun twice at 1000 rpm, 5000 rpm/s, 60 s and baked 2 min at 110

°C on a hotplate; a final 1 min baking at 205°C is then performed. Fig. 28.7 dis-

plays an optical microscope image of a wafer cross section highlighting the Protek

coverage of the wafer frontside trenches. Finally, as additional protection to the
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circuits, the wafer is clamped inside a KOH chuck (from AMMT), which creates

a dry enclosure for the frontside while leaving the backside exposed to the chemical.

KOH etch

Once the wafer frontside is protected, a wet chemical etch in postassium hy-

droxide (KOH) removes, from the nitride unmasked areas, the backside SiO2 (2.5

µm) and most of the silicon (480 µm). A silicon layer is left unetched such that

the KOH does not leak at the bottom of the trench, peeling off the Protek layer.

The wafer holder is soaked vertically in a 2.5 L bath composed of 25% KOH (in

the form of dissolvable pellets) in water, heated at 85°C, and stirred with a mag-

netic stir bar at 800 rpm. During the etching process, the etch rate and depth is

monitored with a profilometer (Veeco Dektac) after soaking the wafer in water and

a nitrogen dry. The etch rate of the SiO2 is around 500 nm/hour while the Si one

is 1.8 µm/min, depending on the exact bath temperature and KOH concentration.

The profilometer measurements show that the stirring avoids temperature gradients

across the bath that would result in measured etching depth variations across the

wafer as high as 25 um (Table). We found that keeping the wafer in a horizontal

position (with its surface facing the stirbar) yields less variation with respect to a

vertical one (Table 28.1), though we use the latter because of the geometry of the

wafer chuck. Furthermore, after having etched the 480 µm of silicon, we notice an

increased etch depth ( 20 µm) near the edges (with an extent of 1 mm) of the large

etched areas, which does not represent a significant issue since it is far from the

probe trenches.

Protek remove and dry etching to release the devices After the etching is com-

pleted and the wafer is soaked in water and dried with nitrogen, the Protek layer
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Figure 28.7: Optical microscope’s cross section image (a) and magnification (b) of
a probe’s tip before bulk backside silicon etching and covered by Protek polymer.

Method Stirring, [rpm] T bath, [°C] Max thickness variation,
[µm]

Wafer on bottom beaker 0 80 25
Wafer horizontal on
holder, 1 L solution

300 85 5

Wafer vertical on
AMMT holder, 2.5 L

solution

800 85 12

Table 28.1: Comparison between different KOH etch methods.

is removed by soaking the wafer into three different baths of Protek remover 100

(after 45 m, after 10 m, the last 5 m) and rising with isopropanol in between the

transfers. The use of multiple solvent baths reduces the redeposition of protek

particles onto the wafer.

The remaining 20 µm of silicon at the trench bottoms are dry etched in the

VIPER tool at 20°C using 180 sccm SF6, 20 sccm O2, 20 W RF, and 10 mTorr

pressure. After this process, the trenches are opened and the probes are attached

to the wafer solely by 20 µm thick bridge holders (Fig. 28.8), which can be broken

with the help of tweezers to separate the neural probes from the wafer.
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Figure 28.8: Wafer images after bulk silicon etching show both the wafer’s backside
and (a) magnification as well as the (b) wafer’s frontside (c) and magnification (d).

Fabrication results: fabricated optoelectrical probes

The wafer batch fabrication yields around 200 optoelectrical probes, which we

initially visually characterize by optical microscope and SEM and from which we

estimate that more than 90% of them have no visible defects that would completely

impair the probe’s capabilities (i.e. broken tips). Resulting probes have a 900 µm

long tip, 45 µm width, and 15-25 µm thickness; we show examples of false-color

SEM images of a probe in Fig. 29.1 a, highlighting the integration of electrical and

nanophotonic circuits, as well as the reduced dimensions and straight sidewalls.
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Nanophotonic elements such as rings, grating and waveguides can be observed in

detail (Fig. 29.1 b), as well as the wires and electrodes that are part of the electrical

circuit. The circuits’ stacking is shown in (Fig. 29.2 a,b), which shows an SEM

cross section of the tip, with false colors highlighting the layer by layer integration

of the nanophotonic and the electrical circuits, as well as the planarization layer

above the nanophotonic circuit’s cladding.

Figure 29.1: False color SEM image of a fabricated optoelectrode after release from
the wafer.

Device packaging, connection: from macroscale to nanoscale

Overview

In order to be able to access the tip circuits and use their relative functions, we

connect it to external electrical instrumentation (amplifiers, filters. . . ) and to our

external laser. We achieve the electrical connection by gluing and wire bonding our
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Figure 29.2: False color scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a cross
section of the upper layers of the tip show (a) the integrated Si3N4 nanophotonics
and Ti/Au electrical circuits, separated by the 3 µm thick SiO2 optically insulating
layer, and (b) a close-up of the SiO2 passivated wires, which we pattern above the
SiO2 top cladding, planarized by a flowable oxide layer.

probe on a custom-made printed circuit board (PCB), having on one side electrodes

for wire bonding and on the other side electrical connectors. Moreover, we obtain

the optical connection by coupling the laser’s single-mode optical fiber to the edge

of the bus waveguide. We align the two parts and glue them together such that they

remain securely in place. We describe in detail the electrical and optical assemblies

in section 30, page 69 and section 31, page 100 respectively.

Figure 30.1: This schematic illustrates the connection of the optoelectrode to ex-
ternal electronics by wire bonding and laser by optical fiber alignment and gluing.
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Device electrical connection

We design a printed circuit board as the interface between the neural probe and

the experiment connector. The PCB design is obtained with L-Edit and comprises

a set of 64 pads (75 µm x 75 µm) for wire bonding, a set of 80 pads on the opposite

side of the PCB for connector surface mount soldering (2 Samtec MOLC with 40

pins), and 75 µm wide traces to connect the two (the lower level is connected to

the upper one by electroplated VIAs). PCBs are commercially manufactured by

SF Circuits. We designed connector maps to assign each electrode on the neural

probe to its corresponding Samtec connector pin and readout channel. We then

glue the probe on the PCB gluing area (UV curable glue OP-67-LS from Dymax)

and wirebond it with an automatic machine with assisted ultrasonication and no

stage heating.

Figure 31.1: Connection of the optoelectrode to the printed circuit board by wire
bonding is depicted in the (a) top view and (b) magnification, (c) front view showing
the rows of wires, and (d) lateral view with a comparison to an optical fiber.
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Device optical assembly: optical fiber preparation

We obtain the connection between our fiber coupled single-mode laser diode

(model QFLD-450-10S, from QPhotonics) and the nanophotonic circuit by aligning

and gluing an optical fiber to its input.

Fiber preparation Fiber connectorization. We use single mode optical fibers at

the wavelength of 450 nm (model SM 400, from Thorlabs) with dimensions of 125

µm (cladding) and 3 µm (core). We cut them from the bundle and cleave the two

ends to obtain a well-defined interface (to avoid any irregular light scattering). We

splice one end of the fiber to a fiber patch cord (an SM 400 fiber whose end has

a FC/PC connector) using a fusion splicer (with loss between 0 to 2 dB) so that

the fiber can be readily connected to the laser’s one. We mechanically stabilize

the splicing region with a fiber splice joint (from Thorlabs). Fiber thinning During

the frontside etching fabrication step, we etch a groove region on the probe wire

bonding area having a width of 140 µm (to compensate for optical lithography

misalignments between the groove and the waveguide input) and 25 µm thickness

(depth of the SiO2 and Si etching). Such a groove mechanically stabilizes the fiber

to the probe when glued (since gluing only the fiber tip to the probe edge without

the groove will result in poor attachment). The limited groove depth results in the

necessity of thinning the fiber diameter, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 32.1,

which is obtained either by mechanical polishing or by chemical etching in hydrogen

fluoride (HF).

Mechanical polishing consists of removing fiber material by mechanical abrasion

using a high speed spinning wheel with polishing paper. We created a tool (Fig.

32.2), inspired by [123], [124], in which two clamps are used to hold the fiber and

a rotating disk and mounted on a DC motor with optical polishing paper (1 µm
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Figure 32.1: Schematic illustration of the optical fiber alignment in the probe’s
groove and highlights methods to reduce its diameter.

roughness). We monitor the amount of material removed from the fiber under an

optical microscope while using micromanipulators to adjust the distance between

the fiber and polishing wheel as well as the tension of the fiber. The main drawback

of this operation is the poor reproducibility due to its nature of manual control

(nonautomated setup) leading to a removal variation of 5 um between samples

and low throughput (only one fiber is processed at a time). After the polishing,

the fiber is cleaved and ready to be optically aligned.

HF etching involves chemically removing material from the optical fiber using

> 40% HF (etch rate: 2 µm/min) for 42 m to obtain a fiber diameter of 44 µm.

We chose to implement this process because of its benefits over mechanical pol-

ishing in terms of repeatability (the etching is precisely controlled by the soaking

time in acid with submicrometric precision) and the setup throughput ( 10 fibers

can be processed at the same time, and the setup can be easily scaled to larger

numbers). We build a custom-made optical setup to align and glue the fiber to

the probe’s (or test structure’s) waveguide input for their optical characterization.

The setup (schematic in Fig. 32.3 a,b) is an enclosed space with an optical table
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Figure 32.2: (a): Setup for mechanical polishing of an optical fiber [2]; top view
image of the fiber (b) during and (c) after lapping, (d) after cleaving and (e) cross
section of lapped optical fiber.

mounting a sample stage (that fixes the probe or test structure) and a fiber holder

stage (that fixes the fiber), both of which are moved by microstepper motors (from

Newport), connected to external controllers. The fiber is connected to the lasers

of interest through the FC/PC connector and multiple lasers can be coupled into

the same fiber using fiber combiners; the fiber output light is linearly polarized and

its angle can be rotated using a Thorlabs manual paddle controller. A microscope

and CCD camera, connected to a computer, provide real time monitoring of the

fiber-waveguide alignment and light output gratings. We designed the optical setup

to provide mechanical stability and submicron-precise alignment. Mechanical sta-

bility is obtained by carefully securing all the components of the setup (the fiber

and sample/probe on their respective holders); submicrometric precision is essen-

tial to achieve the precise alignment necessary for edge coupling (0.5 µm) and is

achieved using microstepper motors (with a smallest step of 20 nm). In addition,

the setup’s microscope and camera allow for real time monitoring and feedback to

monitor possible misalignment. We complete the setup with additional metrology
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components, such as a powermeter to measure the fiber’s output power before its

alignment to the sample and a spectrometer for real time monitoring of the laser’s

output wavelength.

Figure 32.3: The custom-made optical setup for fiber alignment to the probe’s (or
test chip’s) nanophotonic circuits is depicted by the (a) schematic illustration of
the setup’s component and (b) setup image.

We align the thinned fiber to the probe waveguide in the optical setup with the
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aim of maximizing the light coupling by minimizing the fiber-waveguide misalign-

ment; by gluing the two parts together, they are secured during the in vitro and in

vivo experiments. Fiber-waveguide alignment We initially combine the 450 nm and

the 637 nm laser into the same fiber and connect it to the thinned fiber, mounted on

a holder; we then secure the wirebonded probe and its PCB onto the sample stage,

activate the 450 nm laser, and align the fiber to the probe’s waveguide input. After

the initial alignment, we shift the microscope field of view onto the probe’s output

gratings and maximize the fiber coupling by monitoring their output intensities.

Figure 32.4: Optical fiber alignment to the probe is depicted in the (a) 3D model of
the setup and (b,c) front camera images of fiber alignment (b) before and (c) after
aligning the fiber and turning the laser on. Images displaying the top view camera
at the (e,f) fiber-waveguide junction and magnification after fiber alignment with
the laser on, and (f) top view at the tip are shown.

Fiber gluing Once we obtain the alignment, we secure the two parts to pre-

vent misalignment by gluing them together. To achieve this, we turn off the 450

nm laser and turn on the 637 nm one to check the alignment while dispensing
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the glue without curing it. We chose ultraviolet (UV) curable glues (rather than

heat curing glues or two part mixing glues) to achieve quick curing (seconds) and

low glue shrinkage values (<1%, since they have no solvents), both of which are

essential to minimizing part misalignments and decreased coupling efficiency. We

manually dispense the glue on the probe wire bonding area (glue OP-4-20632 from

Angstrongbond, having linear shrinkage of 0.39% and transmission > 85% at 450

nm) to cover both the groove and fiber waveguide junction but not the probe tip.

If misalignments occur during this step, we realign the fiber with the 637 nm laser,

turn on the 450 nm laser at low power (< 100 µW), and finely tune the alignment

before turning it on at higher power (1 mW) for 5 m to complete the cure. We

then add some glue around the fiber, the fiber holder, and the PCB for increased

mechanical stability. We dispense and cure some black glue to cover the light scat-

tering at the waveguide junction and cure everything with the UV lamp for 60

s.
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In vitro validation of nanocircuits integrated in

microprobe

Probe experimental characterizations in air and in saline solution, which mimics

the brain’s ionic environment, allow for validation and optimization of functionality

for the nanophotonic and the electrical circuits prior to inserting the tip into the

mouse brain. The process of nanophotonic circuit validation involves monitoring

the probe’s grating outputs for different laser input wavelengths to estimate the

circuit’s optical losses as well as the ring’s and directional coupler’s frequency re-

sponses. We aim at minimizing optical losses and at reproducing the nanophotonic

elements’ simulated figures of merit for functioning design and performance. The

process for electrical circuit characterization involves measuring the impedance of

each electrode to assess functionality and lowering the impedance of the working

electrode. We aim to achieve high circuit yield (at least 95% of working electrodes)

and minimal impedance - to this end, we carry out electrodeposition for high surface

area to volume ratio of carbon-based materials, such as nano-onions.

In vitro validation of nanophotonics

Introduction

Optical characterizations in air are achieved after aligning (and gluing) the

laser’s fiber to the nanophotonic circuit input and monitoring the grating outputs.

These operations are performed in the setup described in page 100.
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Characterization of the probe output power and device optical loss

We initially evaluate the tip output power which, for a given laser input power,

is limited by the device losses. Such losses can be ascribed to several sources (scat-

tering, fiber-waveguide coupling, absorption, outcoupling, etc). Minimization of

system loss is crucial for sufficient output of light power to activate the opsins,

which has been estimated as 0.1 mW/mm2 [38]. Our 450 nm wavelength centered

laser diode has a maximum output power of around 10 mW, while the total system

losses amount to ∼30 dB, leaving total output power to be around 5 to 10 µW.

Considering a light output spot on the order of the grating dimensions, 5 µm x10

µm, this total output power corresponds to a power density of ∼ 1 W/mm2; such

indicates that the system can achieve greater than necessary light output for opsin

activation, as demonstrated by the in vivo experiment (see 47, page 152).

Probe’s output power estimation

We estimate the probe’s output grating power by comparison with a known

source and converting the intensity of the microscope images into power (mW). We

initially assume that the microscope objective can collect all the light extracted by

the gratings (for this purpose, we use a high numerical aperture objective, 0.75).

To this end, we initially use the powermeter to measure the laser fiber’s output

intensity (P) for a well-defined laser input current; we then image its output (Fig.

34.1), from which we analyze its intensity (Kf) defined as the area of the bright

spot (A) times the difference of light intensity and background noise (Is-In) divided

by the camera exposure time (te):

Kf = A ∗ Is − In

te
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We then connect the laser’s fiber to the probe’s input fiber and image the probe tip,

while maintaining the same laser input current. For each output grating’s image

we obtain the relative intensity Kg in a similar manner as above:

Kg = A ∗ Is − In

te

The ratio between Kg and Kf in decibels (dB) yields the total optical losses from

the fiber’s laser to the grating output:

Losses[dB] = 10 ∗ log10KgKf

The corresponding probe’s grating output power is obtained as the ratio between

the two values times the fiber output intensity (in mW) which is measured by the

powermeter:

Output[mW ] = P ∗ Kg

Kf

This measure is an estimate of the probe’s losses and output power; thus for our

purposes, this is a sufficient approximation to determine if our probe reaches the

activation threshold of the brain opsins.

Once we have estimated the total losses, which amount to around 30 dB, we

separate its various contributions to optimize them individually. (Fig. 34.2):

- Laser fiber-probe fiber FC/PC connection: 1 to 2 dB

- Edge coupling: 10 dB
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Figure 34.1: This diagram outlines the experimental process flow, in which the
probe’s output power is measured following laser input and camera calibration for
subsequent imaging of the probe’s output light.

Figure 34.2: This schematic illustrates the system’s optical losses.

- Fiber gluing: around 5 dB

- Waveguide propagation: 6-8 dB

- Grating outcoupling: 3 dB

- Ring transmission: 3 dB

In the following, we describe the corresponding losses and measurements in

greater detail.
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Laser fiber-probe fiber FC/PC connection

The FC/PC connection loss (typically 3 dB) results from non-perfect concentricity

of the fibers inside the ceramic patch cord terminations that lead to the cores’ mis-

alignment. This can be minimized by using low insertion loss patch cords which

typically result in 1 dB loss.

Waveguide propagation losses

Waveguide propagation losses arise from two main factors: absorption losses

and scattering losses; here we describe the scattering losses, while we describe the

absorption losses in the next section.

Scattering losses are ascribed to waveguide roughness, which can be measured

on the top waveguide surface or on sidewalls; small roughness values (standard de-

viation of even a few nm) with small correlation lengths (<50 nm) can introduce

large scattering losses (>10 dB/cm) for submicrometric-sized waveguides [39], [35].

Small roughness values are difficult to characterize by SEM, and although some

alternative techniques have been used [49], we use waveguiding test structures for

their estimation. We can neglect the top waveguide roughness since the Si3N4 layer

is chemical-mechanically polished to a roughness below 1 nm [40]. Notably, side-

wall roughness is assumed to be the main contributor to scattering losses due to

waveguide fabrication variations, namely the electron beam resist patterning and

pattern transfer during dry etching. Thus, we measure the waveguide’s scattering

losses using test structures fabricated on Lionix TripleX wafer pieces, in which the

design that splits one input waveguide into two pairs of waveguides (A and B),

each with one short and one longer waveguide outputs (A1, A2 and B1,B2), as de-

scribed in [119]. Pairs of waveguides differ only in the waveguide width; they have
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a fixed height of 160nm, while the the widths are 300 nm and 4 um for the first and

second pair respectively. This allows comparison of the propagation losses for two

differently confined fields. The path difference of every pair of waveguides allows

for measuring the losses by comparing their output intensities. Using a common

waveguide input for both waveguide outputs rules out fiber coupling losses. We

cleave the input and output sections of the test chip and couple a fiber to the input

waveguide, while the microscope and CCD camera monitors the cross section of the

latter (output gratings are not used to avoid introducing their outcoupling losses),

from which we extract their intensities Ai or Bi (as described in the previous Sec-

tion):

Ai(orBi) = Area ∗ Is

In

Taking the logarithm of their ratio and dividing by the path difference (in cm), we

obtain their losses (in dB):

Losses[dB/cm] = 10 ∗ log10(A1

A2
∗ 1
Path

)

This amounts to 5.6 and 8 dB/cm for 4 µm waveguides at the wavelengths of 650 nm

and 450 nm respectively and to 12 dB/cm at 450 nm for 300 nm wide waveguides

due to their higher mode overlap with the sidewalls [132].
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Figure 34.3: Waveguide propagation losses can be estimated by subjecting (a) the
waveguide under a 650 nm (or 450 nm) wavelength laser input (the bright waveguide
coloration is due to sidewall scattering) and examining the waveguide cross section
output with a microscope and CCD camera. (b): For qa common waveguide input,
we have two splitters for long and short waveguides with different cross sections.
(c): Example of CCD output image; we estimate the waveguide propagation losses
from the output spots’ intensity ratios.

Absorption losses

Absorption losses are associated with material defects; given the high optical

quality of the bottom SiO2 and the Si3N4 layers, we focus on optimizing the top

cladding SiO2, which is deposited using PECVD. Several studies mentioned lo-

calized impurities, such as OH, SiH, and NH from PECVD depositions of SiO2

layers with their corresponding optical absorptions [79], [99], [3]; these defects can

be measured by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), which measures

light absorption in the presence of vibrational modes associated with defects at

well-defined wavelengths. Following these studies and considering the unavailabil-

ity of an FTIR spectrometer, we minimize the oxide absorption by measuring the

oxide refractive index and compare waveguide losses to uncladded waveguides. We

proceed by testing different oxides on different Lionix chips (patterned with the
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same parameters), each containing arrays of waveguides for measurement averag-

ing. Different oxides are obtained by varying the PECVD gas ratios (N2O and

SiH4) and temperature at a fixed chamber pressure (1000 mTorr) and RF power

(20 W). Results of ellipsometry, plotted in Fig. 34.4 a, show a high refractive index

(>1.47 at 450 nm) for low N2O/SiH4 ratio (below 50) – this is due to the silicon

richness in the film (associated with high absorption losses) [99] – and a lower re-

fractive index for higher ratios, with the lower bound being 1.47 at the wavelength

of 450 nm for thermal oxide. Given the chamber’s maximum temperature at the

fixed N2O/SiH4 ratio, the measurements indicated decreasing refractive index as

a function of increasing temperature (and subsequent decrease in Si-OH incorpora-

tion) until a high temperature of 375°C (due to N-H incorporation); this is in well

agreement with previous studies [99]. However, a low refractive index is obtained

for low temperatures (150°C) which is due to high porosity of the material (Fig.

34.4 e,f). Optical absorption in the film is analyzed in terms of propagation losses

for the different claddings, indicating their decrease for increased N2O/SiH4 ratio

(Fig. 34.4 b) and, for a fixed gas ratio, their decrease at lower temperatures (Fig.

34.4 c). About 20% of these results are attributed with uncertainties that arise

from different parameter variations, but primarily the fiber-waveguide alignment

accuracy. From these results, we choose to combine a high N2O/SiH4 ratio of 1440

(50 sccm SiH4 is diluted at 1% in Ar, 720 sccm N2O, 162 sccm N2) with a low

temperature (150°C), resulting in small waveguide losses (3 dB at 450 nm).

Given the top cladding deposition parameters, we then analyze absorption

losses associated with the presence of flowable oxide (FOx planarizes waveguide

top cladding) for different SiO2 layer thicknesses. The results, plotted in Fig. 34.5

a, suggest that using a waveguide top cladding thickness that is greater than 2.5
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Figure 34.4: The waveguide absorption losses are characterized by (a): refractive
index measurements, (b) absorption losses, and (c) probe optical output power for
SiO2 cladding deposited with different N2O/SiH4 ratios. (d,e): SEM micrographs
of the waveguide cross section with top cladding deposited at 150°C and 1440 of
N2O/SiH4 ratio.

µm avoids introducing losses related to the presence of the FOX layer; therefore,

we chose to deposit 2.75 µm of SiO2 PECVD top cladding (0.55 to 1.25 dB).

Figure 34.5: (a): Experimental measurements of the waveguide’s power loss at
different top cladding thicknesses and after the flowable oxide deposition. (b):
Experimental ring coupling efficiency is a function of top cladding oxides deposited
with different N2O/SiH4 ratios and at different temperatures.
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Ring transmission

The ring transmission is the percentage of the total input power (defined by

proximity of the ring) transmitted to the waveguide output at the ring’s peak

resonance, which we match by tuning the laser polarization and wavelength. Ring

transmission efficiencies, displayed in Fig. 34.5 b, are calculated as an average of

every ring’s output grating intensity at resonance divided by the total intensity

of all the gratings. For our ring design, whose simulation showed an efficiency of

around 70%, we obtain a transmission of 60.75 ± 17.35 % (or 68.76 ± 8.13 % if

not considering the low-efficiency measurement), corresponding to 1.67 ± 0.36 dB

losses. Non-coupled light in the ring is mostly emitted by a final grating, with other

rings emitting just a fraction of the light (<1-5% for every other ring).

For our given ring design and simulation, we obtain an average transmission of

around 70 % (1.55 dB); we thus analyze the fabrication process for patterning the

resist ZEP 502 A and transferring it with an RIE dry etch with the aim of optimizing

both the waveguide transmission and coupling efficiency to obtain values similar to

those from the simulation. The dose of the first step is fine-tuned, while the second

step is performed at a fixed RIE pressure (55 mTorr), table temperature (20 °C),

and total gas flow (50 sccm) with variations in the gas chemistry CHF3/O2 ratio and

RF power. We design a variety of test structures with different ring gaps (ranging

from 20 to 100 nm with 5 nm increments) and waveguide widths (ranging from

200 to 300 nm with 10 nm increments) to find the resulting optimized combination

from the two processing steps; this evaluation takes into account propagation loss,

coupling efficiency optical measurements, and visual measurements using the SEM.

We perform 7 dose variations starting at 225 µC/cm2 with 5% increments; as shown

in Fig. 34.6 a,b, while the difference between the designed and fabricated gaps is
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not significant (<10 ±5 nm for highest doses), the waveguide difference can be

significant (56 ± 5 nm), both of which can be accounted for in the initial design.

Figure 34.6: A comparison of the fabricated and designed ring resonators is char-
acterized by (a) gap and (b) width. SEM images of (c): the cross section of the
ring-waveguide gap for non optimized etching recipe and (d) top view of the ring-
waveguide gap (as small as 80 nm) after recipe optimization are depicted.

During the dry etching process, the CHF3 gas is responsible for both the chem-

ical removal of the Si3N4 and the polymer formation at the bottom trench and

sidewall; the resulting passivation layer creates a vertical sidewall profile, which

is essential for achieving the correct ring-waveguide gap dimensions such that an

undercut will not result, but also introduces additional roughness (and scattering

losses) [50]. The presence of O2 reduces polymer roughness (since it reacts with car-

bon polymer resulting in CO or CO2) while maintaining the vertical sidewall angle,

but decreases the resist ZEP 502A selectivity (we did not optimize for a hard mask

such as Nickel ). Initial experiments were conducted for 10-12 minutes, flowrates

of 48 sccm CHF3 and 2 sccm O2, and at RF = 40, demonstrating waveguide prop-

agation loss around 8 dB/cm (at 450 nm wavelength) but the wide waveguide-ring

gap as depicted in the SEM images (>120 nm, Fig. 34.6 c) results in low simulated

ring coupling efficiency (25.7%, 10.4%, 6.1% for gaps respectively of 120, 140, 150

nm) and close to zero for the experimentally measured efficiency. We modified the
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recipe accordingly by increasing RF power (100 W) to achieve greater directional

etching; this step was implemented for 1 m 30 s and followed by the original 7 m

30 s etch step at 40 RF. The longer high power etching step resulted in complete

resist degradation and waveguide etching. The smallest gap is 82 ± 5 nm for a

designed gap of 30 nm, Fig. 34.6 d. We also modified the CHF3/O2 ratio from

48:2 to 45:5 (maximum amount of O2 allows complete etching of the Si3N4 without

full resist degradation) and decreased the pressure to 30 mTorr (longer ion mean

free path leads to increased directionality); however, the optical tests demonstrated

poor ring coupling efficiency (<20%).

Grating outcoupling losses

As discussed previously, we consider the grating outcoupling efficiency based on

their simulation (2-3 dB non outcoupled light ). When measuring gratings, we use

high numerical aperture objectives to collect all of the light. This is particularly

important for gratings that do not extract light perpendicularly for the input wave-

length in use. Fig. compares measurements between a low (0.2) and a high (0.8)

numerical aperture objective, suggesting no significant difference (∼50%) of light

collected for gratings that are optimized for perpendicular light extraction, but a

significant difference (∼3400%) for gratings that are not optimized for perpendic-

ular extraction (out grating design which outputs the wavelength of 450 nm at an

angle of 16°).

Fiber-waveguide coupling losses

We estimate the waveguide propagation losses, and assuming the grating losses

are similar to the simulated ones (2-3 dB), we estimate the fiber-waveguide coupling
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efficiency by comparing the maximum grating output power obtained from the

best achievable fiber alignment with the fiber output power. We compare both

edge coupling and grating coupling structures and obtain 10 ± 2 dB (around 10%

coupling efficiency) and 7 ± 1.4 dB (around 30% coupling efficiency) respectively,

which are in good agreement with the simulation results. Images of the optical

fiber aligned to these two structures are shown in Fig. 34.7.

Figure 34.7: Fiber coupling is shown by (a): an image of test waveguides on the
chip after fiber alignment with the laser on, showing the grating output light, (b-d):
fiber-waveguide edge coupling, and (e-f) top view and lateral images of fiber-grating
coupling.
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Fiber gluing losses

We glue the optical fiber after it is aligned to the waveguide input edge for

a mechanically fixed system such that there are no movable parts. The gluing

procedures result in a range of losses approximated between 1 to 5 dB; this is

attributed to misalignment of the fiber during glue curing and consequent shrinkage.

From these values, we can estimate a misalignment below 1 µm in the vertical

direction. After gluing, the fiber-waveguide junction stops working after a few

minutes if we use high laser powers (>= 1.5 mW, although, as described in 47,

page 152, a high power is unnecessary) and short wavelengths (< 500 nm); this can

possibly be attributed to glue overcuring in the fiber’s core region, leading to glue

ambering. This effect shown in Fig. 34.8 occurs after we glue a fiber to a glass

slide, leave the laser on at 1.5 mW, and detach the fiber afterwards. One option

to overcome this issue (apart from using a laser power <1.5 mW) is to dispense a

high viscosity opaque glue (OP 61 LS from Angstrongbond with a linear shrinkage

of 0.03%) on the groove’s back component such that the glue does not flow to the

fiber-waveguide junction. The resulting gluing did not present losses related to glue

darkening in the junction area for the 450 nm laser at high power (>= 1.5 mW);

however, the wire bonding area is not covered with dark glue (to limit the amount

of light scattering to the tip) and this could increase the photoelectric artifact on

the electrodes.

Grating nanogroove design for output beam focusing

We characterize the focusing gratings’ output beam shape and height of focus

by observing their output at different heights, starting from the in-plane (h=0) and

moving the objective with microstepper motors by the desired increment (e.g. h= 5
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Figure 34.8: The losses associated with fiber gluing were determined through (a):
the experiment that measures glue darkening after prolonged laser light illumina-
tion. The following images depict (b): the fiber glued onto the glass slide after
glue curing, (c) the darkened glue in proximity to the fiber core after fiber removal,
and (e): the optical fiber edge coupled to the probe’s waveguide and glued far from
their junction.

um, h=20 µm,. . . ) to the focal point and beyond. We show the results for a grating

designed for an input wavelength of 450 nm with a focusing height of 20 µm and a

focusing grating designed for 650 nm with h = 10 µm Fig. 35.1. As we described

in [60], wavelengths that are different from the designed one still focus but at a

slightly different height Fig. 35.1. For the first grating, the resulting output spot is

close to the simulated focal height (with a difference of a few µm) and its diffraction

limited FWHM is 2.35 µm.

In vitro on-demand light delivery and localized illumination

Once we have fabricated, assembled and optically characterized the neural

probe’s optical losses, we proceed by testing its nanophotonic’s circuit capabil-

ity of spatially addressing the light output location. After fixing the sample onto

the optical setup, connecting its fiber to the laser’s, and adjusting its polarization
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Figure 35.1: The following is an optical characterization of the focusing grating at
different heights with respect to the grating’s (h=0). (a): A line plot of grating
outputs measured at different heights above the grating (b) and corresponding
light spots (c) are shown. (d,e) Focusing gratings designed to focus light at the
wavelength of 650 nm and (g,f) use of different wavelengths onto the same gratings
are depicted.

by means of the paddle controller to match the TE fundamental mode, we tune the

laser’s wavelength (within a range of 3.4nm) as a function of temperature (10°C to

62°C) and observe the output gratings. Since the laser’s wavelength is a nonlinear

function of temperature and its output power varies for different temperatures, we

implement a feedback loop with a Matlab script that adjusts the desired wavelength

(by fine-tuning temperature) and holds the laser output power at a constant value

across varying wavelengths (by changing its input current).

The program (Fig. 36.1) scans the laser’s wavelength at defined values by

tuning the laser at different temperatures while monitoring the different grating

outputs on the probe tip to measure their intensity as a function of wavelength.
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Figure 36.1: experimental setup to take automatic measurements of the ring res-
onators.

The wavelength is monitored with a spectrometer (whose exposure time is adjusted

by the script to avoid saturation) and extrapolated by a gaussian fit to compensate

for poor spectrometer resolution. Once the desired wavelength is reached, the

power (measured with a powermeter) is kept constant by modifying the laser input

current. The camera exposure time is adjusted to avoid saturation and an image is

taken, from which each grating’s intensity is measured. The program then moves

to the next wavelength and restarts the loop.

We report an example of such a test in Fig. 36.2 which shows a tip with five ring

resonators. Light spatial localization, as shown in (Fig. a-d), is demonstrated after

we turn on the laser at wavelengths corresponding to the first four ring resonances;

this is plotted in Fig. 36.2 e, along with the laser spectrum. From this measurement,

we extract the experimental ring Q factor (on average: 861 ± 127) which closely

matches that of the laser (860 ± 20). As an example, we plot the rings’ experimental
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and simulated transmittances along with the laser’s spectrum in Fig. 36.3 a. The

ring’s coupling efficiency was measured in the previous Section with an average of

60.75 ± 17.35 % (out of resonance rings’ efficiency of < 5%). Notably, the ring’s

FSR is not available since it is wider than our laser’s tunability range. Numerical

comparisons between the simulated and experimental resonance wavelengths are

displayed in Fig. 36.3 b. Finally, we evaluate the tip output power with the

methods described in 33, page 107; our laser diode has a maximum output power

of ∼10 mW, while the total system losses amounts to ∼30 dB, leaving the total

output power to be around 5 to 10 µW. This output power value corresponds

to a power density of ∼1 W/mm2 (considering a light output spot on the order

of the grating dimensions, 5 um x 10 um), thereby showing that our system can

output more than enough light for opsin activation, as validated during the in vivo

experiment (see 47, page 152).

Figure 36.2: Experimental measurements of the ring’s outputs at (a-d) different
input wavelengths show the capability of spatially locating the light output along
the probe’s tip. (e) Normalized intensity plots as a function of the input wavelength
for the ring resonators are depicted.
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Figure 36.3: comparison of a single ring’s simulated and experimental resonance
with respect to the laser’s spectra.

On-demand light delivery and localized illumination in saline solution

After validating the probe’s capability to deliver light in the area(s) of interest by

selecting the desired ring resonators in air, we repeat the experiment by immersing

the probe’s tip in saline solution (PBS saline, pH 7.4, by ThermoFischer). In

Fig. 37.1 we compare the ring resonances before and after immersion in saline

solution. We notice the peaks shift (red arrow in figure) by a value of 0.59 ±

0.05 nm, which we associate with some leaking of saline solution inside the top

cladding oxide (which is porous since deposited at low temperatures, see Section

33). Ring Q factors do not change significantly (variation of around 80). Although

ring resonance show an initial shift, we do not observe resonance variations after the

probe immersion in saline for times of 15 m, 90 m and 150 m demonstrating that,

once we characterize the ring resonances in saline, we can select the desired ring

resonators without any visual feedback from a microscope. This is an essential step

during the probe’s implantation in mouse brain, where we have no visual feedback
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on the selected rings.

Figure 37.1: Measurement example of a ring resonance before and after saline
immersion, showing that, after an initial shift, the rings’ resonances do not change
over time.

Polarization

We perform optical tests at different input polarizations to verify the correct

ring’s working for the designed polarization (TE, or 90°). We select the desired

polarization by rotating a polarization grid (which transmits only one polarization

angle) and by maximizing the transmitted intensity (thus, matching the grid’s

angle) by rotating the polarization in the laser’s fiber with the paddle controller.

First, we measure the grating’s output intensity as a function of the wavelength

for both the TE and TM polarizations (Fig. 37.2 a). For the TE polarization,

the ring is working as expected, while for the TM one the ring does not resonate.

Next, we monitor the same ring’s output grating intensity with different input

polarizations (Fig. 37.2 b); we obtain a maximum grating output intensity (and

thus, ring coupling) for a polarization angle of 90° (corresponding to the TE mode)
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and low coupling values for the other polarization angles, which well agrees with

the values simulated with FDTD (red points).

Figure 37.2: Ring’s grating output intensity for different input polarizations. (a):
Simulated and experimental data of a grating output intensity at the ring’s reso-
nance wavelength for different polarization angles.(b): Experimental ring resonance
curve for TE and TM input polarization.

Multicolor illumination

To deliver multi-color, on-demand illumination in the areas of interest, we de-

sign a nanophotonic circuit (38.1) that combines two key elements, namely: i) an

optical directional coupler, for the independent selection of two wavelengths that

can optically excite two different opsins and ii) ring resonators, to address a spe-

cific light output location for any of the two desired wavelengths. We thus describe

the implementation of the coupler with rings specifically designed for each opsin

activation wavelength (450 nm and 650 nm).
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Figure 38.1: schematic illustration of the nanophotonic circuit integrated into the
neural probe tip for simultaneous control of the light output location for two in-
dependent wavelengths (450 nm and 650 nm). For the single waveguide input,
we integrate a directional coupler that splits the two wavelengths (based on their
color) in two output waveguides. Each output can embed several ring resonators
with different radii allowing for selecting the light output location for each of the
two wavelengths.

Experimental validation of coupler

Optical directional coupler are passive switches [116] that allow for indepen-

dently controlling two input wavelengths coming from the same input waveguide

by assigning them to separate outputs. We simulate and fabricate the directional

coupler with the goal of achieving high transmission for 450 nm and 650 nm, which

were shown to independently drive responses from different opsins (i.e. Chronos

and Chrimson [57]). We implement a broad-spectrum wavelength splitting, which

allows for introducing additional nanophotonic elements - such as ring resonators

for light location selection, in order to finely control the light delivery within each

of the two opsin absorption spectra. Our coupler consists of an input waveguide

and of an upper and lower output waveguides that confine and guide the 655 nm

and 450 nm light wavelengths respectively. We fabricate a stand-alone directional

coupler (Fig. 38.2 a-c), where the two output waveguides are terminated with grat-

ings to provide a straightforward characterization of this optical element; we report

the simulation and fabrication details in the Methods section. We then validate
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the coupler by comparing the experimental optical transmission with the simulated

one, as we show in Fig. 38.2 d. The simulated transmission is 97.8% for 655 nm

and 95.2% for the 450nm waveguide, with low cross-talk values (the percentage of

red light going in the blue waveguide and viceversa) of 0.13% and 4.2% for 655

and 450 nm; for both outputs, the transmission is within a 10% value of the peak

one in a range >70 nm around the maximum (that is, much larger than our rings’

bandwidth). Accordingly, the measured transmission for a 655nm and 450 nm laser

are, respectively, around 99.64 ± 0.3 %, and 96.3 ± 0.38 % and the cross-talk is

0.36% and 3.7 %.

Combination of directional coupler and ring resonators

To deliver light of different colors in the location of interest along the probe’s tip

to activate distinct neurons we integrate, for each coupler’s output waveguides, ar-

rays of ring resonators optimized for each two colors (blue at 450 nm and red at 655

nm, (Fig. 38.3 a) and select the desired ring and its corresponding grating by tun-

ing the input lasers’ wavelengths. We aim at maximizing both the amount of light

delivered in the brain tissue and the number of independently selectable outputs

while minimizing channel cross talk, which could result in the spurious activation

of opsins near non-selected gratings. We thus optimize each ring’s transmission –

that is the amount of light transferred to the ring’s output - at selected resonance

wavelengths and the number of channels with a minimum cross-talk by matching

our input laser model tunability range and bandwidth. In Fig. 38.3 b,c we show

the simulation and optical test of 3 rings at the wavelength of 448-452 nm and 3

rings at the wavelength of 654-658 nm that fit within the coupler’s bandwidth and

with, respectively, radius 4/ 7 µm (with 12/ 18 nm increments), ring-waveguide
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gap 80/ 130 nm and waveguide width 250/ 375 nm. Rings show high simulated

and experimental transmission (>50%) at their peak wavelengths and low channel

cross talk (<5% for both simulation and experiment) for both coupler’s colors. We

design three outputs for each color because we use narrow-tuning lasers and wide

bandwidth laser (<6 nm and around 1.2 nm respectively) and because of the same

ring’s resonance repetition across the wavelength (the free spectral range FSR).

Figure 38.2: directional coupler simulation and experimental characterization. (a):
directional coupler simulation and experimental characterization. (a): we fabricate
a coupler terminated by gratings and edge-couple laser light (450 nm + 655 nm)
at its input. (b) shows a magnification around the coupler area, highlighting the
splitting of red and blue light. (c): micrograph of the directional coupler. (d):
coupler’s simulated (line) and experimental (squares) transmittance, showing high
transmission and low cross-talk values.
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Figure 38.3: fabrication and test of ring resonator for blue and red wavelengths.
(a): optical microscope image showing the red and blue rings. (b): simulated ring
transmission as a function of the wavelength. (c): experimental characterization,
showing the activation of different rings by the laser’s wavelength tuning.

Integration of multicolor and on demand nanophotonics with sens-

ing electrodes

Once optimized both the directional coupler and the ring resonators, we inte-

grate arrays of electrodes for electrophysiology sensing simultaneous to the opto-

genetic stimulation (Fig. 38.4 a,b). We fabricate the 64 electrodes, having 10 X

8.5 µm dimension and 30 µm pitch and integrate them in a separate layer above

the nanophotonics so to maximize the probe tip area for both. In Fig. 38.4 c-f

we show the activation of the desired gratings, placed between the electrodes, by

the selection of the blue and red laser specific wavelengths. Given the tip lateral

width and thickness (45 µm and 15 µm respectively) and the number of sensors

and output gratings (64 and 6) we obtain a cross sectional area coefficient [63] <

10, which is one order of magnitude smaller than the current state of the art.

In vitro validation of electrical circuits

Electrode yield testing and optimization

Given the difficulty of establishing the number of defects in the electrical circuit

using visual (SEM) characterization (defects are too small and sparse to be precisely
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Figure 38.4: integration of electrodes above the multicolor nanophotonics. (a,b):
resulting probe tip, integrating 64 electrodes above the nanophotonic directional
coupler and the ring resonators. (c-f): selection of the desired gratings for each
color corresponding to a distinct opsin (blue or red) in the area(s) of interest.

estimated), we test the electrical circuit functionality (number of working, open or

short circuited wires) after the liftoff and several following fabrication processes

with resistance measurements. We use the manual probe station, which consists

of metallic tips, moves by micromanipulators, and monitors by a microscope to

measure the resistance between the electrodes in the probe tip and the ones in the

interfacing area (Fig. 39.1). We design probes at the center of the wafer and at
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its edges having electrodes in their tip areas with dimensions 45 µm x 45 µm to

ease their interfacing. Typical resistance measurements for working electrodes are

in the range 5 KΩ - 10 KΩ (while open circuit electrodes have values within the

range of GΩ). Short circuits are checked by measuring pairs of adjacent electrodes

in one probe area for a single electrode in the other area. Following resistance

measurements, we optimize the liftoff process, where we find that sonication in

solvent (i.e. acetone or dichloromethane) results in a high number of defects, no

working electrodes, (likely due to the movement of lifted gold particles scratching

the wires), and solution stirring (70-80% yield). Using PG remover at 80°C and no

form of bath agitation, we obtain yields > 90%.

Figure 39.1: Resistance measurements of the arrays of sensors, (a) probe station
setup, and (b,c) microscope image of the station’s tips interfacing with the probe’s
electrodes are shown. The (d): results of electrode yield measured at the probe
station after liftoff with different procedures and (e-g) defects on wires limiting the
yield are also shown: (e) open circuits, (f) short circuits before metal deposition
and (g) after liftoff.
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These values do not take into account the number of short circuited wires (15-

30% of the electrodes). We analyze the short circuits with visual SEM inspections,

from which we deduce that they arise from resist line collapse during its devel-

opment due to a high dose (more resist undercut) and the use of ultrasonication

(better contrast but higher collapse probablity). Furthermore, we design a new lay-

out which increases wire spacing in the tip as more electrodes are connected towards

the probe tip’s end. We confirm these hypotheses with probe station measurements

in (Fig. 39.2), where we find that lower doses and no use of ultrasonication lead to

a high yield (>95%) and lower dose sensitivity for the new layout.

Figure 39.2: Electron beam dose study and effect on electrode yield: (a,b) first
layout and new layout with higher spacing in between wires and (c) electrode yield
measurements for the two layouts at different doses and sonication powers are
shown.

Electrical characterization in saline: impedance and electroplating

Introduction

We test the electrical circuits in saline solution to measure the electrodes’

impedance and yield (number of functioning electrodes). We use electrochemical

impedance spectroscopy techniques to measure each electrode’s impedance, which
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is a measure of the system’s capacity of recording an external time-variant volt-

age in the ionic environment (see 14, page 25). We then decrease the functioning

electrodes’ impedances by increasing their surface area through the deposition of

metallic nanoparticles, such as gold (Au) and platinum black (Pt). We immerse

the probe’s tip in phosphate buffered saline solution (Thermofischer) and connect

its Samtec connectors to the NanoZ toolkit [88], which applies a 5 mV AC sinu-

soidal signal to each electrode at the desired frequency (200 Hz- 10 KHz) to retrieve

the voltage and phase values; we connect a Platinum counterelectrode between the

solution and the Nanoz’ ground pin. The average impedance value at 1000 Hz

for working electrodes (size 5 µm x 25 µm) is 5.18 ± 0.87 MΩ (averaged over 95

electrodes), while open electrodes have impedances above 10 MΩ. An example of

impedance measurements of a neural probe is shown in Fig. 40.1 a (impedance

module at 1000 Hz), and the average value of impedance at varying frequencies (1

Hz-2000 Hz) is shown in Fig. 40.1 b.

Figure 40.1: Probe in vitro electrical measurements in saline, showing (a) the
electrodes’ impedances before and after electroplating and (b): the impedance at
different frequencies are depicted.

Electroplating

As expected, the first in vivo measurements with flat gold electrodes did not

yield any neural signal readout due to the low signal to noise ratio associated with
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Figure 40.2: Results of probe electroplating is depicted by (a): the SEM top view
image of the probe tip and magnifications of electrodes plated with (b, top) gold
and (b, bottom) platinum black and corresponding magnifications (c: no plating;
d: gold plating; e: platinum black plating). (e) Comparison of impedance decrease
after electroplating with gold and platinum black for different plating times.

high electrode impedance (see page 25). To lower impedance, we electroplated

with gold nanoparticles or platinum black nanoparticles (Neuralynx [102],[34]) and

substituted with saline solution. Three dimensional structured electrode surfaces

for both materials are shown in Fig. 40.2 a-c. Plating was achieved using different

combinations of currents (100 nA to 3 µA) and deposition times (1 s – 20 s);

The average impedance of > 100 electrodes decreased for all tested combinations

of varied times and currents. Plating of Au and Pt black nanoparticles lowers

the average impedance value from 5.18 ± 0.87 MΩ to 0.32 ± 0.2 MΩ (12.7 ± 6

times impedance reduction, 73 electrode sample) and 0.138 ± 0.09 MΩ (55.6 ±

27.14 times impedance reduction, 97 electrode sample) respectively, demonstrating

a significantly higher impedance reduction for platinum black (Fig. 40.2 d-e). We
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plate with the lowest available current in the NanoZ (100 nA) for short times (4 s

– 8 s) since higher currents and longer deposition times lead to an excessive growth

of material without a significant impedance reduction (maximum Z reduction for

Au: 18.9 ± 4.3; for Pt black: 96.3 ± 23.9) and often result in the shortcircuiting

of adjacent electrodes.

We measured impedance variations in saline a few days after electroplating the

pads assuming we have a similar situation when performing the experiment (i.e. we

implant probes a few days after plating) and found that the impedance increases

noticeably up to around 1 MΩ. From these probes, we measure the corresponding

electrode noise in saline, which is within the range (5-16 µV) at 1 KHz frequency.

Figure 40.3: This depicts the electrode noise in saline solution after electroplating.

Photoelectric artifacts

Photoelectric artifacts are voltage artifacts measured on microelectrodes due to

fast light onset/ offset. The photoelectric artifacts arise from the interaction of

light with both the electrode and molecules surrounding the electrode. For exam-

ple, light-induced photovoltaic effects can excite electrons in the microelectrode’s

conduction band, thus changing the double layer capacitance at the electrode-brain

interface. Furthermore, light can interact with molecules in the brain and generate
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electrical charges [82]. The microelectrode records these changes with an amplitude

(>100 µV) and time duration (ms) comparable to neural waveforms. Since pho-

toelectric artifacts arise in concurrence with light, they can be manually removed

from post-processing analysis by merely discarding any time interval within ±1 ms

around the laser onset/offset. However, these artifacts can be of great importance

when performing fast (ms) optogenetic stimulation of neural activity since they

may mask the real neurons’ voltage signal. In our experiments (see Section 47),

we perform 1-second prolonged stimuli, such that we can discard any photoelectric

artifact and distinguish it from the optogenetic stimulation of opsins.

For our probes, we measure the photoelectric artifact and display it in Fig. 41.1,

where we show a real neuron waveform (no light) in comparison to the photoin-

duced artifacts at different laser powers. We measure a very large (mV) but short

(ms) signal, which we attribute to the fiber-waveguide junction’s closeness to the

bonding pads. Future probe designs for fast (ms) optogenetic experiments will

minimize these artifacts by distancing the fiber-waveguide junction to the bonding

pads and covering the latter in dark epoxy.

Integration of carbon nanomaterials on microsensors

We study the coating of carbon based nanomaterials on our microelectrodes to

improve their biocompatibility and signal to noise ratio readout; specifically, we

explore graphene on gold and carbon nano-onions on gold.

Graphene

Fabrication

We developed a wafer-scale process to integrate graphene on the microelectrodes
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Figure 41.1: Comparison between neuron waveform and induced photoelectric ar-
tifacts.

by means of transfer process in solution. At the Molecular Foundry (on a Aixtron

Black Magic CVD) and ChiLab (nanoCVD, Moorfield Nanotechnology, UK) mono-

layer graphene was grown on copper foils through the decomposition of methane

at high temperatures (>900°C). After the growth on the copper foil, we verify the

material quality and monolayer of graphene by Raman spectroscopy, which con-

firmed that the 2D peak (at 2700 cm-1) is twice the height of the G peak (at 1585

cm-1).

After spinning on the copper supporting PMMA C4 layer at 3000 rpm, 1000

rpm/s, 60s for mechanical support in solution, the graphene is transferred into

a copper etchant solution, where the copper foil is etched. The PMMA-graphene

stack is transferred to water and then scooped onto the wafer integrating passivated

wires and exposed electrodes. After two hours of drying, in which the graphene

adheres to our substrate, we remove the PMMA C4 layer by an acetone soak.

Since the resulting graphene covers all of the wafer, this would short circuit the
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non passivated electrodes (42.1 i, ii). To electrically insulate the electrodes, we

remove a 1 µm wide frame of graphene from the electrodes by means of an electron

beam exposure with ZEP 502 A (similar to the one for the electrode passivation

layer opening) and oxygen etching in an RIE tool (2 min, 80 W, 100 sccm O2) (42.1

iii). The ZEP layer is finally removed by a dichloromethane soak (30 m) (42.1 iv).

As a result, we obtain microsensors at the wafer level coated with graphene.

Figure 42.1: Schematic illustration of the fabrication process to integrate graphene
on electrodes. (i): Starting wafer with arrays of electrodes and wires is covered
by (ii) the deposition of a graphene foil (transferred from solution). The resulting
electrodes are short circuited. We then (iii) expose the electrode’s outer rim by
means of an electron beam exposure and (iv) dry etch the graphene in the resist
unmasked regions.

Measurement

Through this fabrication process, we manage to transfer graphene onto the mi-

croelectrodes and onto the whole probe at the wafer level. Once we transferred

the graphene, we perform Raman measurements and SEM characterization on sev-

eral electrodes to confirm its presence and material quality, as shown in Figure

42.2 a-d. We then analyzed its impedance and found a value of around 2.25 ±

0.6 MΩ. This is about half the impedance of the unplated gold (5.18 ± 0.87 MΩ)

but may still be insufficient for high signal to noise ratio neural readout. The

high electrode impedance is due to the high flatness of the graphene layer; sev-

eral techniques to further decrease the impedance were also described in literature
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contributions and involve either graphene doping, which reduces the impedance

by a factor of two [76], or electroplating of metallic nanoparticles which decreases

the graphene’s impedance by one order of magnitude while preserving high trans-

parency (transmission of around 80%) [77]. Furthermore, graphene can be used as

channel material for field-effect transistors integrated on neural probes [78] and to

map neural activity [79] [80].

Figure 42.2: Characterization of graphene on microelectrodes. (a): the Raman
spectra on copper foil, in which the 2D peak has double the size of the G peak,
confirming that the graphene is monolayer, (b): Raman measurements on micro-
electrodes shown in the SEM figure in (c), and (d): SEM magnification, showing
that the graphene layer coats both the electrode and passivated wires with the
exception of a 1 µm-wide frame around the electrode.
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Electrodeposition of active carbons and carbon nanoonions

Active carbon and carbon nano-onions were plated on 150 µm wide gold traces

for supercapacitive applications in [48]. Here, we tried to apply these materials,

which benefit both from their carbon composition that could result in high biocom-

patibility and from their high surface area to volume ratio that could benefit the

signal to noise ratio readout of the microelectrode. We thus followed the procedure

outlined in [48], in which we prepared a 95%-5% ethanol water colloidal solution

with 0.3 wt % of activated carbons (and carbon nano-onions) and stabilized with

0.03 wt % of MgCl2 (since the Mg reacts with the OH2 to form Mg(OH)2 which

acts as inorganic binder for the particles on the electrode.) The resulting solution

had a conductivity = 38 µS/cm and pH of 6.3 at 19°C.

Active carbons

Figure 43.1: Electrodeposition of active carbons on microelectrodes.

We performed intial tests using the active carbon solution on 1 cm x 1 cm silicon

substrates coated with Ti (10 nm) and gold (100 nm); for optimal results we use

an input with a square shaped pulsed voltage, duty cycle of 70%, and frequency

of 100 Hz for 30 to 60 s, resulting in a measured current of 2 mA (with distance
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substrate-counter electrode ∼0.5 mm). However, as shown in the cross section SEM

image in Figure 43.1 a, even the optimized deposition is not uniform, as indicated

by the presence of many voids on the substrate. We then scaled the deposition

to 75 µm x 75 µm electrodes and, for an input current of 10 µA with the same

parameters described above, we had decreased the electrode impedance from 100 –

300 kΩ at 1 kHz to 30 – 60 kΩ at 1 kHz. However, the deposition on our probe’s

electrodes, which have dimensions of 5 µm x 25 µm and pitch of 27.5 µm, resulted

in short circuits; this is likely due to the micrometric size of the active carbons . In

addition, there was a high amount of residues outside of the electrode (Figure 43.1

b,c), which may be contamination from solution.

Carbon nanoonions

Since active carbon have size comparable to the electrodes, we test carbon nano

onions, whose diameters are below 100 nm. We electroplate them by imposing a 4

V to 10 V negative voltage on the electrodes with respect to the counter electrode,

with 1 s period and 50% duty cycle; during this operation, we monitor the electrical

current. Initial plating tests are performed on round electrodes with 10 to 15 µm

diameter and 30 µm pitch and show an effective deposition of the nanoonions onto

the electrodes, as we show in Fig. 43.2. Once we obtain the plating of nanoonions,

we test different combinations of current (controlled by voltage) and deposition

time, as we show in Fig. 43.3. For high currents (tens of mA) we deposit a high

amount of material and shortcircuit nearby electrodes even if we deposit for short

times (10 seconds). We decrease the current to few hundred of µA and notice the

deposition of large (µm) size particles onto the electrodes. We obtain the best

result for lower currents (40 µA) and times between 15 s to 50 s and we can notice
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a uniform deposition of nanoparticles onto the electrodes. Future tests will aim at

testing the resulting electrode’s impedance decrease.

Figure 43.2: Electroplating of carbon nano onions on round shaped electrodes, top
view optical microscope and SEM images, and lateral view SEM images.

Decreasing the probe invasiveness: ultrathin oxide tips

We aim at reducing the probe insertion damage by decreasing further the tip’s

cross section, defined as the lateral width times the thickness. In the previous sec-

tions we fabricated and validated neural probes with reduced lateral dimensions:

45 µm width, 20 µm thickness and a resulting cross section equal to 900 µm2. We

achieved such small values thanks to the three dimensional integration of small

lateral footprint nanophotonic circuits and high-density wires. Starting from this
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Figure 43.3: Deposition of carbon nano onions at different plating currents and
times.

device, we decrease the probe thickness further by etching all of the silicon mechani-

cal layer and leaving only the SiO2-Si3N4-SiO2 stack that embeds the nanophotonic

and the electrical circuits and whose total thickness is 5.2 µm (cross section: 234

µm2). By integrating the same nanophotonic and electrical circuits (6 light outputs,

64 electrodes) we obtain a cross sectional area coefficient (cross section divided by

sum of sensors and stimulation sites, see 17, page 36) of 3.34, which is almost two

orders of magnitude with respect to other state of the art optoelectrical devices and

thus showing the probe’s unique scalability as combination of high density of sen-

sors and stimulation sites and small invasiveness. We develop a fabrication recipe

which allows for removing the silicon only underneath the tip (the last mm) while

leaving it in the interfacing and connecting areas (see 23, page 69), thus preserving

the probe’s mechanical backbone. This recipe uses similar fabrication processes

described in the previous sections but with a different order; in brief, it consists

in five main steps, schematized in (Fig. 44.1). We use the same substrate (Lionix

TripleX) (i) on which we pattern, clad and planarize the nanophotonic circuits (ii)
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and integrate the electrical ones (iii). Instead of defining the probe’s shapes from

the wafer’s frontside, we etch the bulk silicon in KOH (while protecting the cir-

cuits with Protek) so to obtain circuits onto 25 µm thin membranes (iv). We then

pattern the probes’ shapes by first etching the SiO2-Si3N4-SiO2 stack and then by

using an isotropic silicon etching step so to remove 25 µm of silicon underneath the

probe’s masked area and thus removing all of the silicon underneath the tip while

leaving it underneath the connecting and interfacing areas, since they are laterally

much wider. (v).

Figure 44.1: Fabrication schematics of the ultra thin neural probes.

We show the resulting devices, microscope magnifications showing the tip from

a lateral and top view perspectives Fig. 44.2 and compared to a single mode

optical fiber (with 125 µm of diameter). SEM comparisons with the 20 µm thick

optoelectrical probe are shown in Fig. 44.2. We obtain tips which are mechanically

stable but which tend to curl over time due to the residual compressive stress

from the oxide layers. A careful balancing of all the stress could overcome such

issue. We perform optical tests in air and obtain similar results to when we leave

the silicon underneath the tip (as we expected, since the nanophotonic circuits

are optically insulated by the cladding). Several literature works show minimally

invasive polymeric probes but their insertion into the animal’s brain requires the
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Figure 44.2: Fabricated ultra thin neural probes, where the silicon underneath the
tip area is completely removed, leaving only the oxide and nitride layers.Top left:
lateral view of the neural probe with lateral view and top view magnifications on
the tip area, compared with an optical fiber. Right: SEM images for comparison
between the silicon probe and the ultrathin one.

use of vessels due to their inability of sustaining high buckling forces during the

dura mater’s piercing [61]. We show that our ultrathin probes do not need any

secondary carrier by performing a mechanical in vivo test and inserting the probe’s

tips through the craniotomy. We find that in two insertion out of three the tips

pierce through the dura and remain intact upon extraction, thus validating the

probe’s capability of insertion into the brain.
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In vivo validation

With the in vivo experiment, which consists of inserting the probe’s tip in the

mouse’ barrel cortex to readout and manipulate neurons, we validate our neural

probe capability of simultaneously readout neurons while stimulating the ones in

the areas of interest.

Characterization of the optical stimulus

We characterize our laser model to have a well-defined optical stimulus during

the in vivo experiments. We use a 450 nm wavelength-centered laser (model QFLD-

450-10S, from QPhotonics) as a convenient proof-of-concept test of our probe. We

connect the laser’s output fiber to a splitter having one end (99% of the power)

connected to our probe and the other end (1% of the power) connected to the spec-

trometer (AvaSpec-ULS2048) and power meter (Thorlabs PM 100). Specifically,

we implement Matlab script to both extract the data and to adjust for the laser

parameters in case any shifts are recorded during the in vivo experiment.

We described our laser’s central wavelength (450 nm), Q factor (820), tunability

range (3.21 nm) and temperature − wavelength characteristic in a previous chap-

ter (see page 67). Here, we calibrate the laser’s parameters to obtain power and

wavelength temporal stability, particularly for on/off modulations, which are used

to compare the optical stimulus’s effect (and its absence) on the recorded neural

activity.

We modulate the laser on and off by changing its input current from low to

high levels; we choose a value of low current (corresponding to low laser output

power) equal to 22 mA, which is close to the laser threshold’s current (26 mA)

and which avoids wavelength and power shifts during the laser on/off modulation
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(see Fig. 45.1 b-d). We choose a high level current between 28 to 43 mA. Given

our slow laser rise time (time to reach the maximum laser output power at a fixed

current) of 40 ms, we choose a 1-s long pulse duration for our in vivo experiment.

Once we fix the desired temperature and wavelength, we monitor their stability

over several pulses; we record no shifts for times longer than 300s, which are more

extended than each experiment’s trial duration (where every trial corresponds to

a well-defined temperature and output power). More reliable lasers with fast (ms)

wavelength switching capabilities will be used in the future to allow for fast (ms)

optogenetic stimulation.

Mouse preparation

We perform all of the in vivo experimentys in the Adesnik Lab at UC Berkeley

on wild-type mice (CD-1, Charles River Laboratories) and following the regulations

and guidelines of the Animal Care and Use Committee (Protocol AUP-2014-10-

6832-1). Similar experiments were performed at Litke’s Lab

The mice used in these experiments were wild type and underwent two surgical

procedures in preparation for the in vivo optoelectrode tests. Briefly, in the first

procedure mice were anesthetized using 2% isoflurane and head-fixed to a stereotax

using proper aseptic technique. The scalp and the underlying fascia were removed

to expose the dorsal part of the skull. Two small craniotomies were made using a

dental drill, one over vibrissae primary somatosensory cortex (vS1) and the other

over vibrissae motor cortex (vM1). A microinjector was used to inject 400uL of

an adeno-associated virus (AAV), carrying a genetic payload that causes infected

neurons to produce Cre-recombinase (Cre), into vS1. An additional injection of

400uL of a second AAV carrying a payload that causes neurons to express the
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Figure 45.1: Use of a well-defined stimulus during the in vivo experiment.(a,b):
We modulate the laser output power from low output to high output current. By
using near-treshold current for the low power output we achieve both wavelength
(a) and intensity (b) stability over high output current times. (c): We use 1-s long
pulses as optical stimulation for the in vivo experiment. (d):During these pulses
the Wavelength is stable for times longer than each in vivo trial duration (200 s).

excitatory ion channel Channelrhodopsin (ChR2) in neurons that also contain Cre

was injected into vM1. These two brain regions share many reciprocal connections

giving us a large target area to test the probes. Once the injections were complete

the entire skull was covered in Vetbond (3M) to seal the wound margins and protect
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the skull. A custom aluminum headplate was attached to the skull using dental

acrylic (Metabond). The mice were then taken off isoflurane and allowed to recover.

These mice were given a week to acclimatize to the new headplate as well as being

head-fixed to the rotary treadmill where the experiments would take place. The

second procedure was conducted on the day of the experiment. Here, previously

injected and heaplated mice that showed good expression of the excitatory opsin

were anesthetized using 2% isoflurane. A small dental drill was used to thin the

skull over the region of the brightest expression. After thinning a 27g needle was

used to lift a small flap of the skull to expose the brain. Mice were recovered from

anesthesia and placed on the rotary treadmill in the electrophysiology rig.

Neural readout

In vivo readout experiments allow for validating the probe’s capability of de-

tecting neural signals and of assigning waveforms to different electrodes [110]. We

connect the probe’s PCB to a micromanipulator (Sensapex) and lower the tip 1000

µm inside the mouse’s barrel cortex, assigned to whisker detection (3, 11, page 4,

16). Once the probe is inserted, neural recordings are performed with SpikeGadgets

hardware and software at a sampling rate of 30 KHz; we show non-processed in vivo

sensing data for one and multiple electrodes in Fig. 47.1 a. Neural action potentials

are clearly detected with an amplitude of 500 µV – 1 mV, while noise levels are

on the order of ∼200 µV (which are much higher than the ones detected in saline,

∼5 - 15 µV - see 39, page 133). We assign waveforms to particular neurons using

the open source algorithm Klusta [110], which considers the electrode’s positions to

identify spike times associated with specific units (Fig. 47.1 b,c) and postprocess

data with custom Python and Matlab programs [60].
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Figure 47.1: Neural readout experiment with probes integrating electrical circuits.
(a): schematic of the neural probe, with (b) single electrode measurement and (c)
16-channel measurement. (d): neural spike sorting of 32 channels, showing the
detection of single neurons (each one associated to a different color) across multiple
electrodes. (e): microscope image of the probe tip with measured and spike sorted
neural data; each waveform corresponds to a neuron and is assigned to the closest
electrode.

During the in vivo measurements we stimulate neural activity with a bar, as

we schematically show in Fig. 47.2 a, and measure a strong neural response from

several units as we show in Fig. 47.2 b, which is a raster plot of 20 electrodes (with

every point corresponding to a detected action potential). A response of a neuron

to the bar stimulus in terms of firing rate (number of spikes per second) is shown

in Fig. 47.2 c. Finally, we qualitatively compare the response of a neuron unit to

the bar position (blue trace), superimposed to an example neural trace plotted in

[103].
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Figure 47.2: Neural readout experiment with 64 electrode probe. (a): experiment
setup schematic: the mouse is head fixed and the probe is inserted in the Vibrissae
somatosensory cortex area (readapted from [103] [6]). (c): peristimulus histogram of
20 electrodes and (d) single unit peristimulus histogram. (e): single unit spike rate
for different bar positions (blue trace), showing its similarity to the one recorded
in [103].

Simultaneous manipulation of neurons of interest and read-

out

Next, we perform a preliminary in vivo test to demonstrate the probe’s proof-

of-concept, which is to verify that we can simultaneously read neural activity across

the entire tip and optically stimulate neurons in selected vertical areas of interest.

We select specific areas of interest by choosing specific output grating(s) and match-

ing the input laser wavelength to the corresponding ring’s resonance. A mouse that

had been previously implanted with a headplate and that showed good viral expres-

sion of the light-sensitive opsin ChR2 was selected for the in vivo characterization

experiment. Cells expressing ChR2 simultaneously expressed TdTomato, a red flu-

orophore, allowing us to easily target the region with the brightest expression as

our recording area. We recorded from the vibrissae Somatosensory cortex as our
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desired recording area and inserted the probe through a small (< 200 µm) cran-

iotomy, lowered it to 1000 µm into the brain, and let the electrode settle for five

minutes before beginning our experiment. Throughout the experiment, we record

neural activity simultaneously across multiple electrodes from which we identify

and distinguish individual units (presumptive neurons) as well as estimate their

vertical positions along the probe (using data post-processing algorithms [110]).

Figure 48.1: Schematic of the optoelectrode implantation in the mouse Somatosen-
sory cortex. After connecting the probe’s PCB to the external laser and electronics,
we insert the tip inside the mouse cortex and simultaneously record and optoge-
netically stimulate neural activity.

Specifically, we divide the experiment into 14 blocks, each composed of 100

trials that are two seconds long, in which the laser is turned off for one second and

on the next second. We grouped the blocks into subgroups, each corresponding

to a fixed laser temperature/wavelength and corresponding to one of the output

gratings. By selecting a fixed laser temperature and short experiment duration

(200 s), we ensured our laser’s wavelength’s stability (see page 147). However,
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our nanophotonic design can be used for fast (ms) stimulation experiments since

ring resonators operate at sub-µs timescales [77]. This requires the use of a more

reliable and fast switching tunable laser (such as, for example, the one described

in [117]) to enable long-term recordings and/or fast (ms) optogenetic stimulation.

We begin our experiments by sending light with increasing power. We choose

a different input power for each block in a subgroup, spanning over 3 orders of

magnitude. The grating’s output power changes accordingly, from 0.2mW/mm2 to

100mW/mm2. Within each subgroup, we observe that increasing the laser input

power increases the neurons’ firing rates (number of action potentials over time, Fig.

6a,b). Importantly, we notice that the firing rates increase when the light output

of a specific grating is above a critical threshold. Specifically, we observe neural

activity excitation for a laser input value of 0.5 mW, corresponding to a grating

output power of ∼0.28 µW and a power density of approximately 5.7 mW/mm2.

We compare and report in Figure 6c the mean waveforms of the same neuron

of Fig. 6a,b before and after the laser pulse (1 s time) and at each reported power

densities. The waveform’s amplitude does not change as a function of light power,

as indicated by the small standard deviation; this shows that the detected neurons’

firing rate increases due to the optical stimulation of ChR2 rather than due to pho-

toelectric artifacts. Next, we investigate whether we can modulate the units’ firing

rates by selecting different gratings. As shown in Figure 6d-g, by selecting different

optical gratings, we cause the units’ firing rates to change dramatically; the units

increase or decrease their rate likely as a function of their relative spatial position

around the probe. Specifically, in Figure 6d, we report two neurons’ firing rates, one

close to the activated grating (neuron near grating 1) and one positioned far from

the grating (neuron near grating 4). The traces are calculated from the raster plots
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Figure 48.2: Preliminary results of the in vivo recording and simultaneous opto-
genetic excitation experiment performed in a mouse expressing the ChR2 opsin.
(a): firing rate of a neuron before, during, and after light excitation at different
intensities and (b) corresponding raster plots. The firing rate increases proportion-
ally for intensities around 5.7 mW/mm2 (n=50 trials, mean +/- sem). (c) Mean
waveforms of the neuron of Fig. 6a,b before and after light onset and for different
grating output intensities, showing no changes in the waveform amplitude or shape.
(d-f) Excitation of neurons in different spatial locations based on the activated light
output grating. Firing rates of two units (d,f) and corresponding raster plots (e,g)
when either grating 1 or grating 4 is on (n=30 trials, mean +/- sem).

in Figure 6e and show a stronger activation of the neuron close to the activated

grating (grating 1). By comparison, the opposite effect is recorded when grating 4

is activated (Figure 6f,g), in which only the neuron close to grating 4 is activated

while the neuron close to grating 1 remains unaffected. While these in vivo tests are

only preliminary measurements, we confirm the ring’s proof of concept capability

to activate only neighboring neurons and, therefore, our strategy to achieve passive

and selective neural activity stimulation with low footprint optoelectrodes.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we discussed the integration of nanotechnologies in micrometric-

size invasive neural devices to increase neural recording and stimulation capabilities.

In this particular section, we describe the achieved advancements and frame their

current and future scopes.

Summary of results

Neural probes integrating micrometric sensors and stimulation sites have been

studied extensively in the literature and were used to both record and stimulate

in vivo neural activity. Despite their rapid progress in the last few decades, they

have reached scalability and functionality bottlenecks that are inherent to the mi-

crometric sized technologies they integrate.

Scalability concerns both the tip dimensions, which should be minimized to reduce

the tissue damage, and the number of sensors and stimulation sites, which should

be increased to maximize the number of measured and stimulated neurons.

By functionality, we mean both the capability of providing different in vivo in-

terrogation modalities − such as both the readout and manipulation of neural

activity − and the ability to deliver light of different colors at desired locations

without generating heat to manipulate the desired neurons. By the integration of

nanotechnologies in the form of nanocircuits, nanofabrication, and nanomaterials,

we overcame these technological challenges, as we describe in the following sections.

Low footprint, passive nanophotonics for light delivery in brain tis-

sue
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The first example of nanotechnologies is the integration of nanophotonics em-

bedding ring resonators, which allow for the stimulation of neurons of interest by

illuminating the desired areas around the device tip, thus overcoming the con-

straints associated with other technologies − such as LEDs − that are not easily

scalable, bulky, and generate heat. Our approach integrates, along a bus waveg-

uide, ring resonators that act as passive optical switches to enable light location

selection (Fig. 47.2 a,b) within a single opsin absorption spectra. We select the

desired output gratings along the probe’s tip by fine-tuning the external laser’s

wavelength, thus overcoming any need of electrical currents flowing through the

nanophotonic circuit which would result in heat generation. By avoiding a signifi-

cant heat generation, neuroscience experiments are not limited to short (ms) pulse

durations [135] [122].

In comparison with other passive nanophotonic approaches that were developed

over the last few years, such as the use of arrayed waveguide gratings [117] or electro-

optic switches [83], our strategy benefits from increased scalability, − allowing

for the placement of several dozens of optical switches in the probe tip −, since

it requires only one input waveguide for multiple outputs (conversely, the other

approaches require one waveguide for each output, limiting their total number).

Our nanophotonics thus result in a lateral footprint smaller than 20 µm, without

any increase in the lateral dimensions as more rings and output sites are added.

This is of paramount importance towards the integration of dozens of light outputs

in neural probes, which could allow for manipulating independently a corresponding

number of neurons. We describe our nanophotonics’ scalability to dozens of rings

in page 163. On the other hand, our devices are limited to the use in head-fixed

animals or caged animals since our nanophotonic circuits require a fiber connection
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Figure 49.1: Schematic of the nanophotonic circuits and some of its components.
(a,b): the light output location is based on the matching of the external laser’s
wavelength to the desired ring resonator. The nanophotonic circuit requires only
one bus waveguide for multiple outputs, which can thus be integrated into high
numbers. (c-e): ring resonator future design for fabrication with high throughput
lithography. (c): a regular ring resonator, as explained in previous chapters; (d):
a racetrack ring resonator, which has a wider gap and with (e): similar lateral
footprint and optical performance to the ring of (c).

with a laser. Ideally, a narrow-band (0.3−1 nm) and widely tunable (10−20 nm)

laser laser woul de be used, however in this study we used a small laser diode as an

initial, quick, and inexpensive proof of concept. Our diode is limited in tunability

range (3.4 nm) − and thus, limits the number of light outputs in our probe −,

temporal switching (40 ms), and stability over time, which limit the experiment

pulse duration above tens of ms. To overcome this issue, supercontinuum lasers

properly filtered in wavelength (see for example [117]) will be used in future studies.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that the electrode-optic switch technology presented

in [83] could be integrated together with our system. For example, each electro-

optic switch output could correspond to a different tip in a multi-shank probe;
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within each tip and along each electro-optic switch output waveguide, several rings

would allow then to choose the precise light output location.

Finally, another example of nanofabrication applied to neural probes is the de-

velopment of light-focusing output gratings at the end side of the ring resonators.

These gratings consist of chirped nanogrooves that focus the light in brain tissue −

so to either illuminate single neurons, or to spread it more efficiently. We validated

their functionality in vitro and for multiple wavelengths (blue, green and red) but

future in vivo experiment will validate their use.

Low footprint, passive nanophotonics for multicolor illumination

One goal of neuroscience is to define the role of specific neuron types inside

neural circuits. Different neuron types can be excite by distinct opsins in the brain,

such as the blue-activated Chronos and the red-activated Chrimson [57]. However,

light delivery of different colors inside brain tissue is not a straightforward task; in

particular, the delivery in the location(s) of interest along a probe and for different

wavelengths pertaining to distinct opsins is unachieved. Here, we overcome this

technological challenge by integrating directional couplers into our nanophotonic

circuit, and rings specifically optimized for each coupler’s output waveguide.

By tuning both the external red and blue lasers’ wavelengths, we choose the out-

put location of light for both colors. Importantly, these additional elements do

not require a significant increase in the tip’s lateral space, since they are <35 µm

wide. Furthermore, the number of distinct colors can be increased by integrating in

series several couplers; this could be of significant importance in case in the future

opsins with narrow-band absorption spectra are engineered [57]. The in vivo appli-

cations of this design will allow us to manipulate the desired neuron types in the
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locations of interest along the probe tip simultaneous to the neural network readout.

Electrical circuits

We applied nanofabrication techniques such as electron beam lithography to

achieve a high density array of sensors for increased detection of the number of

neurons. In comparison with other optoelectrodes, we achieved a much higher

number of recording sites (64) by fabricating thin interconnections (120 nm width,

450 nm pitch) with electron beam lithpography and by integrating these circuits

in a three-dimensional stacking (we placed the arrays of sensors and wires above

the nanophotonics). This type of stacking allowed for maximizing the number of

components of both the electrical and nanophotonic circuits in the given tip space.

With respect to the electrodes, as we described in page 22, their smallest dimension

is limited to few microns per size due to the increase of the signal to noise ratio as a

function of the electrode are decrease; we thus designed 5 X 25 µm wide electrodes,

which are compatible both with neural readout (page 150) and minimization of

their footprint. Future studies will minimize the photoelectric effect, which is the

generation of an artifact current in arising from the interaction of light with the

electrode; such artifact precludes the readout of neural waveforms in the first mil-

liseconds after the light is turned on, thus preventing the use of our device to fats

(ms) optogenetic experiments. The reduction of the photoelectric artifact is mainly

a matter of electrode design optimization.

Carbon based nanomaterials Another example of integration of nanotechnolo-

gies for microprobes concerns the integration of carbon-based nanomaterials on the
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metal electrodes’ surfaces to increase their signal to noise ratio during neural ac-

tivity readout and biocompatibility. Graphene is biocompatible, transparent and

has a high electrical conductivity. We developed a process for the wafer-level in-

tegration of graphene on gold microelectrodes and decreased its impedance (which

is inversely proportional to the signal to noise ratio) by a factor of two. Although

the electrode impedance remains high due to its atomic flatness, techniques were

developed in the literature to decrease it (see page 137); ultimately graphene was

used in other literature studies as a field-effect transistor channel for measuring

neural activity.

We then analysed the electrodeposition of active carbons and carbon nano onions,

since these materials have a high surface to volume ratio, which could further de-

crease electrode impedance. Their electrodeposition in 150 µm wide traces for

supercapacitive applications was developed in [98]; here we deposited both materi-

als on 5 X 25 µm wide electrodes with 2.5 µm spacing. From this ongoing work, we

were able to assess that active carbons (having particles with 2-5 µm average size)

are too wide for our electrode dimensions (thus shortcircuiting them). Carbon nano

onions, with their smaller sizes (<100 nm), were then effectively deposited onto the

neural probes electrodes with different current and time deposition conditions.

Reducing the tip dimensions

A final example of the work we developed was an effort to further decrease the tip

cross-section dimensions by drastically reducing the tip’s thickness. We developed

a wafer-level fabrication process to completely remove the silicon underneath the

tip’s area, resulting in a 5µm thick tip made of oxide and nitride and embedding the

nanophotonic and electrical circuits. Such a process retains all of the nanophotonic
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and electrical components, resulting in a high density and a cross-sectional area

[63] (the device cross-section divided by the sum of sensors and stimulation sites)

of around 3, which is two orders of magnitude smaller than the state of the art

optoelectrodes. In comparison with other ultrathin probes, our device does not

need a carrier during insertion, as we validated by insertion through the mice’s

dura mater. On the other hand, it does not provide the flexibility and low Young’s

modulus of polymeric probes, which are incompatible with high-quality optical

materials required for our nanophotonic circuit.

Future optimization

Although we achieved several advancements in the neurotechnology field, some

more detailed analysis is required to extensively validate our technologies.

First, some additional fabrication optimization is required to increase the fabrica-

tion throughput.

Second, the scaling of nanophotonic circuits to dozens of light outputs requires

some design optimization and further validation.

Third, the validation of carbon-based materials must be studied more in detail,

both from a scalability point of view (how small an area they can be deposited

onto) and from the material properties (i.e. impedance, biocompatibility, mechan-

ical adhesion to the electrode, signal to noise ratio...).

In the following paragraphs, we detail these future improvements.

Increasing the fabrication throughput

The fabrication throughput is mainly limited by the use of the four electron
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beam lithography steps for the exposure of alignment marks, nanophotonic cir-

cuits, arrays of electrodes and wires, and electrode passivation opening.

All of these processes could be replaced by higher throughput lithography tech-

niques: alignment marks and electrode passivation openings could be defined by

standard optical lithography. Electrodes and wires could be exposed by 193 nm

lithography by slightly enlarging the wires in the device tip. The most challenging

exposure in terms of resolution is the nanophotonic circuits’ one since rings were

designed with a gap of 80 nm (see Fig. 47.2 c). By changing the design of the ring

to a racetrack resonator [10], where the coupling region consists of a straight waveg-

uide, gaps of up to a few hundred nm, which are compatible with other lithographic

techniques, can be achieved. The lateral footprint and the optical performance of

this design is similar to the rings without the straight coupling section, as we show

in Fig. 47.2 d,e.

Another low throughput step is the backside bulk silicon etching, which at the

moment is performed with a combination of wet and dry etching, and which could

be replaced by a deep reactive ion etching process, as used in several other works

[117][63][83].

Scaling of nanophotonics to dozens of sources

Increasing the number of independently addressable outputs on the probe’s tip

may be beneficial to either increase their density in a given area, or to have several

sources along long tips (i.e. 10 mm long tips would require 100 light sources to

have an illumination point every 100 um). A high number of light sources is incom-

patible both with microLED technology due to scalability limits and with other

nanophotonic approaches (since they require one waveguide for every output).
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Figure 50.1: Nanophotonics for dozens of light sources. (a): Cascaded ring res-
onators that use the Vernier effect to extend the ring FSR. (b): the extended FSR
still lies in the maximum of absorption of the opsin ChR2. (c): 2D FDTD simula-
tions of cascaded rings with M=3 and M=6 and comparison with single ring spectra.
(d): table of extracted parameters, showing that cascaded rings can accomodate >
50 channels, minimum cross talk (<3%) and high transmission (>80%).

Our technology, thanks to the need of only one bus waveguide for multiple out-

puts, could be used to this end. At the moment, we designed four independently

addressable light outputs, since we are limited both by our laser characteristics and

by our ring resonator design.

Our laser’s tunability range is 3.4 nm and the FWHM is 0.55 nm; by using a widely

tunable laser (and filtering its bandwidth with an bandpass filter [117]) we could

achieve a source tunability range > 50 nm and a FWHM below 1 nm, thus increas-

ing the number of separate wavelength the laser can access.

Our ring resonator design is also limited by trade-offs between the maximum FSR

(which increases by decreasing the ring radius) and the ring transmission. At the

wavelength of 450 nm, curvature losses increase dramatically for ring radii below
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2.8 um, and the resulting FSR is around 6 nm. Thus our current nanophotonic

configuration can host a maximum of around 10 different rings having separate res-

onances within their FSR. However, as for the limits on the laser, we can design the

rings to expand their FSR. To achieve this, we exploit the Vernier effect by series-

coupling multiple rings (see Fig. 50.1 a) [9]. We start with the initial single ring,

having radius R1, FSR1 and gap G1, and we extend its FSR by a factor M, which

is arbitrarily chosen. Then we design the second ring by setting M2 = M1− 1 and

its cavity length L2 = M1 ∗ L1/L2, such that it suppresses the interstitial peaks

and double-peak resonances.

For example, by starting with a ring with fixed width (W=200 nm), G1=80 nm

and R=3.75 µm, and resulting in a FSR1=4.23 nm, we can obtain FSR2 equal to

12.7 nm or 26.3 nm by choosing M1=3 or M1=6 and by setting R2=R1+1 um or

0.5 µm, respectively. The gap between the rings (G2=190 nm) should be designed

to achieve critical coupling.

Figure 50.1 b shows three dimensional FDTD simulations of the wider FSRs,

which still lies within the maximum absorption of the opsin ChR2, which is around

50 nm wide. Fig. 50.1 c,d shows an example of simulation of series-coupled res-

onators having a wide FSR (>20 nm), high transmission (>80%) and small intersti-

tial peak values (<3%). Given the wide FSR of the cascaded ring, and by choosing

a widely tunable and narrowband laser, a high number of channels (>50) can be

achieved, as we show in Fig. 50.1 d.

Validation of carbon-based nanomaterials

Future work on the impedance decrease of carbon nano onions must be carried,
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as well as test on the mechanical adhesion to the electrode and in vivo biocompat-

ibility must be analysed.

Device applications for neuroscience experiments

The advancements reported in this thesis - and concerning the integration of

nanocircuits and nanomaterials in micrometric neural probes - push the technolog-

ical boundaries towards their scalability (in terms of implant size reduction, sensor

and stimulation site numbers) and functionality (in terms of the optical excitation

and/or inhibition of desired neurons with high speed and negligible tissue heating).

By the use of these devices, we expect to achieve an accurate neural network

readout and control, by enabling an in vivo readout of a large number of neurons

combined with the individual or simultaneous silencing or excitation of the desired

neuron types in the desired locations. These future studies will thus aim at re-

trieving highly detailed information on the functioning of neurons inside networks

for short term (< 1 week) in vivo experiments. Long recordings (>weeks) are not

explored in this thesis since we did not focus on the long term device biocompati-

bility.

A first experiment example is the inference of the cortical layers’ function by de-

tecting the signal propagation across the network and by selectively exciting or

inhibiting desired layers. Similarly, the function of different neuron types can be

interrogated by assigning different opsins to different neuron types and by exciting

each with a color. Third, the previous experiments could be combined to selectively

excite specific neuron types in desired cortical layers. Besides, these trials could

be performed in behaving animals to detect associated behavioral changes. Fur-

thermore, for future experiments, we will couple our neural probe to a high-speed
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wavelength-tunable laser to study fast (ms) in vivo neural networks’ dynamics.

Apart from a high-resolution network interrogation, future experiments will allow

us to validate the light spatial resolution (how close we can place light output

gratings without them activating the same neurons), the capabilities of focusing

gratings, and the carbon-based nanomaterial benefits.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we studied the integration of nanotechnologies in neural probes,

which are invasive microdevices used to analyze in vivo neural networks. Probes

have micrometric dimensions and were extensively studied and used in the last

decades to read and manipulate neural activity using microsensors and micro stim-

ulation sites (microwaveguides or micro light emitting diodes). Here, by the inte-

gration of nanophotonic circuits, nanofabrication techniques, and the use of nano-

materials, we pushed the technological boundaries to drastically scale these devices

and increase their functionalities, towards a high-resolution study of neural net-

works in vivo (Fig. 51.1).

For example, a high-resolution manipulation of neurons inside a network requires

the illumination of several selectable areas along the device, the integration of mul-

tiple sources to stimulate a high number of different cells, and the use of multiple

wavelengths (i.e. blue 450 nm and red 650 nm) to simultaneously excite and/or

inhibit the neurons or to manipulate desired types of neurons.

For the first time, we developed passive nanophotonic circuits that allow on-demand

light delivery for multiple wavelengths and a high number of independently address-

able outputs. We achieve this with the use of ring resonators as a strategy to locate

light in the area of interest, and with the use of directional couplers to independently
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assign wavelengths pertaining to the absorption of different opsins. We select the

desired light output location and color by tuning the external laser’s wavelength,

thus avoiding any heat generation associated with the flowing of currents. Besides,

our nanophotonics have a small lateral footprint, which, in contrast to other re-

ported solutions, does not increase as a function of the number of output channels.

We validated both in vitro and in vivo our photonics’ capabilities to stimulate the

neurons in the area of interest for a single color (blue wavelengths). Future ex-

periments will use multiple colors (red and blue wavelengths) to stimulate distinct

neuron types.

Figure 51.1: Project results, showing the successful integration of nanotechnologies
in microprobes in the form of nanophotonics and low footprint interconnects and
arrays of electrodes. (Left): device on a one-cent coin; Center: false-color SEM
image of the insertion part of the device highlights its small width and thickness
dimensions. (Top right): integration of carbon-based nanomaterials on microelec-
trodes. (Bottom): concept of the nanophotonic circuits to deliver light in the color
and area of interest to excite or inhibit the desired neurons.

We made use of nanofabrication techniques (such as electron beam lithography)

to integrate a massive numbers of sensors, so to detect several dozens of distinct
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neurons. Optoelectrodes in literature have few sensing sites, due to limits of space

in the placement of interconnects in the device, and to the presence of photonic

circuits. Here, we overcome these limits by fabricating nanometric scale intercon-

nections (120 nm wires, 450 nm pitch), and by stacking the interconnect and sensor

layer in a three-dimensional configuration above the nanophotonic circuits. As a

result, we fabricate probes embedding 64 readout electrodes and several light stim-

ulation sites in a probe tip whose width is only 45 micrometers.

We further scale the tip thickness by the complete removal of the silicon substrate

and leave only the functional layers embedding the nanophotonic and electrical

circuits, thus obtaining 5 micron thick tips; such devices are able to correctly pene-

trate through the dura mater to perform in vivo experiments. Altogether, with the

low footprint of our circuits, we obtained devices whose cross-sectional area (device

cross section divided by the number of sensors and stimulation sites) is two orders

of magnitude smaller than the state of the art optoelectrodes [63], demonstrating

the scalability of our approach.

Finally, we developed fabrication techniques towards the integration of carbon-

based nanomaterials on the sensors’ interfaces, so to improve their biocompatibil-

ity and signal to noise ratio readout. We developed a wafer-level technique for the

integration of graphene and the electrodeposition of carbon nano onions, which are

concentric graphitic shells with a high area available towards charges in the neu-

ral extracellular environment. Future in vitro studies will validate the nano onion

coating’s benefits in terms of signal to noise ratio and biocompatibility.

From a neuroscience perspective, decoding the role of different neuron types

and of groups of neurons in in vivo networks is challenging because current state

of the art devices lack the capability of interfacing a large number of neurons and
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have limited functionalities. By integrating nanotechnologies in microprobes, we

overcome several technological bottlenecks and allow the experimenter to interface

with a large number of neurons and to manipulate the desired types of neurons in

the desired areas, thus paving the way towards high resolution studies of neural

networks.
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